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Abstract
This dissertation comprises a body of research facilitating decision-making and complex
system development with quantitative set-based design (SBD). SBD is concurrent product
development methodology, which develops and analyzes many design alternatives for longer time
periods enabling design maturation and uncertainty reduction. SBD improves design space
exploration, facilitating the identification of resilient and affordable systems. The literature
contains numerous qualitative descriptions and quantitative methodologies describing limited
aspects of the SBD process. However, there exist no methodologies enabling the quantitative
management of SBD programs throughout the entire product development cycle. This research
addresses this knowledge gap by developing the process framework and supporting methodologies
guiding product development from initial system concepts to a final design solution. This research
provides several new research contributions. First, we provide a comprehensive SBD state-ofpractice assessment identifying key knowledge and methodology gaps. Second, we demonstrate
the physical implementation of the integrated analytics framework in a model-based engineering
environment. Third, we develop a quantitative methodology enabling program management
decision making in SBD. Fourth, we describe a supporting uncertainty reduction methodology
using multiobjective value of information analysis to assess design set maturity and higherresolution model usefulness. Finally, we describe a quantitative SBD process framework enabling
sequential design maturation and uncertainty reduction decisions. Using an unmanned aerial
vehicle case study, we demonstrate our methodology’s ability to resolve uncertainty and converge
a complex design space onto a set of resilient and affordable design solutions.
Keywords: set-based design, multiobjective decision analysis, value of information, program
management, design maturation, uncertainty reduction
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Complex system design is a challenging endeavor requiring the design and integration of
numerous disparate components into single unified system. This complexity encompasses the
design of individual components, their subsequent interaction as part of a system, and the system’s
external interaction and function with other entities within its operational environment. It logically
follows that complex engineered systems are now, more than ever, subject to greater epistemic
and aleatory uncertainty, increasing a design program’s overall risk. Failure to manage and resolve
design uncertainty in system development is a leading cause in program budget and schedule
overruns, and in some cases leads to program failure. Therefore, complex system design requires
the use methodologies and processes enabling thorough and iterative design maturation and
uncertainty reduction activities throughout the product development process.
System design is a sequential decision process whose objective is the development and
selection of a feasible and affordable design alternative.1 Decisions guiding system development
become more difficult, with increasing system complexity, requiring greater analytical effort to
ensure decision quality and to reduce and manage program risk. Effectively managing this
sequential decision process is critical to the overall success of any system design program. In this
light, it becomes obvious that program managers, dealing with both complexity and uncertainty,
should use design methodologies enabling effective design maturation and uncertainty reduction
decisions.
One such methodology is Set-Based Design (SBD), a concurrent and iterative engineering
process well suited for complex system development under uncertainty. Set-Based Design is a
product design method first described by Ward et al. (1995) in their study of the Toyota Motor
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Corporation’s design and production process. They describe SBD as a concurrent and iterative
engineering process that develops sets of design alternatives, at the system and sub-system levels,
and subsequently removes infeasible and sub-optimal alternatives from consideration. These set
convergence activities continue until the selection of a final design.2 As a design process, SBD
enables sequential design decisions and is well suited for systems engineering programs dealing
with complexity and uncertainty.
1.2. Research Motivation
Improving the defense acquisition processes motivates this research. The United States
Department of Defense (DoD) currently invests trillions of dollars into weapon system research,
development, and acquisition.3 Responsibility for this significant investment lies with the defense
acquisition system (DAS).4

The DAS has periodically implemented significant changes in

attempts to curb cost and schedule overruns. Since the 1990s, the Government Accountability
Office (GAO) has identified DoD weapon system acquisitions as a high-risk area. The reason for
this perpetual designation lies within a history of significant and unanticipated cost and schedule
growth, resulting in numerous Nunn-McCurdy cost breaches.5 To address these continuing issues,
the DoD published Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 5000.02 for the Operation of the
Defense Acquisition System.4 This document increases emphasis on affordability and trade-off
analyses, with complementary systems engineering activities early in the acquisition life cycle.4
The updated requirements contained in DoDI 5000.02, underscore the need for the integration and
implementation of improved product development (PD) methodologies into the DAS.
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Figure 1. Responsible Factors for Nunn-McCurdy Breaches.6
Despite the continued updates to the DAS, we contend that these changes provide limited
benefit in regards to reducing program risk. Since the early 1990s, The GAO has identified defense
acquisitions as a high-risk area.7 A contributing factor to this designation is the high number of
on Nunn-McCurdy Breaches, with 47 major acquisition programs incurring 74 breaches between
1997 and 2009 alone. A Nunn-McCurdy breach occurs when a program’s cost exceeds certain
thresholds, with the breach defined as either significant or critical depending on the magnitude of
the cost overrun.6 Figure 1 provides a description of the main contributing factors for these
breaches; of note are the factors regarding engineering/design, schedule, estimate revisions,
requirement changes, and funding issues. These factors alone account for 187 of the 302 cited
observations contributing to Nunn-McCurdy breaches during 1997 – 2009 timeframe.6 Root cause
analysis shows many of these cost breaches result from inadequate design knowledge or program
requirements, inaccurate assumptions, and overly optimistic cost and schedule estimates. We
should note that the rate of Nunn-McCurdy breaches has decreased since the publication of the
3

2011 GAO report; however, this decrease is a result of statutory and regulatory changes that did
not specifically address these root causes.8
A possible underlying issue to these causal factors may reside in how the DoD, along with its
civilian manufacturing contractors, design complex systems. The DoD historically uses pointbased design (PBD) methods for product development.2,9–12 PBD, as a traditional design practice,
seeks to converge on a single baseline design solution early in the PD process, generally after
evaluating a small set of alternatives. PBD then iteratively modifies the baseline solution until it
meets design requirements. While this appears as both logical and efficient process on the surface,
early design selection may produce infeasible or unaffordable solutions, oftentimes resulting in
lengthy delays, increased cost commitment, as well as sub-optimal designs requiring continued
and extensive rework.13 PBD process issues occur frequently in concurrent engineering scenarios,
similar to those encountered in defense acquisitions. In these situations, the system design passes
from one functional design team to another resulting in design changes and rework. This manifests
in a decreasing ability to meet changing requirements and integrate required design changes
without incurring significant and adverse impacts to schedule and cost. Further compounding
these issues is the lack of guaranteed design convergence in PBD.13
Traditional PBD methodologies are not inherently inferior to SBD, nor do we advocate for the
use of SBD for all system design applications. In many cases, PBD methodologies are more than
adequate and are capable of producing cost effective and resilient designs, especially when
improving existing designs with low uncertainty. However, PBD methodologies facilitate early
design selection decisions, which can increase programmatic risk if the decision is premature. We
define a premature design decision as a decision made before an uncertainty is sufficiently resolved
to an acceptable level.

In system design, this uncertainty can include aspects of system
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requirements, technology readiness levels, budget, and performance under various conditions.
Failure to resolve and understand these uncertainties may result in an infeasible design resulting
in costly and time-consuming design rework and remediation activities. As seen in Figure 2, these
costs become increasingly burdensome later into product development potentially leading to
program failure.14 In other words, when facing complexity and uncertainty, premature decisions
reduce design program flexibility and increase the overall risk. Clearly addressing these known
PBD issues holds promise in reducing the potential for cost and schedule overruns and producing
sub-optimal system designs in defense acquisition.

Figure 2. Life-Cycle Cost Impacts from Early Phase Decision-Making, adapted from Walden et
al. (2015)
To help address and mitigate the above issues, this research builds upon recent SBD and
Model-Based Engineering (MBE) methodologies by developing and integrating quantitative
design maturation and uncertainty reduction methodologies into SBD convergence framework.
Our key focus is using the concept of design decision delay to enable effective design maturation
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and uncertainty reduction in complex system design. In this regard, we do not prematurely select
or eliminate designs from consideration, but instead prioritize promising designs for further study
and analysis. This concept enables design program flexibility by retaining design options, while
focusing analytical activities on the most promising design sets. This methodology informs SBD
convergence activities through multiobjective decision analysis (MODA) and multiobjective value
of information (MOVOI) analysis. The methodology’s objective is to enable efficient and cost
effective design convergence through value-focused decision-making.15
1.3. Set-Based Design: A Vehicle for System Design Process Improvement
This research uses SBD as its base methodology due to the numerous advantages identified in
the literature.16

We group these advantages into two complimentary categories: 1) value

improvement benefits and 2) risk mitigation benefits. Value improvement benefits result from the
development and maturation of multiple robust design alternatives that are Pareto-optimal in
regards to stakeholder value and cost. Value improvement benefits can take many forms, but are
generally the result of superior alternative identification and development.17 A simple thought
exercise regarding continuous ranges supports this point.

Given a continuous range, the

probability of randomly selecting a specific discrete point is zero. Many complex system design
spaces can also be thought of as continuous spectrums, and thus potentially contain an infinite
number of design options.

Traditional design approaches generally consider only a few

alternatives, however, the probability that one of these designs being Pareto-optimal is essentially
zero. SBD increases the likelihood of identifying an optimal design or set of designs, in the
stakeholder value (SHV) vs. cost tradespace, by considering numerous design alternatives. Thus,
by considering many alternatives, we are able to identify alternatives with greater value than those
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developed using traditional design approaches. This is especially true during the early design
phase.18
Resolving uncertainty will also yield risk mitigation benefits. In this regard we resolve
epistemic or knowledge uncertainty, and build resiliency against aleatory uncertainty by delaying
design decisions.2,19,20 A decision, by definition, is an irrevocable allocation of resources. Thus,
decision delay forestalls premature commitment of finite resources.21

Decision delay enables

design and program flexibility in the face of changing and uncertain requirements. Delayed
decisions also enable technology maturation helping to ensure design feasibility prior to
commitment.10 In the end, these factors help to mitigate design performance, cost, and schedule
risks by retaining the capability to update or change design options with minimal rework.22

Good Program
Execution (SBD)

Good Project
Definition (SBD)

Poor Program
Execution (SBD)

Figure 3. Effects of Improved Processes and Program Execution on Stakeholder Value
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In Figure 3, we visualize the value improving effects of SBD when compared to more
traditional design programs. This figure, adapted from Lavingia’s description of enabling success
through improved project management, shows the effects of project definition and execution on
stakeholder value.23 We include the defense acquisition phases and milestones in our comparison
of project definition for PBD and SBD. In complex system design, SBD enables superior project
definition, improving stakeholder value, through the four tenets of 1) robust alternative
development, 2) uncertainty reduction, 3) delayed design decisions, and 4) improved design
communication.16 By gradually converging the design space, a program using SBD can potentially
achieve higher stakeholder value on shorter timelines when compared to PBD approaches, insuring
the program against suboptimal program execution. However, SBD convergence is a complex and
expensive activity with few formal quantitative methodologies within the body of knowledge.16
This fact leads us to our set of primary research questions.
1.4. Primary Research Questions
This research seeks to answer five primary research questions in our development of our
quantitative SBD convergence framework and analytical tools and methodologies.

These

questions motivate and enable this dissertation’s research contributions.
1. Is the current SBD state-of-practice more quantitative or qualitative in nature?
2. What quantitative methodology and knowledge gaps exist within the SBD state-ofpractice?
3. How can we enable effective design maturation and convergence through decision delay?
4. How can we evaluate and reduce uncertainties introduced by multi-resolution models and
other uncertainty reduction activities?
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5.

How can we integrate design maturation and uncertainty reduction into a single
quantitative SBD process framework enabling convergence?

These research questions inform this dissertation’s structure and organization, which we
discussion in the next section.
1.5. Dissertation Organization
This dissertation contains seven chapters including this introduction. In Chapter 2, we survey
122 refereed journal articles and conference papers, in doing so, we provide following
contributions. Chapter 2 introduces and defines the four tenets of quantitative SBD, presents a
SBD process map, delivers a comprehensive assessment of the SBD state-of-practice, and
identifies relevant knowledge and methodology gaps in the SBD state-of-practice.

These

contributions allow us to answer research questions 1 and 2 and focus our methodology
development efforts.
Chapter 3 provides a description of our model-based unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) design
case study. This description includes information regarding our modeling environment, models,
and quantitative tools supporting our research. The chapter’s primary research contribution is the
physical implementation of an integrated analytics framework in a multi-resolution capable
modeling environment.
Chapter 4 provides our quantitative methodology enabling multiobjective program
management decisions. This chapter’s primary contribution is a quantitative program management
decision methodology. In contrast to previous research, we view the SBD process program
manager’s viewpoint, as opposed to the system analyst and engineering viewpoint.

This

methodology adapts MODA, tradespace exploration and information entropy24 to inform design
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maturation decisions and answer research question 3.

Chapter 4 also provides an initial

quantitative SBD framework, which we adapt and refine in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 5 develops a MOVOI analysis methodology to answer research question 4. This
methodology uses multi-resolution models to enable Bayesian belief updates to design set
feasibility informing uncertainty reduction decisions with multiple options. This research provides
new contributions to the fields of decision analysis and SBD, while addressing identified
methodology limitations identified in Chapter 4. Additionally, Chapter 5 highlights the risk
associated with premature design decisions throughout the development process.
Chapter 6 provides a methodology demonstration using both the Chapter 4 design maturation
methodology and the Chapter 5 MOVOI analysis methodology.

The chapter’s primary

contribution is the quantitative SBD framework integrating both design maturation and uncertainty
methodologies into single process, answering research question 5. The chapter provides a
comparison of the final comprehensive process with the original process described during Chapter
4. This comparison highlights the potential benefits of coordinating design maturation and
uncertainty reduction decisions during system development. We conclude with Chapter 7, which
provides a summary our methodologies, major research contributions, identified limitations and
future research recommendations.
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2. Literature Review: Set-Based Design: The State-of-Practice and Research Opportunities
This chapter was originally published in System Engineering in July 2020 under the title: “SetBased Design: The State-of-Practice and Research Opportunities.” Its authors include: Nicholas
Shallcross, Gregory Parnell, Edward Pohl, and Eric Specking.
2.1. Abstract
Increasing system complexity has provided the impetus to develop new and novel systems
engineering methodologies. One of these methodologies is set-based design (SBD), a concurrent
design methodology well suited for complex systems subject to significant uncertainty. Since the
1990s, numerous private, public, and defense sector design programs have successfully
implemented SBD.

However, concerns regarding SBD’s complexity, tendency towards

qualitative methods, and lack of quantitative tools have limited its use. To address these issues,
our research surveys 122 refereed journal articles and conference papers to assess SBD’s state-ofpractice and identify relevant research opportunities. To accomplish these tasks, we perform a
structured literature review to identify and assess relevant and influential research.

We found

that SBD’s state-of-practice relies heavily upon decision and tradespace analysis with increasing
emphasis on uncertainty modeling and MBSE. We found that the majority of SBD research
consists of quantitative methodologies focusing on component and small system applications. We
also found that complex system applications used mostly qualitative methodologies. We identify
SBD research opportunities for requirements development, MBSE, uncertainty modeling,
multiresolution modeling, adversarial analysis, and program management.

Finally, we

recommend the development of a comprehensive SBD methodology and toolkit, suited for
complex system design across all stages of the product development life cycle.
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2.2. Introduction
The demanding requirements of modern systems, and their complexity, require the
development of new systems engineering methodologies.1 A system’s complexity is the product
of its individual components and sub-systems, their interaction with each other, and the system’s
interaction with its operators and maintainers, other systems, and ultimately its operating
environment. The effect of this increased complexity is an increase in epistemic and aleatory
uncertainty in system requirements and performance leading to increased budgetary and schedule
risk. As a product development methodology, set-based design (SBD) is an increasingly popular
system design process for both the public and private sectors.2–8 SBD is a concurrent system
engineering methodology that facilitates improved complex system design through the tenets of
robust alternative development, uncertainty reduction and resolution, delayed design decisions,
and effective design team communication.3,9 These features offer the potential for SBD to address
the complexities of modern system design.
Ward et al. first described SBD in 1995 in their study of the Toyota Motor Corporation’s
automobile design process.2

Since that time, SBD has enabled a wide array of product

development applications ranging from simple component design to the development of complex
weapon systems.4–6,10–13 Despite SBD’s increasing popularity, many engineering design programs
still prefer traditional point-based system design methods.8,14,15 Reasons for this include the lack
of quantitative methodologies and tools, limited research regarding set-definition and
development, implementation difficulty, and even incompatibility with the existing organizational
culture.4,15,16 Despite these shortcomings, the SBD literature demonstrates its potential and
applicability as both a managerial process and a complex system design methodology. As a result,
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both private and governmental organizations have driven the recent surge in SBD focused
research.
To facilitate future research, this paper describes SBD’s current state-of-practice as a system
design methodology, concentrating on complex system design applications, and identifies
emerging research opportunities for the engineering community. As we will show, there exists
significant SBD research opportunities to develop new methodologies addressing specific aspects
of the SBD process. It is common for these studies to combine traditional aspects of SBD, such
as robust alternative development, with another analytical methodology such as optimization or
design of experiments in their quest for process improvement.

Less common is research

combining multiple analytical disciplines within a single SBD construct to develop a holistic
methodology describing a quantitative SBD process from the initial early design development and
analysis phases to final design selection. Although other researchers have published surveys
regarding specific SBD applications or methodologies, none provide a holistic view of SBD
methodologies and research trends for complex system design.4,16,17 We survey and analyze the
system-engineering literature to identify SBD’s state-of-practice, research trends, and emerging
research areas to enable future complex system research and development programs. We surveyed
122 journal articles and conference papers to develop our assessment of SBD’s state-of-practice.
This paper’s organization follows. Section 2.3 provides an overview of SBD, specifically
focusing on enabling complex system design. Section 2.4 describes our research methodology and
provides descriptive statistics from the survey. Section 2.5 presents SBD’s analytical state-ofpractice. Section 2.6 describes SBD research and application gaps, and identifies emerging
research opportunities. Finally, Section 2.7 presents our conclusions and recommendations.
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2.3. SBD for Complex Systems
Set-based design is a concurrent product development methodology often described as both a
managerial process and engineering design methodology. Ward and Seering provide the earliest
description of a set-based methodology in their research describing a novel automated engineering
design concept.18 Shortly afterwards, Ward et al. produced the seminal description of a set-based
concurrent engineering process in their study of Toyota’s vehicle design and production process.2
They describe SBD as a concurrent and iterative design process, developing robust sets of system
and sub-system design options. The SBD process subsequently removes infeasible and suboptimal
sets and alternatives as designs are refined. Set reduction activities continue until the selection of
a final system design solution. Toyota’s design process advocated delaying design decisions,
ambiguous design specification communication, and the extensive prototyping of design
alternatives.2 These features, while seemingly counter to efficient design practices, enabled both
organizational and design flexibility, allowing Toyota to outperform its competitors by quickly
delivering higher quality products with a substantially greater profit margin. SBD enables
successful and resilient design programs through the following four value-improving tenets: 1)
robust alternative development, 2) uncertainty reduction and resolution, 3) delayed design
decisions, and 4) effective design team communication.
In practice, SBD develops and analyzes numerous system and sub-system alternatives
organized within the design space in groups called sets. A set is a grouping of similar, yet distinct,
design alternatives sharing at least one common design feature as shown in Figure 1.16,19,20 SBD
design spaces are suitable for both discrete and continuous design variables, and it is possible for
design spaces to contain millions of potential options during early design exploration.6,21 By
considering a large number of designs, SBD increases the likelihood of identifying a set of feasible
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and Pareto-optimal designs.

Thus, robust alternative development enables an enhanced

exploration and analyses of potentially superior designs than is possible when using more
traditional systems engineering methodologies and point-based design approaches.

Figure 1. SBD design set visualization
In Figure 2, we provide our SBD process map conceptualizing the relationship between the
four tenets and the processes required for the design of feasible and affordable systems. As seen,
the tenets require multiple sub-processes and methods to enable effective SBD. For example,
robust alternative development requires both tradespace exploration and trade-off analysis, which
are activities informing set-selection and reduction decisions. Likewise, uncertainty reduction and
resolution requires multiresolution modeling and iterative requirements analysis, while modelbased systems engineering (MBSE) enables effective design team communication. Decision delay
permeates SBD, in the form of sequential decision making processes, ultimately enabling
alternative development, uncertainty reduction, and final design selection.
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Figure 2. Set-based design process map
As a rule, complex system requirements and design have significant uncertainty, requiring
concerted reduction activities throughout the product development life cycle. SBD facilitates
effective uncertainty reduction through methods such as modeling and simulation, multiresolution
modeling, and prototyping, helping to ensure feasibility before commitment. The literature
provides examples of several SBD methodologies; however, all of these processes generally
adhere to the following four principles described by Sobek et al. 1) Map the design space to define
feasible regions, develop multiple alternatives, and analyze trade-offs, 2) identify feasible set
intersections and develop conceptual robustness, 3) establish feasibility before commitment by
controlling and resolving uncertainty at key decision points, and 4) remain within selected sets.3
These principles enable the identification and reduction of information gaps regarding the system’s
overall requirements and design, a process known as uncertainty reduction. In this regard, SBD
practitioners are primarily concerned with resolving epistemic, or knowledge, uncertainty, which
naturally decreases over time with the acquisition of new information.9 But what methods are
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available to enable uncertainty reduction? The answer is that a structured sequential decision
making process provides a means for enabling uncertainty reduction in SBD.8
Complex system design and development is a sequential decision making process containing
multiple decision points prior to the final design selection decision.11,22 Design decision timing is
a critical component in managing complex system development, with premature decisions
increasing the likelihood and severity of adverse programmatic impacts through early cost
commitment and the loss of flexibility.8 Premature design decisions may result in the selection of
infeasible or inappropriate designs requiring extensive rework at substantial cost. Decision delay
is the key SBD tenet enabling effective uncertainty reduction. Purposeful decision deferment
provides the time to analyze and resolve identified knowledge gaps before resource commitment.
Therefore, SBD can reduce a system design program’s assumed performance, budget and schedule
risk.
Effective communication is a critical component of any design program; however, what
constitutes effective communications in traditional and SBD enabled design programs are
different. Ward et al. first described SBD communication as highly effective but ‘ambiguous’.2
This ambiguity generally took the form of design specification tolerances, providing the requisite
precision for design teams to develop multiple viable sub-system designs. Essentially, this
ambiguity communicates the allowable ranges of the final design objective without a prescriptive
set of instructions limiting design team creativity and flexibility. Ward et al. also observed that
Toyota’s use of non-dedicated and dispersed design teams, an uncommon practice for many design
programs at the time. Modern day system design requires the assistance of numerous specialized
and highly skilled personnel organized in potentially geographically dispersed design teams.21
SBD practitioners advocate communicating with design concepts and models as opposed to
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specific design solutions, allowing for the concurrent development and analysis of numerous subsystem designs and system level configurations.3,23,24 This, in turn, increases the possibility of
identifying and developing feasible and Pareto-optimal solutions within the program’s schedule
and budgetary constraints.
The SBD tenets of robust alternative development, uncertainty reduction and resolution,
delayed design decisions, and effective design team communication frame our SBD state-ofpractice survey. As we will describe in Section 2.4, these four tenets guided the literature review
process by providing the topic areas informing our keyword searches. Additionally, these tenets
provide the contextual background for our SBD state-of-practice assessment and analysis of
research opportunities.
2.4. Research Methodology
2.4.1. Literature Review Process
Our methodology consisted of four main activities: 1) describing the SBD process shown in
the Figure 2, 2) collecting and screening relevant documents for findings, 3) identifying the key
topics required to assess SBD’s state-of-practice, and 4) analyzing the findings. Using the four
SBD tenets, we identified 11 unique keywords and phrases, in addition to the phrase ‘set-based
methods’, to inform our literature search; these keywords and phrases match closely with, or
support the sub-processes shown in Figure 2. To analyze our findings, we developed the following
five research questions. These questions enable a high-level assessment of SBD’s state-of-practice
eliciting the type and scope of each paper’s methodology. The five research questions are:
1. How does the publication’s methodology contribute to the SBD state-of-practice?
2. Is the described methodology quantitative or qualitative in nature?
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3. What is the scope of the methodology? [e.g. simple components, sub-systems, or complex
systems]
4. Which specific SBD tenets does the methodology address?
5. What SBD research / methodology gaps exist within the literature?
In essence, our team wanted to determine the analytical methods commonly used in SBD, the types
of design process applications, if the state-of-practice was quantitative or qualitative in nature, the
level of system complexity, and trends in research. We were specifically interested in determining
the scope of SBD methodologies and if the state-of-practice was becoming more quantitative in
nature.

Figure 3. Phase I structure literature review process
Our structured literature review process collected 122 documents using a two-phase search
process. Phase I focused on the collection of SBD specific literature based on the process chart
shown in Figure 3. This search queried both Web of Science and Google Scholar databases, and
began by constraining the body of literature to systems engineering disciplines. We further
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constrained the search by considering only documents detailing set-based methods and providing
methodologies applicable to one of the four tenets. We then conducted 21 separate keyword
searches using multiple combinations of the keywords, producing 286 results, for initial screening.
From this group, we screened and removed obvious duplicate links, reducing the set to 92 unique
documents. From this set, we identified and collected only refereed journal articles and conference
papers, reducing the set to the 64 SBD specific documents considered in the final review. We refer
to this set of documents as Group A throughout the remainder of this paper.2–65 We provide the
complete listing for all Group A documents in Table XVII.

Figure 4. Phase II structured literature review process
The Phase II collection process expanded our literature search by removing the original SBD
method decision node shown, resulting in the revised search process presented in Figure 4.
Motivating the Phase II search was the identification of additional relevant documents informing
the state-of-practice. There was concern that the Phase I search constraints eliminated SBD
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applicable research preventing a comprehensive assessment of SBD methods. Database queries
used the keywords under each tenet, resulting in the identification of 324 documents. We screened
documents for duplicates, and then by the authors’ history with SBD research. We quickly
assessed the methodology’s similarity to SBD, such as controlled convergence methods, and if it
provided significant methodology contributions to any of the four SBD tenets, reducing the set to
91 unique documents. Finally, we screened documents based on publication type resulting in 58
articles and conference papers. This process enabled the collection of valuable supplementary
articles. For example we include in the review “A Decision-based perspective on assessing system
robustness” by Malak et al.66 While this article does not specifically address SBD by name, it
discusses the quantification of system robustness and rational decision-making, both key
components of the SBD process. Furthermore, the researchers themselves are familiar with SBD,
with several publications on the subject, lending credence to the document’s inclusion within the
study.13,38,39 Using this logic, we are able to include a large number of relevant documents within
this review that may have otherwise been missed, enabling a more comprehensive assessment of
SBD. We refer to this set of documents as Group B from this point forward.1,66–122 We provide
the complete listing for all Group B documents in Table XVIII.
Table I. SBD methodology research focus categories
Research Focus Categories
Affordability
MBSE Applications
Analysis of Alternatives (AoA)
Modeling & Simulation
Architecting
Modeling Uncertainty
Bayesian Methods
Network Modeling
Decision Analysis Applications
Optimization & Heuristics
Design & Tradespace Analysis
Program Management
Design of Experiment Applications Requirements Development
Engineering Resilience
Risk Analysis / Management
Game Theory
Multiresolution Modeling
Lean & Agile Applications
Adversarial Modeling & Analysis
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We used Qiqqa, a document and reference management software, as our review’s database and
analytical platform, facilitating efficient and distributed literature analysis and documentation. In
addition to Qiqqa, we built a second database in Excel in order to develop the descriptive tables
and charts presented herein. Using the five research questions, along with author provided
keywords and text analysis; we classified each paper based on the type of set-based methods, the
methodology’s scope, applicable SBD tenets, and the 20 research focus categories presented in
Table I. We derived these 20 categories from paper keywords, or through text mining and word
cloud analysis in the absence of keywords.
2.4.2 Descriptive Statistics

Figure 5. Number of publications by year and type
In this section, we provide the descriptive statistics of the 122 documents analyzed in this
survey. This review analyzed documents published between 1993 and 2019, focusing solely on
peer reviewed journal articles and conference papers. Figure 5 provides the publication figures by
year for all classes of publications. The literature contains 36 Group A and 39 Group B journal
articles, and 28 Group A and 19 Group B conference papers with a majority of the documents
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published during or after 2012. Early Group A documents focused heavily on describing the SBD
process and potential benefits, using Toyota’s design and production process as the exemplar case
study.2,3,25,26 Later, the research focus transitioned from describing SBD to developing and
applying methodologies, first against component and small system design problems,4,11,38,44 and
subsequently complex system design problems in various engineering fields.6,7,45,63,64 As with
Group A, we observe a similar trend towards complex system design in the Group B documents.
Table II. Literature review demographics
Country of Origin
United States
France
United Kingdom
Canada
Germany
Japan
Sweden
Republic of Korea
Belgium
Brazil
Israel
Italy
Norway
Peoples Republic
of China
Russia
The Netherlands
United Arab
Emirates
Unspecified

Group A
Articles
25
1
1
1
3
1
2

Group A
Conf. Papers
22
1
1
1
1

Group B
Articles
27
2
3
2

1

1

Group B
Conf. Papers
16

1
1

Grand
Total
90
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

We present the survey’s demographic profile in Table II. We assigned the demographics based
on the location of the primary author’s employer or organization. Our literature demographics are
similar to other systems engineering surveys, such as Huldt and Stenius’ 2019 MBSE survey.123
Like those surveys, a preponderance of the considered research originates from academic and
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research institutions within the United States.

U.S. research generally focuses on SBD

methodology development, as well as general defense and maritime applications, with an eye
towards defense acquisition.8

In addition to research applying SBD to manufacturing and

construction processes, we observe similar SBD research and application areas in papers
originating from other countries.45,48,49 We present these statistics, for Groups A & B, in Table
III.
Table III. Literature review research objective categories
Country of
Origin
United
States
France
United
Kingdom
Canada
Germany
Japan
Sweden
Republic of
Korea
Belgium
Brazil
Israel
Italy
Norway
Peoples
Republic of
China
Russia
The
Netherlands
United Arab
Emirates
Unspecified

Methodology /
Process
Development

Defense
Applications

Maritime
Applications

Manufacturing
Applications

Methodology
Surveys

61

11

7

5

6

2

2

4
2
2
3
2

1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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This review considered publications from 38 different scientific journals and 47 individual
conference proceedings. Table IV provides the most frequently encountered scientific journals in
this study, which account for 49 of the 75 journal articles. Systems Engineering led all publishers
with 13 separate articles. These 13 articles concentrated on complex system development with a
focus on risk management, and engineering resilience applications, however, only two articles
specifically address SBD methods.14,15 The Naval Engineers Journal led all publishers with the
greatest number of SBD specific (Group A) articles emphasizing the U.S. Navy’s emphasis on the
use of SBD for ship design.8

We observed a variety of topics published in the other 10 leading

journals. While complex system development remained a common theme, we observed a higher
rate of articles describing component design, small system design, or general methodology
development applications.
Table IV. Leading scientific journals
Journal
Systems Engineering
Naval Engineers Journal
Journal of Mechanical Design
Concurrent Engineering
IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management
The International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing
Technology
Systems
Insight
Computer-Aided Design
Journal of Engineering Design
Sloan management review
Risk Analysis: An International Journal

Group A
Articles
2
6
2
2
2

Group B
Articles
11
2
3
1
1

2

1

1

2
3
1

1
2
2
1

1

In Table V we present the leading refereed conferences associated with SBD related research.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) annual design and technology
conferences led all conferences in the number of SBD related publications. The Conference on
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Systems Engineering Research (CSER) was next on the list, contributing 6 papers. The Annual
Conference of the International Group for Lean Construction and the American Society of Naval
Engineers (ASNE) conferences each contributed three articles.

The American Society for

Engineering Management (ASEM), International Design Conference, and the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) each contributed two papers to the body of literature.
Table V. Leading refereed conferences
Conference
ASME Annual Design Conferences
CSER Annual Conferences
Annual Conference of the International Group for Lean
Construction
ASNE Conferences
INCOSE International Symposium
ASEM Annual Conferences
International Design Conference
IEEE Conferences

Group A
Papers
6
2
3
3
1
2
2
1

Group B
Papers
3
4

2

1

To ensure our literature search identified a sufficient quantity of relevant publications, we
analyzed each document’s number of citations. We collected the citation data from Google
Scholar on 31 January 2020. While the absolute amount of citations provides insight into the
overall influence of a publication, this metric is obviously biased towards older publications.
Therefore, we calculated the annual citation rate by using Equation 1, where 𝐶𝑇 is the total number
of citations, 𝑌𝐶 is the data collection year, and 𝑌𝑃 is the publication year.
𝐶𝑇
𝑌𝑐 −𝑌𝑝

= (𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)

(1)

The annual citation rate allows us to identify pertinent and recently published documents
enabling improved understanding on SBD’s state-of-practice, as well as eliminate documents that
are no longer relevant to the current state-of-practice. Table VI presents the top ten publications
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in terms of annual citation rate, and includes nine journal articles and one conference paper. The
documents have a combined 2,853 total citations. It comes as no surprise that Ward and Sobek’s
two foundational publications lead the list in terms of both the total number of citations and the
annual citation rate. Third on the list is Singer et al.’s 2009 paper describing SBD’s process and
suitability for naval vessel design.

While higher cited publications exist, this paper has

accumulated a relatively large number of citations in a short period, resulting in a higher annual
citation rate. Wade et al.’s conference paper “Designing engineered resilient systems using setbased design” ranks ninth on the list in terms of annual citation rate, amassing nine citations during
2019. However, in terms of total citations it ranks 13th out of 50 conference papers in total
citations. The most cited conference paper is “A set-based system for eliminating infeasible
designs in engineering problems dominated by uncertainty” with 78 total citations.27 Finch and
Ward presented this paper at the 1997 ASME Design Engineering Technical Conference; the paper
has averaged 3.4 citations per year since publication. Included within the Group A documents are
19 publications with an annual citation rate less than one. Additionally, this sub-set contains ten
recently published papers having a citation rate of zero.
Table VI. Most cited Group A publications
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Publication Title
Toyota's principles of set-based concurrent
engineering3
The second Toyota paradox: How delaying
decisions can make better cars faster2
What Is Set-Based Design?9
Reducing Rework by Applying Set-Based
Practices Early in the Systems Engineering
Process14
Multi-attribute utility analysis in set-based
conceptual design38

Publication
Year

No.
Citations

Annual
Citation
Rate

1999

923

44.0

1995

954

38.2

2009

209

19.0

2014

73

12.2

2009

133

12.1
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Table VI. Cont.
Rank Publication Title

6

7

8
9
10

Involving suppliers in product development
in the United States and Japan: Evidence for
set-based concurrent engineering26
Efficiency analysis of Set-based Design with
structural building information modeling (SBIM) on high-rise building structures45
Adapting real options to new product
development by modeling the second Toyota
paradox30
Designing engineered resilient systems using
set-based design19
Practical applications of set-based concurrent
engineering in industry4

Publication
Year

No.
Citations

Annual
Citation
Rate

1996

257

10.7

2012

73

9.1

2005

136

9.1

2019

9

9.0

2010

86

8.6

Table VII. Most cited Group B publications
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Title
Collaborative conceptual design—state of
the art and future trends70
An approach to decision-based design with
discrete choice analysis for demand
modeling72
Development of a fuzzy FMEA based
product design system78
Designing resilient systems-of-systems: A
survey of metrics, methods, and
challenges98
Adding value in product development by
creating information and reducing risk71
Towards affordably adaptable and effective
systems92
A framework to integrate design knowledge
reuse and requirements management in
engineering design80

Publication
Year

No.
Citations

Annual
Citation
Rate

2002

685

38.1

2003

298

17.5

2008

205

17.1

2015

71

14.2

2002

234

13.0

2013

91

13.0

2008

134

11.2
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Table VII. Cont.
Rank Title
8
9
10

A risk analysis model in concurrent
engineering product development82
A multilevel framework for lean product
development system design85
Addressing complexity aspects in
conceptual ship design: A systems
engineering approach86

Publication
Year

No.
Citations

Annual
Citation
Rate

2010

92

9.2

2011

81

9.0

2012

47

5.9

We performed a similar analysis for the Group B publications, which we present in Table VII.
All ten documents are journal articles, with 1,938 total citations gained between 2002 and 2015.
Wang et al. has accumulated the most citations and has the highest citation rate of the Group B;
their publication ranks third among all documents in both groups. Group B also contains 20
documents having an annual citation rate less than 1, ten of which lack a single citation.
In addition to this analysis, we used Qiqqa’s Brainstorm function to conduct an analysis of the
literature’s citation network. This analysis reinforced our above findings regarding the relevance
of both the seminal and recently published documents considered in this survey. Overall, our
research methodology was able to obtain a sufficient quantity of diverse, recently published, and
influential publications for our state-of-practice assessment. In the next section, we will provide
our analysis of the literature, focusing on answering research questions 1 – 4. In Section 2.6, we
will focus on the fifth research question, identifying research and methodology gaps to inform
future research.
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2.5. The Set-Based Design State of Practice
2.5.1. State-of-Practice Analysis
Question 1: How does the publication’s methodology contribute to the SBD state-of-practice?
Table VIII. Top research focus areas in Group A publications (64 documents)
Group A: Research Focus Categories No. Observations
Decision Analysis Applications
29
Modeling Uncertainty
11
Design & Tradespace Analysis
11
Engineering Resilience
9
MBSE Applications
9
Analysis of Alternatives (AoA)
7
Optimization & Heuristics
7
Risk Analysis / Management
6
Affordability
5
Design of Experiment Applications
5
To enable our analysis, we tagged each publication with one or more of the 20 research focus
categories.

We present the top 10 research categories from the Group A publications in Table

VIII. Decision and tradespace analysis, along with modeling uncertainty applications were the
most commonly used analytical methods. On the other end of the spectrum, the categories of
network modeling10, game theory34, and Bayesian methods41 are each observed only once within
the Group A documents.
Table IX. Top research focus areas in Group B publications (58 documents)
Group B: Research Focus Categories No. Observations
Decision Analysis Applications
20
Risk Analysis / Management
15
MBSE Applications
14
Engineering Resilience
14
Modeling Uncertainty
13
Requirements Development
11
Design & Tradespace Analysis
10
Optimization & Heuristics
8
Modeling & Simulation
6
Multiresolution Modeling
6
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We present Group B’s top 10 research focus categories in Table IX. When comparing Group
A and B research focus areas, we observe similar research between the two groups. As before,
decision analysis was the most frequently encountered research category.

Risk analysis /

management and MBSE methodologies were the next most frequently encountered categories in
Group B. Like Group A, network modeling, and game theory were the least common research
categories in the 64 Group B publications.
Groups A and B have seven research focus areas in common within their respective top 10
categories. Group A research places higher emphasis on analysis of alternatives (AoA), design of
experiment (DoE), and affordability applications, while requirements development, modeling and
simulation (M&S), and multiresolution modeling applications occur more frequently in Group B.
We attribute this to SBD’s alternative development requirement, which naturally lends itself to
AoA, affordability and DoE applications during tradespace analysis activities. In Group B, we
observe greater instances of research applying M&S and requirements development methods to
enhance system resilience in uncertain and complex environments.100,108,120 While we see similar
trends in Group A, these two topics occur less frequently in the collection of SBD specific research.
We will provide further discussion of underrepresented research and methodologies in Section 2.6.
Question 2: Is the described methodology quantitative or qualitative in nature?
There have been concerns that SBD is a more qualitative than quantitative methodology.8,16
Before we proceed in this discussion, we define what constitutes a quantitative and qualitative
methodology.

For our purposes, we define quantitative methodologies as any systematic

applications applying mathematical or computational techniques to describe and model physical
phenomena. Conversely, qualitative methodologies refer to scientific applications and practices
focused on describing non-numerical concepts, definitions, and process results.

Both
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methodologies are important to understanding and implementing SBD, however quantitative
methodologies provide the means for technical implementation and verification of a complex
design process.
When classifying a paper as either quantitative or qualitative in nature we assess the level and
type of reproducibility gained from the research. Most documents considered in this survey used
quantitative techniques; however, many of these articles provided predominantly qualitative
contributions to the body of knowledge. For example, the research describing the SBD enabled
development of the ship-to-shore connector, amphibious combat vehicle, and the small surface
combatant used quantitative tools, but the methodologies were largely qualitative in
application.6,21,50 On the other hand research published by Rapp et al. in 2018 and Specking et al.
in 2019 provide typical examples of quantitative SBD methodologies.15,64 Therefore, in assessing
SBD’s state-of-practice, we analyze the proportion of quantitative and qualitative methodologies.
Table X. Number of quantitative and qualitative Group A documents
Publication Type
No. Quantitative No. Qualitative
(Group A)
Journal
22
14
Conference paper
19
9
Total
41
23
Table XI. Number of quantitative and qualitative Group B documents
Publication Type
No. Quantitative No. Qualitative
(Group B)
Journal
24
15
Conference paper
16
3
Total
40
18
Using our quantitative and qualitative definitions, we find the body of literature contains 81
(67%) quantitative and 41 (33%) qualitative methodologies. The 2:1 ratio of quantitative to
qualitative methodologies is consistent across Group A and B documents as shown in Tables X
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and XI. We were also interested in understanding research trends in regards to methodology type
and present our findings for both groups in Figures 6 and 7. Here we can see that the annual
number of published quantitative SBD methodologies has increased since 1993. This is due impart
to the steady improvements in the computational power and analytical methods available to
engineers and researchers. While qualitative methodologies comprise a significant proportion of
the body of knowledge, our findings indicate that SBD has an overall quantitative state-of-practice
in balance with sound qualitative descriptions of process implementation, benefits, and effects.

Figure 6. Number of Group A publications by year and methodology type
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Figure 7. Number of Group B publications by year and methodology type
Question 3: What is the scope of the methodology?
As with the methodology type, we are interested in understanding the scope of SBD
applications. By scope, we define the scale of the design application [e.g. component, small
system, complex system, or unspecified]; our definitions for each design application level are:


Component: A simple design element, such as a part or material, intended as a stand-alone
item or integration into a greater system.



Small System: A design element comprising two or more components, or possibly other
simple systems, intended as a stand-alone system or part of a larger complex system.



Complex System: A design element containing multiple sub-systems and components
integrated together to achieve a common set of objectives.



Unspecified: The methodology does not identify a specific system scope.

As a design methodology, SBD is well suited for developing emerging technologies and complex
systems facing significant uncertainty. However, practitioners have applied SBD techniques to a
wide range of product and system designs with varying complexity. In Tables XII and XIII, we
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provide a breakdown of the application scope by methodology. In total, Complex system
applications comprised the greatest number of publications (49), followed by unspecified (28),
small system (23), and component (22). Group A papers tended to favor complex and small system
design applications, which accounted for 46 of the total papers. Group B papers also addressed
complex system design; however, many of these documents provided general methodologies for
unspecified applications. Notably, a vast majority of the methodologies demonstrating component
and small system applications were quantitative in nature. This is mainly due to their use of simple
components and systems as tractable methodology demonstrators. Conversely, many of the
qualitative methodologies used complex and unspecified system applications, generally describing
the design process rather than providing the technical methods and tools used in implementation.
Table XII. SBD Group A application scope by methodology type
Group A Application
Scope
Complex System
Small System
Component
Unspecified
Total

No. Quantitative
Methodologies
12
15
10
4
41

No. Qualitative
Methodologies
17
2
4
23

Total
Observations
29
17
10
8
64

Table XIII. SBD Group B application scope by methodology type
Group B Application
Scope
Complex System
Small System
Component
Unspecified
Total

No. Quantitative
Methodologies
10
6
11
13
40

No. Qualitative
Methodologies
10
1
7
18

Total
Observations
20
6
12
20
58
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Question 4: Which specific SBD tenets does the methodology address?
Thus far, we have examined the literature’s analytical methods and applications, providing a
frame-of-reference for SBD’s state-of-practice. Our fourth question addresses SBD’s value
improving aspects, by examining the specific tenets enabled by a publication’s methodology. A
paper may contribute to any or all of the SBD tenets based on its methodology and research focus.
In Tables XIV and XV, we present the number of Group A and B publications providing significant
contributions to each tenet. SBD tenets 1 and 2 are the most frequently addressed tenets within
the literature, underscoring a body of literature containing numerous methodologies regarding
alternative and tradespace development, uncertainty modeling, and risk analysis. However, Group
A documents placed greater emphasis on alternative development methodologies than their Group
B counterparts, which favored uncertainty reduction methods. While decision analysis is the most
common research focus area within the literature, publications specifically addressing tenet 3
appear less frequently. A slight majority of these papers provide quantitative methodologies such
as formal sequential decision-making processes like those proposed by Miller et al.103,117
Publications addressing tenet 4 were the least common, generally providing either qualitative
process management methodologies or quantitative MBSE enabled approaches.
Table XIV. Count of Group A methodologies by SBD tenet focus

Tenet
No. Journal
Articles
No.
Conference
Papers
Total

Tenet 1: Robust
Alternative
Development

Tenet 2:
Uncertainty
Reduction &
Resolution

Tenet 3:
Delayed
Design
Decisions

Tenet 4: Effective
Design Team
Communications

22

22

12

12

16

12

7

6

38

34

19

18

38

Table XV. Count of Group B methodologies by SBD tenet focus

Tenet
No. Journal
Articles
No.
Conference
Papers
Total

Tenet 1: Robust
Alternative
Development

Tenet 2:
Uncertainty
Reduction &
Resolution

Tenet 3:
Delayed
Design
Decisions

Tenet 4: Effective
Design Team
Communications

11

26

6

9

6

12

7

4

17

38

13

13

In regards to SBD’s state-of-practice, it is important to understand if the research addresses
SBD from a holistic perspective or concentrates on a specific set of tenets. Simply put, we want
to know how many tenets each publication addresses, which we provide in Table XVI. Within the
literature, 69 publications contributed towards a single tenet, while 43 documents contributed
towards any combination of two tenets. Research contributing to three or more tenets is relatively
rare within the literature, totaling only 10 documents within this survey. As a rule, these
publications provide higher-level conceptual descriptions of SBD as a product development
process similar to that described by Singer et al.9
Table XVI. Number of tenets addressed by Group A and B publications
No. Tenets addressed 1 Tenet 2 Tenets 3 Tenets 4 Tenets
Group A Publications
32
24
3
5
Group B Publications
37
19
2
Total
69
43
5
5
2.5.2 State-of-Practice Assessment
Research questions 1 – 4 provide us with the requisite data for a comprehensive assessment of
SBD’s state-of-practice. From question 1 we know there exists a large quantity of SBD or SBD
related research focusing heavily on decision, tradespace, and risk analysis, along with uncertainty
modeling, engineering resilience, and MBSE. Question 2 found that SBD research tends to be
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quantitative in nature, and that a majority of the quantitative research has occurred since 2010. We
determine from question 3 that SBD research applications vary in scope, from simple components
to complex systems. Furthermore, we find that nearly all component and small system applications
are quantitative in nature. By contrast, approximately 45% of complex system applications used
qualitative SBD methods. Finally, in question 4, we observe that tenets 1 and 2 have benefitted
from significant and recent research efforts, and are relatively mature fields of study.
Methodologies contributing to tenets 3 and 4 are less common, identifying potential research
opportunity areas. Additionally, we find that a majority of the literature focuses narrowly on a
specific tenet of SBD, such as alternative development or tradespace analysis, thus only
contributing to one or two of the tenets at a time. Comprehensive research, addressing three or
more SBD tenets, is rare within the body of knowledge and overly qualitative in nature. This
finding highlights the lack of a comprehensive and quantitative SBD methodology suited for all
stages of product development.
2.6. Set-Based Design Knowledge Gaps and Research Opportunities
Our study’s second objective was the identification of relevant SBD research opportunities,
forming the basis of our fifth research question. We assess this objective through a comprehensive
examination of each paper’s methodology, concentrating on the 20 SBD research focus areas. The
analysis identified each paper’s research focus areas, allowing us to visualize the methodologies,
using Venn diagrams describing the different combinations of analytical methods present in the
literature. We subsequently identify research opportunities by the presence of limited or missing
overlap within the Venn diagrams.
Our first analysis concentrated on identifying gaps in research aligned with the four SBD
tenets. We examined publications with the following research focus areas: design and tradespace
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analysis (Tenet 1), modeling uncertainty (Tenet 2), decision analysis (Tenet 3), and MBSE
applications (Tenet 4). We selected these research areas, as they generated a large subset of 48
documents, and present the corresponding Venn diagram in Figure 8. The numbers in parentheses
in this diagram, and in Figures 9 and 10, identify the total number of publications addressing the
specific set of research focus areas, and correspond to the number of observations in Tables VIII
and IX.

Figure 8 reinforces our earlier finding that limited research exists contributing

comprehensive methodologies to SBD’s state-of-practice. As we can see, only one document,
written by Specking et al., contributes to all four SBD research areas.20 However, their research
focuses on trade-off analytics, the focus of the paper, with the other three research areas presented
in supporting roles. Additionally, the paper concentrates on early system design applications, as
opposed to the complete product development life cycle. Therefore, we find that opportunities
exist for expanding upon Specking et al.’s methodology, specifically in the fields of MBSE and
uncertainty modeling for all stages of product development.

Figure 8. SBD tenet-focused research activity diagram (Group A documents)
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Figure 9. SBD tenet-focused research activity with program management diagram (Group A
documents)
Our next analysis expanded on our previous findings and replaced the design and tradespace
analysis and modeling uncertainty research areas with requirements development and
multiresolution modeling. These research areas provide additional insights aligned with the SBD
tenets. We also included the program management research area to highlight the limited amount
of SBD research informing the complete product development life cycle. These research areas
returned a combined subset of 42 Group A documents; we provide the corresponding Venn
diagram in Figure 9. As before, we observe limited overlap between the different research areas,
with no papers contributing to more than two research areas. Despite their importance to any
systems engineering methodology, there is limited SBD research contributing to requirements
development or program management. We also observe that several research areas are isolated
from each other in the Venn diagram indicating the absence of a methodology combining
requirements development, multiresolution modeling, and program management.

Such a

methodology, when combined with MBSE and decision analysis could potentially provide a
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comprehensive and quantitative SBD methodology applicable to the entire product development
life cycle.

Figure 10. SBD tenet-focused research activity diagram (Group B documents)
We performed a comparable analysis on the 58 Group B documents. We were specifically
interested in seeing if research gaps similar to those shown in Figure 9 existed in the Group B
documents. We therefore examined documents contributing to decision analysis, requirements
development, MBSE, multiresolution modeling, and program management. This search resulted
in a subset of 43 Group B papers; we present the corresponding Venn diagram in Figure 10. As
with the Group A documents, we observe limited overlap between these research focus areas, with
program management experiencing no overlap. However, we do observe increased overlap
regarding requirements development, MBSE, and multiresolution modeling, when compared to
Group A. This finding highlights the existence of frameworks and methodologies with the
potential of eliminating the research gaps identified in Group A. Examples of these methodologies
include the Beery and Paulo, and Buchanan et al. contributions to MBSE and requirements
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development100,120, as well as Haveman and Bonnema’s research regarding high-level model
requirements for MBSE.93
Other research opportunities exist in addition to those previously highlighted. Notably,
Specking and Buchanan identify the requirement and potential benefits of including intelligent
adversary analysis into SBD.59 We discovered similar recommendations in technical reports and
doctoral theses that were not included within this survey. Investigating further, we failed to find
a single SBD or similar systems engineering methodology formally incorporating intelligent
adversary analysis or a similar methodology into the system design process. In regards to SBD,
adversarial analysis would directly contribute towards the robust alternative development and
uncertainty reduction and resolution tenets through the iterative modeling and simulation of
adversarial responses and decisions to different design alternatives. The objective of this analysis
is the development of complex systems resilient to highly uncertain and competitive environments.
Such research is applicable and relevant to both civil and defense system engineering programs.
2.7. Conclusions
This research describes the structured literature survey and analysis of SBD related research,
with the objective of assessing SBD’s state-of-practice and identifying relevant research
opportunities. SBD is an increasingly popular design methodology specifically suited for complex
system development. This paper provides a comprehensive review of SBD related research. This
study surveyed 122 refereed journal articles and conference papers published between 1993 and
2019. We include publications from 17 different countries, with a preponderance originating from
U.S. based academic and research institutions. We additionally identify relevant and highly
influential publications as well as the leading journals publishing SBD research.
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To assess SBD’s state of practice we developed five research questions designed to elicit the
focus and scope of the 122 methodologies considered in the survey. In assessing SBD’s state-ofpractice, we observed a large portion of the existing research includes decision, risk, and
tradespace analysis with increasing emphasis on uncertainty modeling and MBSE. Quantitative
SBD methodologies comprise two-thirds of the literature. Many of these methodologies address
simple component or system design problems, while complex system methodologies are more
likely to be qualitative and descriptive in nature. Additionally, complex system applications
comprise approximately 40% of the total publications. With this information in hand, we then
assessed SBD’s state-of-practice in regards to the four tenets: 1) robust alternative development,
2) uncertainty reduction and resolution, 3) delayed design decisions, and 4) effective design team
communication. A majority of SBD research effort has contributed to tenets 1 and 2. While
decision analysis applications are common, research formally describing sequential or delayed
decision methods occurs less frequently. Similar findings were determined in regards to the level
of research effort applied to tenet 4. Additionally, we found that research tends to focus narrowly
on a particular SBD aspect, resulting in a limited number of comprehensive SBD methodologies.
Following our state-of-practice assessment, we identified relevant SBD research opportunities.
We discovered methodology gaps, in regards to 20 SBD research focus areas, using Venn
diagrams. We then identified SBD research opportunities in requirements development, MBSE,
uncertainty modeling, multiresolution modeling, adversarial analysis, and program management.
The specific opportunities exist in combing these fields into a comprehensive SBD methodology
suitable for the entire product development life cycle, with an eye towards enabling complex
program management decisions. We expect to see continued interest and growth in SBD related
research. Near term, practitioners should focus on the development of process frameworks and
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quantitative tools enhancing the four SBD tenets, with the objective of developing a
comprehensive and deployable SBD methodology.
2.8. Group A Documents
Table XVII. Listing of all Group A documents
Title
Quantitative Inference in a Mechanical Design “Compiler”
The Second Toyota Paradox: How delaying decisions can make better
cars faster
A set-based model of design
Involving suppliers in product development in the United States and
Japan: Evidence for set-based concurrent engineering
A set-based system for eliminating infeasible designs in engineering
problems dominated by uncertainty
Set-based models of product platform design and manufacturing
processes
Toyota’s principles of set-based concurrent engineering. Sloan
Management Review.
A hybrid agent approach for set-based conceptual ship design
Representing and aggregating engineering quantities with preference
structure for set-based concurrent engineering
Adapting real options to new product development by modeling the
second Toyota paradox
Decision-based conceptual design: modeling and navigating
heterogeneous design spaces
Novel space-based design methodology for preliminary engineering
design
Eliminating design alternatives based on imprecise information
A new 3D-CAD system for set-based parametric design
Decentralized Design Under Uncertainty: Investigating the Impact of
Designer Mistakes
An industrial trial of a set-based approach to collaborative design
Set-based design: case study on innovative hospital design
Value propositions for set-based design of reinforced concrete
structures

Author(s)
Ward &
Seering

Year
1993

Ward et al.

1995

Sobek

1996

Liker et al.

1996

Finch & Ward 1997
Finch

1999

Sobek et al.

1999

Parsons &
Singer
Nahm &
Ishikawa

1999
2005

Ford & Sobek 2005
Wood &
Agogino
Nahm &
Ishikawa
Rekuc et al.
Nahm &
Ishikawa
Gurnani &
Lewis
Madhavan et
al.
Parrish et al.
Parrish et al.

2005
2006
2006
2006
2006
2008
2008
2008
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Table XVII. Cont.
Title
Set-based concept selection in multi-objective problems: optimality
versus variability approach
Multi-attribute utility analysis in set-based conceptual design
Modeling Design Concepts Under Risk and Uncertainty Using
Parameterized Efficient Sets
What Is Set-Based Design?

Author(s)
Avigad &
Moshaiov
Malak et al.
Malak &
Paredis
Singer et al.

SetPlan: A computer tool to aid in set-based design

Wong et al.

2009

Practical applications of set-based concurrent engineering in industry

Raudberget
Shahan &
Seepersad
Malak &
Paredis

2010

Inoue et al.

2010

Raudberget

2010

Canbaz et al.

2011

Mebane et al.
McKenney et
al.

2011

Bayesian networks for set-based collaborative design

Year
2009
2009
2009
2009

2010

Using parameterized Pareto sets to model design concepts. Journal
of Mechanical Design
Design support system by combination of 3D-CAD and CAE with
preference set-based design method
The decision process in Set-based Concurrent Engineering-An
industrial case study
A new framework for collaborative set-based design: Application to
the design problem of a hollow cylindrical cantilever beam
Set-Based Design and the Ship to Shore Connector
Adapting to Changes in Design Requirements Using Set-Based
Design
Efficiency analysis of Set-based Design with structural building
information modeling (S-BIM) on high-rise building structures
Determining the influence of variables for functional design groups
in the set-based design process

Lee et al.

2012

McKenney &
Singer

2012

Set-based design by simulation of usage scenario coverage

Yannou et al.

2013

Concept Exploration of the Amphibious Combat Vehicle

Burrow et al.

2014

Identifying key parameters for design improvement in highdimensional systems with uncertainty

Fender et al.

2014

Set-based thinking in the engineering design community and beyond
Set-Based Design: A Concurrent Engineering Approach with
Particular Application to Complex Marine Products
Reducing Rework by Applying Set-Based Practices Early in the
Systems Engineering Process
Mass customization enablement through lean design & set-based
concurrent engineering application

Ghosh &
Seering
McKenney &
Singer

2010

2011

2014
2014

Kennedy et al.

2014

Rocha et al.

2014
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Table XVII. Cont.
Title

Author(s)

Year

Concept exploration methods for the Small Surface Combatant

Garner et al.

2015

Parametric 3D Modeling for Integration of Aircraft Systems in
Conceptual Design

Tfaily et al.

2015

Doerry

2015

Schuh et al.

2016

Zastawny

2016

Measuring Diversity in Set-Based Design
Set-Based Product Development in the Manufacturing Industry
Variable Fidelity Modeling in Modern Aircraft Design
Engineering Reasoning in Set-Based Design
Point-based versus set-based design method for robust ship design
Set-Based Requirements, Technology, and Design Development
for SSNX
A UAV Case Study with Set-based Design
A Foundation for System Set-Based Design Trade-off Analytics
Technological and Complexity Risk Analysis For Set Based
Design Evaluation
Set-Based Design, Model-Based Systems Engineering, and
Sequential Decision Processes
Literature review: exploring the role of set-based design in tradeoff analytics
Early Design Space Exploration with Model-Based System
Engineering and Set-Based Design
Product development resilience through set-based design. Systems
Engineering
Incorporating Resilience in an Integrated Analysis of Alternatives
Integrating Set-Based Design into the Department of Defense
Acquisition System to Inform Programmatic Decisions

Whitcomb &
Hernandez
Gray et al.

2017
2017

Parker et al.

2017

Small et al.
Specking et al.

2018
2018

Arroyo & Fortin

2018

Yukish et al.

2018

Specking et al.

2018

Specking et al.

2018

Rapp et al.

2018

Wade et al.

2019

Shallcross et al.

2019

Evaluating a Set-Based Design Tradespace Exploration Process

Specking et al.

2019

Implementing Set-Based Design in DOD Acquisitions
Convergent set-based design for complex resilient systems
Designing engineered resilient systems using set-based design
Assessing Engineering Resilience for Systems with Multiple
Performance Measures.
ADOPT: An augmented set-based design framework with
optimisation
Demonstrating set-based design techniques: an unmanned aerial
vehicle case study

Doerry & Koenig
Wade et al.
Wade et al.

2019
2019
2019

Specking et al.

2019

Georgiades et al.

2019

Small et al.

2019
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2.9. Group B Documents
Table XVIII. Listing of all Group B documents
Title
Developing originating requirements: defining the design
decisions
Integrating requirements development and decision analysis
Sources of schedule risk in complex system development
Collaborative conceptual design—state of the art and future trends

Author(s)

Year

Buede

1997

Buede
Browning

1997
1999

Wang et al.

2002

Borwning et al.

2002

Adding value in product development by creating information and
reducing risk
An approach to decision-based design with discrete choice
analysis for demand modeling
Decision support in concurrent engineering-the utility-based
selection decision support problem
A military effectiveness analysis and decision making framework
for naval ship design and acquisition
Computational methods for decision making based on imprecise
information

Chen &
Wassenaar

2003

Fernandez et al.

2005

Hootman &
Whitcomb

2005

Bruns et al.

2006

Validating behavioral models for reuse

Malak & Paredis

2007

Kulok & Lewis

2007

Duncan et al.

2008

Richards et al.

2008

Baxter et al.

2008

Chin et al.

2008

Wu et al.

2010

Thomson &
Paredis

2010

Letens et al.

2011

Wynn et al.

2011

Gaspar et al.

2012

Spyropoulos &
Baras

2013

A method to ensure preference consistency in multi-attribute
selection decisions.
An approach to robust decision making under severe uncertainty
in life cycle design
Empirical validation of design principles for survivable system
architecture
A framework to integrate design knowledge reuse and
requirements management in engineering design
Development of a fuzzy FMEA based product design system
A risk analysis model in concurrent engineering product
development
An Investigation into the Decision Analysis of Design Process
Decisions
A multilevel framework for lean product development system
design
Modelling the evolution of uncertainty levels during design
Addressing complexity aspects in conceptual ship design: A
systems engineering approach
Extending Design Capabilities of SysML with Trade-off Analysis:
Electrical Microgrid Case Study
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Table XVIII. Cont.
Title
Exploring the Effectiveness of Using Graveyard Data When
Generating Design Alternatives
Anticipating the use of future things: towards a framework for
prospective use analysis in innovation design projects
Requirements for high level models supporting design space
exploration in model-based systems engineering
Strategic requirements engineering for complex sustainable
systems
Preference construction, sequential decision making, and trade
space exploration
Management of product characteristics uncertainty based on
formal logic and characteristics properties model
Towards affordably adaptable and effective systems
Risk Management in Lean Product Development
Interaction effects in the design of computer simulation
experiments for architecting systems-of-systems
A decision-based perspective on assessing system robustness
Whole Systems Trade Analysis
Untangling the Digital Thread: The Challenge and Promise of
Model-Based Engineering in Defense Acquisition
Designing resilient systems-of-systems: A survey of metrics,
methods, and challenges
Resilience in engineered resilient systems
Design as a sequential decision process: A method for reducing
design set space using models to bound objectives
Reliability engineering in face of shorten product life cycles:
Challenges, technique trends and method approaches to ensure
product reliability
Use of Multifidelity and Surrogate Models in the Design and
Development of Physics-Based Systems
Engineering resilience for complex systems
Engineered resilient systems with value focused thinking
Integration of Adaptive Resilience in Reactive Armor
Measuring Perceived Risk of Pitfalls Associated with Systems
Engineering Tradeoff Analyses
Design for Marketing Mix: The Past, Present, and Future of
Market-Driven Product Design
System of systems architecture feasibility analysis to support
tradespace exploration
Making Risk Management Work
System architecting and design space characterization

Author(s)

Year

Foster & Ferguson 2013
Nelson et al.

2013

Haveman &
Bonnema

2013

Svetinovic

2013

Miller et al.

2013

Dantan et al.

2013

Neches & Madni
Paschkewitz

2013
2014

Kujawski

2014

Malak et al.
Edwards et al.

2015
2015

West & Pyster

2015

Uday et al.

2015

Buchanan et al.

2015

Miller et al.

2015

Bracke et al.

2016

Herbert et al.

2016

Small et al.
Small et al.
Cannon

2017
2017
2017

Cilli et al.

2017

Donndelinger &
Ferguson

2017

Gillespie et al.

2017

Doerry
Raz et al.

2018
2018
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Table XVIII. Cont.
Title
Using Decision Analysis to Provide Integrated, Transparent Trade-off
Analysis
A model-based systems approach to radar design utilizing multiattribute decision analysis techniques
Challenges and Opportunities in Trade-off Analytics for Systems of
Systems
Design Space Exploration Using Uncertainty-Based Bounding
Methods in Computational Fluid Dynamics
Key requirements in the procurement of future low observable combat
vehicles: a European perspective
Managing system obsolescence via multicriteria decision making
Trends in Occurrences of Systems Engineering Topics in Literature.
Systems.
A data-driven probabilistic learning approach for the prediction of
controllable pitch propellers performance
Application of Model-Based Systems Engineering Concepts to
Support Mission Engineering
A model-based systems engineering approach to critical infrastructure
vulnerability assessment and decision analysis
Identifying the mode and impact of technological substitutions
Toward a methodology for the system integration of adaptive
resilience in armor

Author(s)

Year

Specking

2018

Hull et al.

2018

Monahan et
al.

2018

Valenti et al.

2018

Andersson

2018

Adetunji et al. 2018
Bhatia &
Mesmer

2019

Gaggero et al.

2019

Beery &
Paulo

2019

Huff et al.

2019

Marr et al.
Cannon &
Paulo

2019
2019
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3. The Model-based Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Case Study, Modeling Framework and
Decision Support Tools
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed description of our unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) case study, the integrated model, and analytical tools. We use this case study to develop
and demonstrate the methodologies presented in this dissertation. This chapter’s primary research
contribution is the physical implementation of the integrated analytics framework1 in a
multiresolution modeling environment. This research specifically focuses on developing methods
combining SBD, decision analysis, and model-based engineering (MBE). We implement this
UAV design case study in the ModelCenter® process workflow environment, using
multiresolution modules written in Python and Java. We begin by providing an overview of the
case study followed by a discussion regarding motivation and objectives. Given these objectives,
we discuss modeling requirements to facilitate decision making under uncertainty and then explain
how we implemented these requirements in ModelCenter. We then provide a description of
supporting analytical tools developed and used throughout this dissertation. A portion of this
chapter appears in the Handbook of Model-Based Systems Engineering as part of the chapter titled:
“Role of Decision Analysis in MBSE.”
3.1. UAV Case Study Background
To demonstrate the fundamentals of MBSE enabled decision analysis, we use a modified UAV
design case study.2 The original case study provided a plausible system design example to explore
engineering and analytical methods enabling the design of resilient systems. The case study seeks
to design a small UAV for surveillance missions. The UAV must completely satisfy 11 functional
performance and design requirements, given the seven primary design decisions seen in Table I.
These decisions include five discrete options for the UAV engine and sensor suite, and two
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continuous options, regarding the wingspan and operating altitude, which we bin into discrete
categories for graphical displays. The various combinations of all available design options
produce 408,240 unique design sets, assuming 10 wingspan bins and seven altitude bins. The
decision maker wants to select the best design alternative from these sets. This decision requires
effective design space exploration and analysis methods to handle the design space complexity
and objectively assess the various UAV designs.
Table I. UAV Case Study Design Decisions
Design Decision
Engine Type
Electro-Optical (EO) Sensor Resolution
(pixels)
EO Sensor field of view (degrees)

Decision Type
Discrete Choice

Infrared (IR) Sensor Resolution (pixels)

Discrete Choice

IR Sensor field of view (degrees)

Discrete Choice
Continuous
Choice
Continuous
Choice

Wingspan (ft.)
Operating Altitude (m)

Discrete Choice
Discrete Choice

Available Design Options
Piston (P), Electric (E)
200 x 200, 400 x 400…, 1800 x
1800
15, 30, …, 90
200 x 200, 400 x 400…, 1800 x
1800
15, 30, …, 90
2 – 12 (10 continuous bins)
300 – 1000 (7 continuous bins)

Recent set-based design (SBD) studies also use the UAV case study to develop quantitative
methods to perform efficient analysis of complex and multidimensional design spaces.3 SBD is a
concurrent engineering methodology that develops and analyses a large number of unique design
options organized as sets within the design space. In this context, a set contains a number of unique
system designs sharing at least one common design attribute.4 As a design methodology, SBD is
ideal for applications with multiple design decisions, each with several potential options, such as
those of the UAV case study. To address the complexities of the UAV design problem, Small et
al. (2018) incorporate concepts from MBE, multiobjective decision analysis (MODA), and tradeoff analysis to develop an integrated model and tradespace analytics tool.5 Their methodology
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uses Monte Carlo simulation, produces system alternatives by generating random combinations of
the available design options. They evaluated each alternative by calculating performance using
low-resolution parametric models whose outputs feed integrated MODA and life-cycle cost
models. This method allows them to generate the system tradespace and assess each design
alternative in terms of stakeholder value (SHV) and total life-cycle cost (LCC). Subsequent work
by Specking et al. (2018) validates their methodology and demonstrates its potential for improved
tradespace exploration performance over other methods such as design of experiments (DOE) and
genetic algorithms.6
3.2. Case Study Motivation
Recent case studies demonstrate the usefulness of integrating decision analysis and life cycle
cost models within a Model Based Engineering framework to inform stakeholder decisions.1,6
However, our SBD state-of-practice survey identifies major knowledge and methodology gaps
regarding complex system design management.3 The survey identifies a lack of quantitative
methodologies informing program management decision making. Just as striking was the limited
number of SBD methodologies using techniques such as MBSE and multiresolution modeling in
system design. A major question guiding model development is how can we combine and adapt
the best practices and methods first described by Small et al. (2017) with other techniques like
multiresolution modeling7 and information theory8 to enable program management level decisions.
While the Small et al. (2018) tradespace analytics tool provides an excellent example of the
functionality required in Model Based Engineering applications, it lacked certain features and
capabilities required for our research. Given this perspective, it was evident that our new
methodology would require the development of higher-resolution UAV models, along with a new
set of decision models tailored to the program manager.
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3.3. Case Study Modeling Requirements
The original tradespace analytics tool developed by Small et al. (2018) is an Excel based tool
containing nine modules for the parametric, MODA, and life cycle models, a random number
generator, and a user interface known as the control panel.5 The tool enables analysis of multiple
alternatives by propagating many design solutions through the integrated parametric physics,
MODA, and life cycle cost models to create the system tradespace. The tool provides several
advantages in terms of portability, an integrated Monte Carlo simulation engine, and the ability to
enable near-real time analysis of design and requirement changes. The tool, however, has several
capability limitations. The first issue is the tool’s inability to incorporate higher-resolution models
and simulations. While the tool can use more sophisticated parametric models and even some
simple Monte Carlo simulations, it is unable to directly integrate high-resolution models such as
flight simulators and discrete event simulations required for effective uncertainty reduction and
risk reduction. Furthermore, modifying the existing parametric models is a difficult process due
to the complex linkages and interdependencies between the different workbook modules.
The second major issue was the use of an Excel workbook as our modelling environment.
Excel provides a high level of model portability and user familiarity, but has limitations regarding
1) its compatibility with Linux operating systems typically used in high-performance computing
(HPC) and 2) the upper limit of the maximum system tradespace size. The first issue limits the
tool’s ability to take full advantage of advances in computing power and higher-resolution models.
The second issue is result of the number of available rows present within an Excel spreadsheet,
limiting the tradespace size to approximately 1 million design points.9 This ultimately limits the
tool’s usefulness to simpler design applications, such as components and simple systems. We
provide an example of this issue in Table II. Recall that the seven UAV design decisions and
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available options produce 408,240 individual design sets. These design sets are continuous design
spaces, due to the presence of the two continuous decision variables. Thus, it would take a
minimum of 408,240 design points to explore the UAV tradespace with a possibility of producing
a representative design for each individual design set. However, the randomness of Monte Carlo
design generation may not produce a representative design in each set requiring the generation of
additional design points. As shown in Table II, generating 408,240 points only enumerated
255,112 of the possible design sets, leaving 38% of the design sets unrepresented in the study.
Increasing the number of design points to 600,000 increases the percentage of unrepresented sets
to 5%. However, even with generating 1 million design points we fail to fully explore the case
study’s design space. At this point we reached the upper limits of Excel’s capabilities requiring a
reevaluation of our modeling methods.
Table II. UAV Case Study Tradespace Exploration Results
Number of Generated
Design Points
408,240
600,000
800,000
1,000,000

Number Represented
Design Sets
255,112
386706
400,330
405,128

Number Unrepresented
Design Sets
153,128
10,767
7,910
3,112

Percent
Unrepresented
38%
5%
2%
<1%

We based our program management decision making on the SBD tenets of delayed decision
making and uncertainty reduction.3 To facilitate our case study, we needed a new modeling
environment capable of fully exploring a system’s design space and using higher-resolution
models and simulations. We viewed both aspects as crucial elements for understanding and
resolving sources of epistemic design uncertainty, while building resilience towards sources of
aleatory uncertainty. After analyzing the problem, we determined the modeling platform’s key
requirements:
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1. Contains or can integrate MODA and life cycle cost models.
2. Modular and easily modifiable.
3. Multiresolution modeling capable.
4. Ability to efficiently generate over 1 million design points: and
5. HPC compatible, while retaining model portability.
To enable complex system design and analysis our modeling environment requires the ability
to generate tradespaces containing at least 1 million design points. By initially generating an
extremely large number of unique designs we increase the likelihood of producing representative
designs in each set, enabling better understanding of potential design feasibility and performance.
We create the initial tradespace using low-resolution models, which produce highly conceptual
designs. As a result, a significant amount of design and performance uncertainty exists requiring
increased resolution during the design process. Multiresolution modeling offers a method to
resolve this uncertainty.10 Thus, our new platform must easily integrate higher-resolution models
to include discrete event and scenario simulations in addition to physics and cost models. This
ultimately requires a modular design allowing the analyst to easily add, remove, create or modify
modules throughout the design process. Finally, we have the dual requirements of retaining model
portability while also enabling Linux, and by extension HPC, compatibility. We define model
portability as the characteristic enabling distributed access to the modeling environment and
modules. For example, Excel is highly portable as most personal computers run Microsoft Office
software allowing easy access and use. To achieve the final requirement, we chose general
programming languages, such as Java and Python for our models and simulations, as they are both
commonly used and compatible with most operating systems including Linux. Now that we have
defined our modeling requirements, we can implement them in a new modeling platform.
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3.4. Implementing the Integrated System Model
The case study’s purpose is the development of methods enabling better decision making under
uncertainty in complex system design. This overarching purpose directly influenced the functions,
architecture, and design of the decision support tool. The integrated trade-off analytics framework
seen in Figure 1 provides the logic for the tool’s design and the linkages between the individual
modules. We show the framework as an influence diagram, providing the relationships between
design and modeling decisions, key uncertainties affecting system performance, and measures of
value and affordability.1

Figure 1. Integrated Trade-off Analytics Framework adapted from Small et al. (2017)
In this case study, we implement the new UAV model in ModelCenter® version 13.1, a model
integration software package, developed by Phoenix Integration. We chose ModelCenter® due to
its ability to integrate many popular modeling and analysis tools, conduct trade and optimization
studies, and enable distributed collaboration between multiple design teams.11 ModelCenter
provides the ability to create custom models and script packages using various programming
languages.

The ModelCenter® interface requires a Windows operating system and is not
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compatible with Linux operating systems. However, the ModelCenter® software package also
includes Analysis Server®, which enables the creation, distribution, and execution of model
components. Analysis Server® is Linux compatible, providing the ability to use HPC for model
execution. Thus, ModelCenter provided the requisite capabilities to enable our case study.
Model development was an iterative process creating the five major model versions, shown in
Table III, which we refer to as the Model-Based Integrated SBD Decision Support Tool. Model
version 1 was a proof of concept demonstrating our ability to recreate the original tradespace
analysis tool in ModelCenter®. This version used individual Excel spreadsheet modules linked
together with a process workflow. Using a laptop computer with a 6th generation Intel Core i7
processor running at 2.80 GHz, this model was able to generate 100,000 design points in
approximately 34 hours.

While this version successfully demonstrated a ModelCenter

implementation of the tradespace analysis tool, its excessive runtime inhibited the creation of
sufficiently large tradespaces and was not suitable for our research requirements. In the second
version, we replaced the Excel workbook modules with Excel script wrappers. The use of script
wrappers enabled parallel workflow processing, reducing the runtime to 20 hours. However, this
implementation still required using the Excel modules, which ModelCenter called using the script
wrapper files, resulting in continued unsatisfactory runtimes and Linux incompatibility. In the
third version we changed the workflow from a process-oriented workflow to a data workflow,
which provided improved computational efficiency over the previous versions. In Model Version
4 we eliminated the use of Excel script wrappers, replacing them with modules written in Visual
Basic (VB), Java, and Python. Using the same Dell Latitude computer this model version reduced
the 100,000-point runtime to approximately 1.5 hours, which we viewed as sufficient for our
research requirements. The use of VB script, however, prevented compatibility with Linux
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operating systems, requiring the development of the fifth and final version of the tool. Version 5
used nine Java and two Python based modules, enabling Linux compatibility, resulting in runtimes
under 1.5 hours when distributing work load across four parallel processers.
Table III. Iterative Development of the Model-Based Integrated SBD Decision Support Tool
Model
Version
1
2
3
4
5

Module Type /
Modeling
Language
Excel Workbook
Modules
Excel Script
Wrapper Modules
Excel Script
Wrapper Modules
VB Script, Java,
and Python
Modules
Java & Python
Modules

Workflow

No. Parallel
Processes

Linux
Compatible?

Runtime: 100K
Design Points

Process

1

No

34 hours

Process

4

No

20 hours

Data

4

No

14 hours

Data

4

No

1.5 hours

Data

4

Yes

< 1.5 hours

The final model version contains the 11 modules shown in Figure 2 and described in Table IV.
Figure 2 provides a comprehensive model structure view, taking inputs and data guiding system
development and assessment (bottom row), to ultimately inform design maturation and a selection
decisions (top row). We selected Java as our primary modeling language to take advantage of
accessible Java simulations used later in higher-resolution UAV simulations. We also included
two Python modules to demonstrate ModelCenter’s ability to integrate models written in different
languages. We adapted the first 10 modules from the original models built by Small et al. (2018).
These include a control panel providing the primary means for controlling and executing the
model, a random number generator required for SBD tradespace creation and exploration, five
UAV design and performance modules, as well as integrated MODA and life cycle cost models.
The new tool also contains an 11th module assessing a system’s technology, integration, and
manufacturing readiness levels, based on the combination of design options. The eleventh module
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provides the design data required to assess program schedule risk. Our modeling approach allowed
us to implement the physical and functional requirements mandated by the integrated trade-off
analytics framework.

Figure 2. The Model-Based Integrated Decision Support Tool Flow Chart

Table IV. Model-Based Integrated SBD Decision Support Tool Module Descriptions
Module Name
M-1

Control Panel

M-2

Model Random
Number
Generator

M-3
M-4
M-5

Sensor Weight
Model
UAV Weight
Model
UAV
Performance
Model

Purpose
Controls model inputs, tradespace
generation, and model resolution
Generates discrete and continuous
uniform random numbers representative
of the design decisions and available
options
Models UAV sensor weight based on
design decision parameters

Modeling Language

Models total UAV weight based

Java

Models UAV performance given design
decision parameters

Java

Java

Python

Java
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Table IV. Cont.
Module Name

Purpose
Model's an adversary’s ability to observe
the UAV in flight given a specific size
and operating altitude

Modeling Language

M-6

UAV Detection
Model

M-7

UAV Sensor
Performance
Model

M-8

MODA Control
Panel

M-9

Stakeholder
MODA Model

Controls inputs required by the primary
MODA model; contains the MODA
model swing weight matrix
Models stakeholder value given UAV
design and performance data

M-10

UAV Cost Model

Models the total UAV life cycle cost

Java

M-11

UAV Readiness
Level Model

Assigns each design a technology,
integration, and manufacturing readiness
level given primary design parameters

Java

Models the sensor's ability to locate and
identify ground targets

Python

Java

Java
Java

3.4.1 Creating a Custom MODA Model for Use in Integrated Trade-off Analysis
One of the primary requirements for the new modeling environment was the ability to use
existing or creating custom MODA models. ModelCenter® does not contain a native decision
analysis package, but it does provide the ability to create custom decision analysis modules. The
development of the case study MODA model requires additional discussion as it pertains to overall
model development. For our model we developed a multiobjective value model adapted from the
original tradespace analysis tool. We base our MODA model on the functional value hierarchy
seen in Figure 3. A value hierarchy enables the identification of system objectives and value
measures, facilitating the quantitative evaluation of decision alternatives.12 This hierarchy’s
purpose is the selection of the best system capable of performing surveillance missions. We
achieve this purpose by assessing alternatives based on four primary functions regarding
transportability, maneuverability and endurance, survivability, and sensor performance. The
hierarchy provides a qualitative description of what is important and what we should measure in
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the case study, however, it requires an implementation strategy linking our primary design
decisions to our performance measures.13

Figure 3. UAV Case Study Functional Value Hierarchy
To implement the value hierarchy and integrate the MODA model into the case study, we use
the UAV assessment flow diagram developed by Cilli.14 The assessment flow diagram allows us
to quantitatively assess each potential alternative by mapping the seven primary design decisions
to the performance objectives and life cycle costs.

Additionally, it identifies the primary

calculations required to assess the performance measures.

For example, we calculate the

performance measure Detect Human in Daylight, in Module 7, using an EO Probability of
Detection model taking the EO Resolution, EO FOV, and Operating Altitude design decisions as
inputs. The model then sends the performance measure outputs to the stakeholder MODA model,
in module 9, which assesses design feasibility and assigns each alternative a value score for use in
subsequent trade-off analysis.
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Figure 4. UAV Case Study Assessment Flow Diagram adapted from Cilli (2017)
We calculate total stakeholder value 𝑣(𝑥) using the additive multiobjective value model given
in Equations 1 – 3.15

In this model 𝑣(𝑥) is the sum product of 𝑛 performance value

measures 𝑣𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ) and their normalized swing weights 𝑤𝑖 . A normalized swing weight assesses a
particular value measure’s importance in relation to the other value measures. We calculate 𝑤𝑖
using a swing weight matrix, to explicitly describe each value measure’s relative importance using
an unnormalized weight 𝑓𝑖 , where 𝑓𝑖 ∈ [0, 100].
𝑣(𝑥) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 𝑣𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 )

(1)

𝑓
𝑤𝑖 = 𝑖⁄∑𝑛 𝑓
𝑖=1 𝑖

(2)

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 = 1

(3)

We calculate a performance measure’s value 𝑣𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ) using value functions similar to those seen in
Figure 5. A value function assesses a system’s a priori potential value using a given system’s
performance as an input. A value score of 0 equates to achieving some minimal acceptable
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performance requirement, while a value score of 100 equates to meeting or exceeding some ideal
performance requirement.12 This case study uses 11 value functions and normalized swing weights
to calculate an alternative’s total stakeholder value.

Figure 5. Example of UAV Case Study Value Curves
In the original tradespace analytics tool, Small et al. (2018) used a macro enabled additive
value model, originally created by Kirkwood for use in spreadsheet modeling.16 In order to use
the MODA model into the new integrated decision support tool, we needed to convert the model
and swing weight matrix from Excel to Java. This process resulted in the development of two
separate modules, 8 and 9, containing the MODA control panel and multiobjective additive value
models. The MODA control panel contains the swing weight matrix allowing the user to control
and adjust MODA model inputs. We separated the MODA model into two separate modules to
take advantage of ModelCenter’s data workflow structure efficiencies and enable easier
modifications to either the swing weight matrix or the additive value model. These decision
models, in conjunction with the life-cycle cost model, provide the data enabling tradespace
exploration and trade-off analysis activities to inform design decisions.
3.4.2 Summary of Research Post-Processing Decision Support Tools
This research uses two excel based decision support tools to inform SBD design maturation
and uncertainty reduction decisions. The program management decision support tool, seen in
Figure 2 under Module O-2, enables analysis informing design maturation decisions. Module O75

2 receives inputs from ModelCenter® and post-processing trade-off analysis of the SHV vs. LCC
tradespace. The tool is capable of handling data sets containing up to 1 million design points. The
tool automatically organizes and analyzes the data as macro-design sets, using our seven primary
design decisions as set-drivers.6

The tool contains an integrated multiobjective program

management value (PMV) model, facilitating trade-off analysis in the PMV vs. design feasibility
entropy (H) tradespace. Figure 6 provides a visualization of the Module O-2 user interface
analyzing Engine / Wingspan decision sets. The macro-enabled tool supports near real-time
analysis of multiple design options, aiding informed and coordinated design maturation decisions.
Chapter 4 provides a complete description of the tool’s quantitative methodologies and models
enabling design maturation decision analysis.

Figure 6. Program Management Decision Support Tool Interface
The second post-processing decision support tool is our Multiobjective Value of Information
(MOVOI) first seen in Figure 2, Module O-3. This tool’s primary purpose is to inform case study
multiobjective uncertainty reduction decisions. Module O-3 requires inputs from ModelCenter®
and SHV vs. LCC trade-off analysis and is capable of handling data set containing 1 million design
points. The tool assess the prior feasibility probabilities of up to 20 preferred design sets using
lower-resolution design data. Additionally, the tool takes as inputs test data from multiple higher76

resolution modeling options to assess the likelihood feasibility distributions the same sets. The
tool computes the non-economic value of information for system performance, cost, and schedule
risk. It then combines these three values into a single MOVOI metric. The tool, seen in Figure 7,
enables simultaneous analysis of design set maturity and relative effectiveness of higher-resolution
modeling options. The tool also contains a SIPMath® module allowing for analysis of aleatory
uncertainty effects on performance, cost, and schedule risk. Chapter 5 provides a complete
description of the tool’s quantitative methodologies and models facilitating uncertainty reduction
decisions.

Figure 7. MOVOI Analysis Tool User Interface
3.5. Conclusions
This chapter provides a description of the modeling methodology and tools supporting our
research. We provide the background, logic and foundational principles guiding development our
model-based integrated decision support tool. These efforts specifically address SBD state-ofpractice knowledge and methodology gaps, and are the chapter’s primary research contributions.
We also provide a brief description of our two primary post-processing decision support tools.
These tools inform the design maturation and uncertainty reduction decisions discussed in the
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following chapters.

These tools and methods provide a significant advancement in analytical

capability when compared to tools used in previous research.
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4. Informing Program Management Decisions Using Quantitative Set-Based Design
This chapter was originally published by IEEE Transaction on Engineering Management in
June 2021 under the title: “Informing Program Management Decisions Using Quantitative SetBased Design,” with DOI: 10.1109/TEM.2021.3078387. Its authors include: Nicholas Shallcross,
Gregory Parnell, Edward Pohl, and Eric Specking.
4.1. Abstract
System design is an exercise in sequential decision-making, with the objective of developing
resilient and affordable systems. Throughout the design process, engineering and program
managers must balance several competing objectives, such as ensuring design feasibility,
minimizing cost, schedule, and performance risk, while simultaneously achieving stakeholder
value. Thus, engineering and program managers require design and analysis methods enabling
complex and multiobjective design decisions under uncertainty. Unfortunately, there exists
limited research providing quantitative methodologies specifically enabling program management
decisions using quantitative Set-Based Design. We therefore present a quantitative set maturation
and uncertainty reduction decision methodology using value-focused multiobjective decision
models and model-based engineering practices.

This methodology assesses and quantifies

uncertainty regarding stakeholder value, cost, requirements, and design maturity for each design
set. These metrics facilitate the calculation of the program manager value, which when combined
with design set feasibility entropy, enable trade-off analysis informing design maturation and
uncertainty reduction prioritization decisions. We develop and demonstrate our methodology
using a model-based unmanned aerial vehicle case study implemented in the ModelCenter®
modeling environment. This methodology provides program managers an efficient, cost effective,
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and defensible approach to inform system design maturation and uncertainty reduction decisions
enabling the development of resilient and affordable systems.
4.2. Introduction
The design of complex systems is an exercise in sequential multiobjective decision making
under uncertainty.1 Throughout the product development lifecycle, engineers and analysts make
numerous design and modeling decisions with the objective of developing resilient and affordable
systems.

However, premature design decisions may eliminate potential design alternatives

resulting in adverse outcomes, such as the potential selection of suboptimal or infeasible designs,
as well as increased budgetary and schedule risk due to design rework requirements.2,3 In this
regard, a premature decision is one made prior to sufficient uncertainty reduction. Uncertainty is
pervasive in complex system design, taking the forms of both irreducible aleatory uncertainty and
reducible epistemic uncertainty. Program managers and systems engineers must account for both
types of uncertainty to ensure system feasibility and mitigate program risk. Thus, complex system
design requires methods enabling design maturation and uncertainty reduction throughout the
entire product development lifecycle.
One such methodology is set-based design (SBD) which facilitates complex system
development through the tenets of robust alternative development, uncertainty reduction, delayed
design decisions, and improved design team communication.4 SBD is a concurrent engineering
methodology that develops and explores a large number of unique system and sub-system designs
organized as sets within the design space. SBD gradually eliminates infeasible and suboptimal
design sets, eventually converging on a single system configuration.5,6 Unfortunately, a recent
state-of-practice survey identified few quantitative SBD methodologies enabling program
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management decision-making in complex system design.4 This finding motivates the following
three research questions:
1. What processes does a SBD program management framework require?
2. How can program managers assess and manage design risk in their SBD decision
process?
3. How can program managers coordinate simultaneous risk reduction decisions of multiple
system and sub-system designs using SBD?
To address these research questions, we present a multiobjective decision methodology
enabling design maturation and uncertainty reduction in system design programs.

This

methodology assesses the inherent uncertainty of requirements, stakeholder value, budget, and
design maturity for each design set. These metrics facilitate the calculation of the program
manager value, which when combined with design set feasibility entropy, enable design
maturation decisions. This methodology enables design development and program flexibility by
deliberately delaying design selection and elimination decisions. Our decision policy allows for
the prioritization of high value design sets for continued development, enabling design flexibility
throughout the development process. In the following sections we present a review of relevant
SBD literature, describe our program management decision framework and multiobjective
decision methodology, and then demonstrate our methodology using an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) design case study.
4.3. An Overview of Set-Based Design
Set-based design is a product development methodology that is both an engineering design
approach, as well as a managerial process.4 SBD is well suited for complex system design
applications, and provides several advantages regarding design resilience and risk reduction over
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traditional point-based design (PBD) approaches.7,8 In application, SBD concurrently develops
and analyzes numerous alternatives, organized as sets within the design space,2 where a set is a
grouping unique system or sub-system alternatives sharing at least one common design attribute.8
The SBD process iteratively develops and refines the design space through a variety of engineering
activities enabling design maturation, uncertainty reduction, and eventual design selection.
The goal of the SBD process is an intelligent and deliberate design space convergence,
enabling program flexibility in the face of uncertain requirements, budgets, and technology. Miller
et al.9 identify that the efficacy of any design convergence strategy rests in the decision maker’s
ability to efficiently eliminate alternatives with conviction. However, the design space size,
complexity, and uncertainty can result in preference indeterminacy; the inability to identify
preferences for a group of design sets.10,11 Design preference indeterminacy inhibits the set
reduction and selection decisions vital to the SBD process, mandating the use of effective set
exploration and convergence methods.
Set exploration and convergence requires the deliberate delay of design decisions. Decision
delay provides the time to resolve uncertainty, while conserving finite resources.12,13 Design
decisions commit program resources to a specific system configuration, inherently limiting
program and design flexibility, and can commit programs to a majority of life-cycle costs early in
product development.14

However, uncertain technologies and requirements may require

significant design rework to ensure feasibility. The resulting design remediation costs may
become prohibitively expensive for rework occurring late in product development. Decision delay
helps to limit design remediation requirements and cost by reducing early cost commitment and
retaining design flexibility later into the production development lifecycle.15
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Despite SBD’s emphasis on decision delay and uncertainty reduction, the state-of-practice
contains relatively few quantitative SBD methodologies formalizing decision delay strategies in
system design.4 However, there exist methodologies providing insights relevant to this research.
These methods include the use of real options,15 Markov decision processes,16 integrated
sequential decision process frameworks,1 and multilevel multiobjective decision models.12
While the referenced research provides valuable contributions to the body of knowledge, there
exist some issues regarding, design scalability,12 as well as assumptions required for dynamic
programming,1,16 requiring additional research and methodology development. Ultimately, a
quantitative SBD methodology should:
1. Provide a mathematically sound and repeatable process;
2. Be scalable to large and complex system designs with discrete and continuous state spaces;
3. Efficiently create, analyze, and reduce large multi-dimensional design spaces;
4. Be capable of coordinating system and sub-system design maturation across multiple
design teams;
5. Provide design preference over the entire tradespace;
6. Identify uncertainties and mitigate design and program risk; and
7. Provide information for defensible design selection decisions.
With these criteria in mind, we introduce a new quantitative SBD program management
methodology, providing both a decision framework and multiobjective decision model. This
methodology specifically builds on the research shown in Table I, enabling, the creation and
analysis of large multi-dimensional design spaces, provides an evolutionary improvement in the
SBD state-of-practice regarding program management decision-making and design convergence,
and introduces a method for assessing design feasibility and uncertainty using information entropy.
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Table I. Description of Previous SBD Research
Year

Research

Contribution

Practitioner
POV

2017

Reimagining Tradespace
Definition and Exploration17

Introduced an integrated modeling
framework concept for SBD.*

2018

A UAV Case Study with Setbased Design18

Developed and demonstrated an
System
integrated modeling framework and
Analyst
methodology for SBD applications.*

Early Design Space Exploration
with Model-Based System
2018
Engineering and Set-Based
Design6
2018

Convergent set-based design for
complex resilient systems8

Compared and verified the
integrated model performance
against tradition design space
exploration methods.*

System
Analyst

System
Analyst

Introduces and describes the concept System
of convergent set-based design.
Analyst

* Used common UAV design case study

4.4. A Program Management Decision Methodology for SBD
Set-based design is both an engineering design methodology as well as a managerial process;
however, a majority of the literature focuses on the former function at the expense of the latter.4
This research focuses on SBD as a managerial process, with the intent of answering our three
research questions and providing a comprehensive methodology enabling management of complex
system design programs. In general, previous SBD methodologies, such as those seen in Table I,
focus on early system design activities from the system designer, engineer and analyst point of
view.4 This research builds upon these methodologies to develop a quantitative process enabling
program management and decision making in complex system design. To enable this process, we
provide a sequential decision framework and a multiobjective program management decision
model enabling sequential and coordinated design decisions.
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4.4.1 A Sequential SBD Decision Framework Enabling System Development

Figure 1. SBD Program Management Decision Framework
Our methodology’s premise is that system development occurs through a series of sequential
design decisions, made over the course of three design phases. Figure 1 provides a depiction of
this three-phase framework enabling the SBD program management decision process from the
system designer, engineer, and analyst points of view, as well as the program manager’s point of
view. This framework provides the structure enabling complex system design, and answers
research question 1. The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) decision
management process forms the basis of the framework’s structure.14,19 The framework places
emphasis on generating and assessing alternatives, synthesizing results, identifying and assessing
uncertainty, improving alternatives, and communicating trade-offs. These elements of the decision
process are critical to objectively identifying and evaluating sets of alternatives, which in complex
system design, involve multiple competing objectives and significant uncertainty. Thus, our
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framework provides program managers with a process enabling defensible sequential decisions in
complex system design.
The framework controls convergence by identifying and prioritizing promising design sets for
continued development; a process this paper defines as design set maturation. This methodology
facilitates design set maturation using a set of separate stakeholder and program manager multiobjective decision analysis (MODA) models. The stakeholder MODA model enables traditional
trade-off analysis in terms of stakeholder value and cost,19 and are similar to those seen in Small
et al.20 Information from this analysis feeds a supplementary MODA model, known as the program
management value (PMV) model, enabling trade-off analysis in terms of PMV and design set
feasibility entropy, which is a measure of a set’s uncertainty. This analysis is the primary means
enabling the four primary design set maturation decisions shown in Table II. These decisions
facilitate uncertainty reduction and design convergence, and reduce program risk by retaining a
larger pool of available designs. The methodology deliberately delays design selection and
elimination decisions to resolve primary sources of epistemic uncertainty such as requirement
feasibility, technology readiness, and program budgets.

This mitigates design preference

indeterminacy, and results in lower risk and defensible design selection and elimination decisions.
Table II. Design Set Maturation Decisions
Category Design Decision

Enables

A

Design space
convergence

B

Purpose
Selects and locks in component and subsystem design sets with high value and low
Design Selection
uncertainty for use in the final system
configuration.
Identifies promising and high value
Design
component and sub-system design sets for
Development
continued development and uncertainty
Prioritization
reduction.

Uncertainty and
risk reduction
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Table II. Cont.
Category Design Decision
C

Design
Retention

D

Design
Elimination

Purpose
Identifies and retains lower value but
feasible component and sub-system design
sets for future consideration; design are
lower priority for continued development.

Enables
Design
flexibility and
risk reduction

Identifies component and sub-system designs
sets with low value and very high
Design space
infeasibility likelihood for elimination from
convergence
further consideration.

The process begins in Phase I with the evaluation of requirements and design options, enabling
concept definition development and the subsequent creation of the initial system design space,
containing the preliminary design sets. In general, preliminary design set generation uses lowresolution (LR) models, resulting in a broad design space potentially containing millions of
conceptual alternatives.13 During Phase I, a series of systems analyses explore and evaluate the
design space, to identify and define sets of alternatives. These actions enable initial trade-space
analysis, and are similar to the early design space exploration methodology given by Specking et
al.6 Following these efforts, set analysis activities assess design space feasibility, value, cost, and
affordability of the design sets prior to beginning Phase II.
The purpose of Phase II is to facilitate design convergence and mitigate program risk through
iterative design set maturation and uncertainty reduction. The phase begins by first applying the
program management value models to the preliminary design sets. These models compare design
sets in terms of PMV and feasibility uncertainty. Sufficient uncertainty reduction, allowing for
progression to Phase III, is unlikely this early in the design process, requiring the program manager
to make one or more of the design set maturation decisions. Following this decision point, system
designers and engineers subsequently mature the prioritized design sets using higher fidelity
models enabling design uncertainty reduction. Following these efforts, the process regenerates
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and analyzes the design space, containing the design maturation sets, consisting of more mature
design concepts. The process continues, gradually converging onto set of mature design options,
prior to transitioning to Phase III.
The methodology culminates in Phase III with the selection of a final design alternative from
the set of mature options, known as the recommended set. The stakeholder MODA model informs
this final design decision, by analyzing the alternatives in terms of stakeholder value and cost.
This final design should provide the stakeholders the highest value in return for the cost of the
system. In the following section we introduce the multiobjective program management value
model informing the above design maturation decisions.
4.4.2 A Multiobjective Program Management Value Model

Figure 2. Program Management Objective Value Hierarchy
Since program management decisions are inherently multiobjective, and must balance
competing interests and goals throughout product development. Competing objectives include
ensuring system affordability (or profitability), feasibility, resilience, and maturity, while also
considering stakeholder needs and requirements.

This methodology uses a value-focused

approach to inform the four design maturation decisions.21 The objective value hierarchy, seen in
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Figure 2, forms the basis of our multiobjective program management decision models. The
purpose of a value hierarchy is connecting the decision’s purpose (1), with a set of objectives (2),
sub-objectives (3), and value measures (4) informing the decision.22 In this regard, the hierarchy’s
objective is the selection of the best design sets for continued development and system integration.
The illustrative program management value hierarchy contains four objectives: 1) provide
stakeholder value, 2) provide affordability (alternatively, we could use profitability for commercial
systems), 3) provide viable and resilient systems, and 4) provide design maturity, interoperability,
and manufacturability. The hierarchy addresses key drivers of program risk regarding affordability
(Objective 2), performance (Objective 3), and schedule (Objective 4). The first objective seeks to
maximize the likelihood of producing designs with high stakeholder value. Similarly, the second
objective maximizes the likelihood of producing affordable designs. Objective 3 has two subobjectives enabling design viability and resiliency.

The first maximizes the likelihood of

producing feasible real-word systems, while second maximizes the likelihood of producing
systems capable of achieving operational requirements under various conditions. Finally, the
fourth objective maximizes the likelihood of producing technologically mature designs.

Figure 3. Typical Shapes of Continuous Value Functions22
Seven value measures contribute to a design set’s PMV score, which can take on values
between 0 and 100. These value measures assess the a priori potential value using probabilities
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from each design set as inputs. Value functions can assume discrete or continuous forms, and are
unique to the decision maker and value measure. Figure 3 provides examples of common value
function shapes.

A value score of 0 equates to achieving the some minimum acceptable

performance requirement on the value measure, while a value score of 100 equates to achieving
an ideal level of performance.22 This methodology uses the additive value model, shown in
Equation 1, to calculate a set’s PMV score 𝑣(𝑥) for all sets j existing in design space D, given n
value measures. In this formulation 𝑣𝑖 (𝑥𝑖𝑗 ) represents a set’s score for the ith value measure given
input 𝑥𝑖𝑗 . The normalized swing weight 𝑤𝑖 models value measure importance using a swing
weight matrix, which defines the importance and impact of the range of the value measures.22 The
swing weight matrix enables the program manger to explicitly describe each value measure’s
importance using an unnormalized importance weight 𝑓𝑖 , where 𝑓𝑖 ∈ [0,100], which we normalize
using Equations 2 and 3.22
𝑣(𝑥𝑗 ) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 𝑣𝑖 (𝑥𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐷
𝑓𝑖

(1)

𝑤𝑖 = ∑𝑛

(2)

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 = 1

(3)

𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖

Program management value is one half of two critical components informing program
management design decisions. The other half is design set feasibility entropy, a measure of design
set uncertainty, informing program management trade-off analysis.
4.4.3 Design Set Feasibility Entropy as a Measure of Set Uncertainty
We adapt set feasibility entropy from Shannon’s original information entropy equation.
Shannon provides information entropy’s theoretical foundation in his paper discussing the
mathematical theory of communication.23 Shannon’s motivation was quantifying the level of
distortion interfering with the transmission of binary data, resulting in a set of entropy equations
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for both discrete and continuous situations. Equations 4 and 5 provide the discrete form of
Shannon’s information entropy H, calculating the entropy for a series containing m symbols. The
probability 𝑝𝑖 represents a certain symbol’s successful transmission probability, while use of 𝑙𝑜𝑔2
corresponds with measuring information entropy in units of binary bits.

Relevant to this

methodology is Shannon’s discussion of entropy as it relates to discrete choices under uncertainty,
as well as the inherent entropy of information sources.23 The former point identifies entropy’s
usefulness in decision making.

The latter point validates information entropy’s use as an

uncertainty measure for discrete information sources such as design sets.
𝐻 = − ∑𝑚
𝑘=1 𝑝𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑝𝑖 )
∑𝑚
𝑘=1 𝑝𝑖 = 1

(4)
(5)

Information entropy has seen frequent use in both single and multiobjective decision analysis,
with specific applications informing objective weights,24 utility measures,25 ordinal structures,26
and probability distributions.27 In each of these cases, information entropy provides a means to
understand the uncertainty associated with a certain decision situation. Information entropy is also
applicable in assessing uncertainty in sequential decisions. Wood derives a design freedom metric
using entropy to quantify the effects of commitments in a series of sequential system design
decisions.28 This metric enables tradeoff analysis between system value and design viability for
various alternatives under consideration, and provides an example demonstrating entropy’s
potential usefulness in system design decision-making.
Information entropy provides a measure of the level of disorder present in a system’s design,
and thus is useful in assessing system reliability and complexity. Grenn et al. use information
entropy to measure system requirement uncertainty, enabling them to quantify uncertainty
reduction by measuring the change in entropy throughout the requirements development process.29
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Information entropy is less common is SBD specific applications, though some research exists.
One such method is Inoue and Ishikawa’s use entropy to identify stakeholder preference regions
within the design space, enabling the gradual elimination of lower preference designs.30 Building
upon this previous research, we propose the use of information entropy to enable design set tradeoff analysis and inform program manager decisions.

Figure 4. Graph of Design Set Feasibility: Probability vs. Design Set Feasibility Entropy
Design set feasibility entropy assesses the likelihood of a design set producing a feasible
design. This metric assumes a specific design is either totally feasible or infeasible, resulting in a
binary state space. A design is feasible if it achieves the minimum threshold for every value metric
in the stakeholder value model, and infeasible otherwise.

Thus, this methodology adapts

Shannon’s original entropy equation to calculate design set feasibility entropy 𝐻𝑖 resulting in
Equations 6 and 7. This formulation retains the logarithmic base 2 to model for the binary nature
of design feasibility. This results in an entropy score bounded between 0 and 1, with a maximum
entropy of 1 occurring when 𝑝𝑖 = 0.5, and minimum entropy occurring when a set is either totally
feasible (𝑝𝑖 = 1) or infeasible (𝑝𝑖 = 0). Figure 4 provides the plot of the design set feasibility
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entropy function, highlighting the probabilities corresponding to minimum and maximum entropy.
The primary purpose of our uncertainty quantification activities is the calculation of design set
feasibility entropy for each design set in the design space. A set will contain both feasible and
infeasible designs, allowing for the calculation of 𝑝𝑖 and 𝐻𝑖 . Design set feasibility entropy allows
program managers to assess the inherent uncertainty and risk in a design set, enabling informed
set maturation and risk reduction decisions. The following section describes design maturation
trade-off analysis using PMV and design set feasibility entropy to inform design maturation
decisions.
𝐻𝑖 (𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑖 ) = −(𝑝𝑖 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑝𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑝𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (1 − 𝑝𝑖 )), 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑛
𝑝𝑖 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑖
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑖

(6)
(7)

4.4.4 Design Maturation Trade-off Analysis

Figure 5. Trade-off Analysis Informing the Four Design Maturation Decisions
This research proposes a new trade-off analysis method for informing design maturation
decisions and addressing research question 2. Traditional trade-off analysis is a decision making
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activity, which given various requirements, selects alternative solutions providing the greatest net
benefit to the stakeholders.19 Traditional trade-off analysis generally compares alternatives given
stakeholder value and some type of cost or profit metric such as net present value (NPV) or an
affordability (stakeholder value vs. cost). This methodology adapts traditional trade-off analysis
to compare and select design sets given PMV and design set feasibility entropy, with the purpose
of informing the four design maturation decisions. The analysis uses design set feasibility entropy
instead of a cost or profit metric for two reasons. The first being the inclusion of budget and
affordability in the program management value hierarchy. The second reason is to enable
quantitative uncertainty assessments and reduction during design maturation. Despite these
changes, the logic for making design maturation trade-offs is similar to traditional trade-off
analysis, with the objective of providing the greatest net benefit to the program manager. Design
set feasibility entropy enables the program manager to prioritize finite resources against design
sets with the greatest potential of producing viable, resilient, cost effective, and high value designs.
Figure 5 provides an example of how to interpret design maturation trade-offs to inform design
maturation decisions. In this methodology, PMV forms the vertical y-axis, and design set
feasibility entropy the horizontal x-axis. Recall that the program management value model
assesses primary sources of program risk in calculating a value score for each design set. Design
sets with high PMV scores are inherently less risky than those with lower values. Additionally,
design sets occupying the left-hand side of the tradespace have lower levels of design uncertainty
than those on the right. Thus, design maturation trade-off analysis enables deliberate uncertainty
reduction and risk mitigation in system design.
A program manager can envision the tradespace as a set of four quadrants A, B, C, and D,
whose partitions are dependent on the program and decision maker preferences for PMV and
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feasibility uncertainty. For example, in Figure 5, the program manager prefers significant design
uncertainty reduction, given by the vertical partition at 𝐻 = 0.1, prior to a selection or elimination
decision. These quadrants correspond with the four design maturation decisions in Table II. This
example contains seven points, each representing a design set containing multiple possible design
solutions. These sets include a hypothetical ideal design set in the upper left-hand corner, a
completely infeasible design set in the lower left-hand corner, a 50/50 design point achieving 50%
feasibility and 50% performance for each value measure, and four additional points as design set
decision exemplars.
Quadrant A contains high value design sets that are likely to produce viable and affordable
designs. In this example Design Set 1 represents a mature set, whose set driver is a prime candidate
for selection and system integration, due to its high feasibility and performance. High value design
sets also exist in Quadrant B; however, these sets have greater levels of feasibility uncertainty.
This methodology prioritizes sets like Design Set 2 for continued development, delaying a design
selection or elimination decision for these sets to resolve uncertainty. Quadrant C contains
dominated sets having lower PMV scores, but whose level of design uncertainty precludes an
outright elimination decision. In this example the program manager can choose to retain Design
Set 3, maintaining program flexibility in the event of technology, requirements, or budgetary
changes. However, these sets are not priority for design maturation activities, and become likely
candidates for elimination later into product development. Finally, Quadrant D contains low value
and highly infeasible design sets such as Design Set 4. These sets are low-risk candidates for
design elimination due to high rates of infeasibility and low uncertainty.
Uncertainty reduction and design maturation may result in sets migrating across the tradespace
throughout product development. This migration enables continued identification of promising
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and high value design sets, mitigating the effects of preference indeterminacy and enabling
program management decisions in complex system design. Next, we will demonstrate this
methodology on UAV design case in a model-based environment.
4.5. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Case Study in Program Management Decision Making
4.5.1 Case Study Introduction
This case study demonstrates the program management decision methodology using an UAV
design case study. The original case study was part of a United States Army project exploring
methods enabling system resilience. This specific example uses seven major design decisions and
a set of performance measures to develop a small UAV for surveillance missions.

This

hypothetical case study provides a tractable example exploring system integration and trade-off
analysis in product development.31 Small et al. use this case study to demonstrate an integrated
trade-off analytics framework enabling system design with SBD.18,20 Building upon this research,
Specking et al. demonstrate and validate a design space exploration methodology using the same
case study.6,32 This research adopts best practices from both of these studies regarding design
space generation, exploration, and trade-off analysis, corresponding to the system designer,
engineer, and analyst view in Figure 2. We add to the case study our program management
decision methodology, a model–based engineering implementation, and the subsequent use of
higher-resolution models and simulations in lieu of the original parametric models.
Table III. UAV Case Study Design Decisions and Options
Design Decision (units)

MC Simulation
Random Variable
Type

Number of
Options

Engine Type

Discrete Uniform

2

Discrete Uniform

9

Discrete Uniform

6

Electro-Optical (EO) Sensor
Resolution (pixels)
EO Sensor field of view
(degrees)

Range of Design
Options
Piston (P), Electric
(E)
200 x 200, 400 x
400,…, 1800 x 1800
15, 30, 45, …, 90
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Table III. Cont.
MC Simulation
Random Variable
Type

Number of
Options

Range of Design
Options

Discrete Uniform

9

200 x 200, 400 x
400,…, 1800 x 1800

Discrete Uniform

6

15, 30, 45, …, 90

Wingspan (ft.)

Continuous Uniform

Infinite(a)

2 - 12

Operating Altitude (m)

Continuous Uniform

Infinite(b)

300 - 1000

Design Decision (units)
Infrared (IR) Sensor Resolution
(pixels)
IR Sensor field of view
(degrees)

(a)
(b)

Discretized into 5 bins spanning 2-ft increments
Discretized into 7 bins spanning 100-m increments

We generate the UAV design space using Monte Carlo simulation, an efficient design space
generation technique offering improved performance over other methods such as genetic
algorithms.32 We create a unique UAV design by generating uniform combinations of the seven
design decision variables in Table III. The case study’s design decisions include five discrete
variables, and two continuous variables providing engine, sensor, wingspan, and operating altitude
options. Our multiobjective stakeholder value model uses the 11 performance measures and lifecycle costs to assess and compare individual design options; these measures are the same as those
of Small et al.18,20 Additionally, we use their original low-resolution parametric models as our
base models to generate the case study’s preliminary design sets. The reuse of these original
models and measures enabled case study verification by comparing our model output and design
spaces with those of the previous studies.

Finally, we adopt Specking et al.’s tradespace

exploration methodology as our primary design set description and tradespace analysis
methodology 6. Despite these similarities to the previous studies, our research differs in both scope
and focus requiring a different implementation strategy to test and demonstrate the program
management decision methodology.
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Table IV. Description of Case Study Multiresolution Modeling Levels
Model Resolution Level Description
Original low-resolution parametric and cost models used in original
Base
case study
Moderate resolution glimpse models (sensors) and low-resolution
1
physics models (wingspan & altitude)
Moderate resolution glimpse models (sensors) and moderate
2
resolution physics models (wingspan & altitude) with uncertain
input variables
Scenario based Monte Carlo simulations (sensors) and higher
3
resolution physics models (Wingspan) and combat models
(Altitude)
Discrete event simulations (sensors) and Monte Carlo simulations
4
(Wingspan)

We implemented this case study in the ModelCenter® modeling environment, using 11
modules written in Java and Python. The basic modules contain all necessary code for running
the Monte Carlo simulations as well as the physics, lifecycle cost, and stakeholder value models.
This implementation allows for the generation of a large number of design alternatives, the
integration of higher-resolution modeling and simulation modules, and is compatible with Linux
operating systems enabling the use of high-performance computing. We provide a description of
our multiresolution modeling levels in Table IV. We verified our implementation by comparing
the model outputs, both individual designs and the design space, with those of Small et al.18,20 To
verify the model’s performance, we performed 10 runs using the previous studies’ input
parameters, each generating 100,000 design points resulting in an average of 2,481 feasible
solutions per run, or an average feasibility percentage of approximately 2.5%. In comparison,
Small et al. generated 100,000 design points producing 2,576 feasible designs, a feasibility
percentage of 2.6%.18,20 We attribute the difference in feasibility rates to the use of non-common
random numbers in the respective Monte Carlo simulations, and deem the model’s performance
acceptable for this study.
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4.5.2 Case Study Program Management Decision Modeling

Figure 6. UAV Case Study Program Manager Value Curves
To address research question 3, this case study uses a program management decision tool,
automating design set evaluation, and coordinating the design set maturation decisions. The tool
is capable of simultaneously analyzing multiple design decisions given design set data, and
program manager specific value curves and swing weights based on their system development
program. Figure 6 provides the value curves for the UAV case study. Each measure can attain a
value 𝑣(𝑥) from the ratio scale ranging from 0 to 100, where x is the specific probability input.
Due to the case study’s low feasibility rates within the design space, we emphasize greater changes
in value for probabilities between 0.10 and 0.70, and decreasing returns to scale for probabilities
greater than 0.70. The resulting S-curve shape is suitable for modeling the leadership goals for
each objective.22 We assess value measure importance using a swing weight matrix with input
parameters shown in Table V. For this case study we prioritize a design set’s ability to produce
viable and resilient systems, followed by the ability to deliver stakeholder value, affordability, and
design maturity.
Table V. Case Study Program Manager Swing Weight Matrix Parameters
Value Measure
3.2.1 Probability design set produces requirements
feasible designs
3.1.1 Probability design set produces physics
feasible designs

Assessed Weight
(fi)

Normalized Weight
(wi)

100

0.313

90

0.281

100

Table V. Cont.
Assessed
Weight (fi)

Normalized
Weight (wi)

50

0.156

40

0.125

4.1.3 Probability a design is IRL 6 or better

20

0.063

4.1.2 Probability a design is MRL 6 or better

10

0.031

4.1.1 Probability a design is TRL 6 or better

10

0.031

Value Measure
1.1.1 Probability design set produces designs with
above average stakeholder values
2.1.1 Probability design set produces designs with Lifecycle costs less than the budget target

4.5.3 Case Study Demonstration
The case study matured the UAV design over the course of eight iterations, using
multiresolution modeling to resolve design uncertainty. Table VI provides a summary of the
prioritized UAV design options by iteration, showing effects of our program management decision
methodology on design convergence. Initially, the design space contained 204,120 unique design
set configurations, requiring the generation of 1 million design points to ensure complete design
space enumeration. Our program management decision methodology prioritized high value
designs for maturation, eventually converging on 16 design configurations, a sub-set of which will
become the Phase III recommended design set.
Enabling case study design maturation and convergence used the multiresolution modeling
levels, defined in Table IV, and implemented in Table VII. In accordance with the SBD program
management decision framework, we mature designs by prioritizing promising options for
development, and conducting a deliberate design maturation activity. For this case study these
activities took the form of higher-resolution modeling and simulation, focusing on design decisions
with stakeholder preference indeterminacy.

During the case study, we found that simply

prioritizing designs and regenerating the design space, using the same models of the previous
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iteration, was inadequate for resolving design preference indeterminacy and reducing uncertainty.
During iterations 2 and 3, our modeling policy focused on maturing the sensor resolution and field
of view (FOV) options. Development priority then shifted to the wingspan decision during
iteration 4. In iteration 5 we increased the model resolution for the sensor, wingspan, and altitude
decisions by replacing many of the parametric models with sensing and detecting models,33–35 and
aerodynamic physics models,36 to evaluate performance in different operating environments. Our
modeling policy increased sensor model resolution to address sensor uncertainty four times,
wingspan and airframe uncertainty 4 times, and operating altitude uncertainty three times,
eventually using both Monte Carlo and discrete event simulations. The increasing computational
cost of our modeling policy resulted in the generation of smaller data sets. However, design
convergence, higher feasibility rates, and refined performance requirements offset the need to
generate extremely large data sets.
Table VI. Number of UAV Prioritized Design Options by Iteration
Design
Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
(a)
(b)

Number of Design Decision Options Considered During Iteration
EO
EO
IR
IR
WingAltitude
Engine
Sensor Sensor
Sensor Sensor span (No. (No.
Type
Res.
FOV
Res.
FOV
Bins)
Bins)
2
9
6
9
6
5
7
(a)
1
6
6
6
6
5
7
1
5
5
5
5
4
7
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
2
2
2

5
5
3
2
2

3
3
2
2
2

5
5
3
2
2

8(b)
4
3
2
1(a)

7
7
6
3
1(a)

Total
Unique
Design
Sets
204,120
45,360
17,500
12,600
6300
648
96
16

Design locked into final system configuration
Change to continuous variable bin size
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Table VII. Model Resolution Level by Design Iteration
Model Resolution Level
Design
EO
EO
IR
IR
Engine
WingIteration
Sensor Sensor Sensor Sensor
Altitude Cost
Type
span
Res.
FOV
Res.
FOV
1
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
2
Base
1
1
1
1
Base
Base
Base
3
Base
2
2
2
2
Base
Base
Base
4
Base
2
2
2
2
1
Base
Base
5
Base
3
3
3
3
2
1
Base
6
Base
4
4
4
4
3
1
Base
7
Base
4
4
4
4
4
2
Base
8
Base
4
4
4
4
4
3
Base

Number
of Data
Points
Generated
1,000,000
600,000
600,000
600,000
400,000
200,000
200,000
100,000

Figure 7. Preliminary design Set Trade-off Analysis: Stakeholder Value vs. Life Cycle Cost
To demonstrate the program management decision methodology, we begin by generating the
preliminary design sets. Our initial design space contains 1 million design points, of which 10,624
are feasible with 13 Pareto optimal solutions. The lower feasibility percentage of 1.1% is due to
the use of more restrictive performance requirements, than those of the verification runs. Figure
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7 provides the preliminary design set’s feasible tradespace, analyzing stakeholder value and
lifecycle costs for the wingspan and engine design decisions. We perform similar analyses for
each of the system design decisions in Table III, verifying initial requirement feasibility. In Figure
7, we define individual design sets using the five wingspan bins and two engine options, resulting
in 10 unique sets, six of which contain feasible solutions. From this analysis it evident that the
electric engine (E) produces relatively few feasible designs, resulting in the single feasible set (1012, E) identified in Figure 7. It is also apparent that all piston engine (P) sets dominate set 10 –
12 / E, indicating a strong preference for these designs over electric engine options. However,
none of the piston engine sets achieve Pareto dominance over any another piston engine set,
resulting in stakeholder preference indeterminacy for the wingspan decision. We observe similar
stakeholder preference indeterminacy issues with options associated with the other design
decisions, and thus proceed to Phase II to develop and refine the system design space.

Figure 8. Design Maturation Trade-off Analysis: Wingspan / Engine Sets
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Following the Phase I design space analyses, we load the preliminary design set data into the
program management decision tool, to generate the design maturation tradespaces for each major
design decisions. Figure 8 provides the program manager’s design maturation tradespace for the
10 combined wingspan / engine sets. In contrast to the stakeholder’s tradespace which focuses on
individual design options, the program manager’s tradespace focuses on design sets, providing a
simpler view of the set selection decision problem. Again, we highlight the electric engine design
sets occupying the lower left-hand corner of the tradespace. Four of these sets fail produce a single
feasible design, and provide very little value to the program manager. Set 10 – 12 / E provides
some value, however its extremely low feasibility makes the electric engine design option a lowrisk candidate for elimination early in the design process, allowing us to focus on more promising
sets. Thus, we can eliminate the electric engine from further consideration effectively locking the
piston engine design option into the final system configuration. In regards to the wingspan design
options, the sets with wingspans greater than 4 foot are candidates for continued development.
However, in this case study we will also retain designs with 2 – 4 foot wingspans, due to this set’s
ability to produce Pareto optimal designs when using a piston engine. This retention decision
allows us to better ascertain system performance in conjunction with the other design decisions.
Figure 9 provides the program manager’s design maturation tradespace for all seven design
decisions. We analyze these decisions using six separate set tradespaces: (a) wingspan / engine
sets, (b) altitude sets, (c) EO resolution sets, (d) EO FOV sets, (e) IR resolution Sets, and (f) IR
FOV sets. Each of these design decisions experience some level of stakeholder preference
indeterminacy during Phase I. However, we are able to identify infeasible design options for both
of the EO and IR resolution decisions, which we identify in charts (c) and (e). For both decisions,
we identify three completely infeasible sets providing little value to the program manager.
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Figure 9. Initial Design Maturation Trade-off Analysis of all UAV Design Decisions
In each case set infeasibility is due to the sensor being too heavy for the any of the possible
UAV platforms. Thus, as with the electric engine option, we eliminate all EO and IR sensors with
resolutions greater than 1200 x 1200 pixels, and prioritizes the remaining six options for further
development. In regards to altitude, EO, and IR FOV design sets, we are able to identify dominant
sets for each design decision. However, we choose to retain and develop all options for each of
these decisions, despite many of the sets falling within the elimination region. As with wingspan,
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this retention decision enables better understanding of system performance, as we increase model
resolution for the remaining design options and regenerate the design maturation sets.

Figure 10. Second Iteration of UAV Design Maturation Trade-off Analyses
For the second iteration, we regenerate the system design space using the refined set of design
options as well as higher-resolution EO and IR sensor models. The new design space contains
600,000 total design points, of which 29,344 are feasible. We focus on sensor development during
this iteration to address issues with system viability stemming from both the sensor’s size and
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performance. The higher-resolution models, evaluate a sensor’s ability to detect multiple targets
of varying sizes, as opposed to a single target of fixed size in the original parametric models.
Figure 10 shows the effects of the first iteration’s design decisions and the higher-resolution
modeling policy on the six design maturation tradespaces. We observe certain design options
migrating through the tradespace, offering insights to their potential performance and value to the
final design, while others remain relatively stationary within the tradespace lower left-hand
quadrant.
Given these results we identify low-risk design elimination candidates for five of the design
decisions. We choose to eliminate wingspans less than 4 feet, and both of the EO and IR sensor
15o FOV options. For the EO and IR resolution decisions, we also decide to eliminate the
1200x1200 resolution option due to its low value and low feasibility uncertainty. However, we
choose to retain the 200x200 and 1000x1000 resolution options for at least another iteration to gain
a better understanding of their respective viability. Each of the operating altitude decision options
saw significant improvement in value, but also increased feasibility uncertainty. We observe some
dominance for altitudes ranging between 500 to 900 meters, over altitudes ranging from of 300 to
500 meters and 900 to 1000 meters. However, we choose to retain and mature all altitude options
due to their potential value to the final system configuration. As with the first iteration we will
increase modeling resolution, again focusing on sensor performance, and regenerate the system
design space. We continue this process for six additional iterations, gradually converging the
design space onto a set of feasible, resilient and high value designs.
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Figure 11. 8th Design Maturation Tradespace: Stakeholder Value vs. Life Cycle Cost
To create the eighth and final design maturation set we generate 100,000 points, examining the
performance and viability of the 16 remaining design set configurations, in multiple probabilistic
scenarios and simulations. These sets have common engine, wingspan, and operating altitude
configurations, and differ by varying the remaining EO and IR sensor combinations, producing
the 92,934 feasible design points shown in Figure 11. Given the probabilistic scenarios, these 16
designs achieve stakeholder values ranging between 33 and 64, and life cycle costs (LCC) ranging
from $140.6 to $147.7 million.
Figure 12 provides a comparison of the (a) program manager’s tradespace and (b) final design
decisions with representative designs from 16 remaining sets. The wing span and operating
altitude decisions achieve a feasibility rate of approximately 0.93, resulting in a residual design set
feasibility entropy score of 𝐻 = 0.365. Given the remaining EO and IR sensor resolution and
FOV options, we observe entropy scores ranging between 0.32 and 0.44 which equate to feasibility
likelihoods of approximately 0.94 and 0.91 respectively. We also observed a change in design set
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preference for both the EO and IR sensor resolution decisions over the course of the case study.
Initially the larger 800x800 resolution option was the preferred design. However, by the end of
the case study with the highest resolution models the smaller 600x600 resolution design had higher
PMV and lower uncertainty than the competing alternative. Design infeasibility was the result of
failure to detect human sized targets or excessive payload weights in certain operational scenarios.
For example, the smaller 600x600 pixel options were slightly less effective at detecting human
targets resulting in requirements failure in approximately 7% of the scenarios. Conversely, the
heavier payloads using the 800x800 pixels options for both the EO and IR sensors were more likely
to fail in high temperature and high altitude scenarios. However, given the high feasibility rates
and relatively low uncertainty within this design space we consider the remaining design options
as sufficiently mature and viable candidates for system final system integration.

Figure 12. Comparison of (a) Program Manager Tradespace and (b) Final Design Solutions
Figure 12 chart (a) provides the final program management tradespace for the remaining design
decisions. In chart (b) we provide representative designs of these decisions by taking an average
of the stakeholder value (SHV) and cost for each of the 16 design sets. Given these average
stakeholder values and costs we can identify five designs (designs 9 – 12, and 16) achieving Pareto
optimality. However, further analysis comparing each design performance over its range of values
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(shown in Figure 13) and costs (not shown) determined that no one design achieves stochastic
dominance over any other design. This finding demonstrates the ability of each of our remaining
design options to produce high value and affordable designs with relatively similar value and cost.
Table VIII provides a description of each design in terms of options, as well as SHV, LCC and
variance. Certain designs offer improved performance in terms of average SHV (design 12),
minimum SHV variance (design 10), average LCC (design 9), and minimum LCC variance (design
3). While other designs offer more consistent performance across all four categories (designs 11
and 16). Given these results and analysis of our final design decisions and system alternatives we
transition the program management decision process to Phase III and end the case study with the
creation of the Recommended Design Set. Our Recommended Design Set contains designs 3, 9 –
12, and 16 due to their ability to provide value, affordability, or reduce performance or budgetary
risk.
Table VIII. Recommended Set UAV Design Alternatives
Design
Alt.

EO Res.

EO
FOV

E[SHV]

V[SHV]

E[LCC]
($K)

V[LCC]

1

600x600 60-deg

600x600 60-deg

50.7

16.7

143,803

886,062

2

600x600 60-deg

800x800 60-deg

52.9

12.6

144,775

876,667

3

600x600 60-deg

600x600 75-deg

51.8

16.0

143,909

851,144

4

600x600 60-deg

800x800 75-deg

54.1

17.2

144,751

872,095

5

800x800 60-deg

600x600 60-deg

52.5

13.6

144,952

860,274

6

800x800 60-deg

800x800 60-deg

51.2

15.6

144,831

873,079

7

800x800 60-deg

600x600 75-deg

53.5

13.0

144,707

874,549

8

800x800 60-deg

800x800 75-deg

51.8

15.9

144,752

868,025

9

600x600 75-deg

600x600 60-deg

51.7

16.0

143,709

866,640

10

600x600 75-deg

800x800 60-deg

53.9

12.1

144,604

871,116

IR Res.

IR FOV
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Table VIII. Cont.
Design
EO Res.
Alt.

EO
FOV

IR Res.

IR FOV

E[SHV]

V[SHV]

E[LCC]
($K)

V[LCC]

143,76
866,975
0
144,76
12
600x600 75-deg 800x800 75-deg
55.8
16.4
885,891
8
144,78
13
800x800 75-deg 600x600 60-deg
54.1
16.5
852,082
1
144,68
14
800x800 75-deg 800x800 60-deg
52.0
16.0
859,341
8
144,88
15
800x800 75-deg 800x800 75-deg
52.2
14.6
853,226
3
144,72
16
800x800 75-deg 600x600 75-deg
55.2
15.7
852,801
5
* All designs have common engine (P), wingspan (10ft), and operating altitude (400-500m)
parameters
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600x600

75-deg

600x600 75-deg

52.9

15.1

Prior to closing this case study discussion, we return to our initial preliminary design set to
assess the final status of the 13 Pareto optimal solutions shown in Figure 8. We individually tested
each of these designs using the final set of higher resolution models, to ascertain final design
feasibility and compare with our final set of design solutions. We present the results of this
analysis in Table IX. Using the higher resolution models, we find that seven of the original Pareto
optimal solutions are physics infeasible, while two other design points fail to satisfy all operational
requirements.

Four of these designs remain fully feasible, however two designs are now

dominated by the final 16 high-resolution designs, while two others would exist in the final design
space. These findings highlight the benefits of decision delay, along with this methodology’s
usefulness in identifying, maturing, and selecting feasible and resilient designs.
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Table IX. Status of Original 13 Pareto Optimal Solutions at end of Phase II
Design Point
ID
157431
686634
74230
247039
417531
593302
270266
690990
656992
948000

2-4/P
2-4/P
2-4/P
4-6/P
4-6/P
4-6/P
6-8/P
6-8/P
8 - 10 / P
8 - 10 / P

Initial
SHV
44.6
46.8
49.6
51.3
54.8
56.5
57.9
58.3
59.7
60.6

Initial LCC
($K)
137,378
137,649
138,195
138,873
139,038
139,761
139,881
140,872
141,201
141,391

513794

8 - 10 / P

61.8

142,520

410243

8 - 10 / P

62.2

143,077

777494

8 - 10 / P

62.2

143,437

Set

Final Status at end of Phase II
Physics infeasible
Physics infeasible
Physics infeasible
Physics infeasible
Physics infeasible
Physics infeasible
Physics infeasible
Requirement infeasible
Design point dominated
Requirement infeasible
Design point exists in final design
space (design is similar to Design Set
11 parameters)
Design point exists in final design
space (design is similar to Design Set 2
parameters)
Design point dominated

4.6. Conclusions
Managing complex system development requires methodologies, tools, and procedures to
mature designs and manage program risk. One can envision the design process as a series of
sequential decisions maturing, eliminating, and selecting design alternatives.

However, the

existence of requirements, technology, budget, and schedule uncertainty increases the risk
associated with program management decisions.

Thus, resolving these uncertainties is of

paramount importance in enabling effective design decisions. As a design methodology, SBD
enables complex system development by thoroughly exploring the design space and identifying
promising design sets. Additionally, its iterative nature enables sequential design decision making.
Numerous research and case studies demonstrate SBD’s usefulness for developing resilient
systems and resolving uncertainty. However, many of the existing methodologies address more
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technical aspects of SBD, with less focus on the management of, and decision making within the
SBD process.
To contribute to the state-of-practice, we present a quantitative program management decision
methodology ideal for system design programs using SBD and MBSE practices, and satisfying the
seven criteria identified in this paper. Our research adapts best practices in design space generation
and exploration, and proposes a new decision management framework for system design using a
multiobjective decision methodology, addressing major SBD methodology gaps.

This

methodology informs and coordinates design maturation decisions enabling an efficient, cost
effective, and defensible approach to inform system design development and uncertainty reduction
activities. Thus, our approach answers our three research questions, facilitating the development
of resilient and affordable systems. Additionally, we believe our methodology is suitable for
applications requiring multiple decisions and the management of finite resources under
uncertainty, such as mission engineering, natural resource management, and disaster preparedness.
While this research provides a fundamentally sound program management decision
methodology, four limitations exist. First, this process mandates the use of set-based methods to
fully explore the design space, and is not applicable to traditional point-based approaches. Second,
this methodology requires a program have access to and ability to use variable resolution models
to include high resolution simulations and prototypes. Third, this research provides no method for
informing higher resolution model selection decisions, which would enhance methodology
efficiency.

Fourth, for simplicity our methodology assumes a single decision maker and

stakeholder in the form of the program manager. While the presence of a single decision maker
simplifies the elicitation of value functions and swing weights, it also discounts the preferences of
other stakeholders that likely exist within a particular design program. Future research should
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explore methods addressing these limitations, such as the use of value of information in model
selection decisions, and the effects on program management decisions associated with
requirements changes, along with higher resolution cost and value models.
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5. A Value of Information Methodology for Multiobjective Decisions in Quantitative SetBased Design
This chapter was accepted with minor revision by Systems Engineering in April 2021 under
the title: “A Value of Information Methodology for Multiobjective Decisions in Quantitative SetBased Design.” Its authors include: Nicholas Shallcross, Gregory Parnell, Edward Pohl, and
Simon Goerger.
5.1. Abstract
Engineering complex systems is an exercise in sequential multiobjective decision making
under uncertainty. One method for handling this complexity and uncertainty is set-based design
(SBD). SBD is a concurrent engineering and management methodology that develops, analyzes,
and matures numerous design options, reducing risk and delivering higher value to the
stakeholders and end users. SBD accomplishes this through controlled design space convergence
which reduces uncertainty and prevents premature design decisions. While SBD has been the
subject of numerous scholarly articles, there is limited research providing quantitative
methodologies that inform decisions enabling design maturation and convergence. We present a
value of information (VOI) based methodology for multiobjective decision problems, and
demonstrate its applicability for SBD decisions.

We apply Bayesian decision models and

information value to inform multiobjective modeling and design maturation decisions. Research
contributions include: 1) a framework integrating VOI into the SBD process, 2) a multiobjective
VOI method assessing a higher-resolution model’s ability to reduce uncertainty, and 3) a means
of informing modeling decisions by comparing multiple high resolutions models, given their usage
cost and their potential to deliver information value. Finally, we demonstrate the inherent issues
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associated with premature decisions and traditional point-based design approaches which run the
risk of selecting an alternative that later proves infeasible.
5.2. Introduction
Modern complex system design requires engineers, analysts, and program managers to make
numerous sequential decisions during product development.

These decisions are generally

multiobjective in nature, and subject to numerous sources of epistemic and aleatory uncertainty.
These sources of uncertainty increase the risk associated with the design’s performance as well as
the program’s schedule and budget. Thus, uncertainty reduction and risk management become
critical efforts enabling the development of resilient and affordable systems. At their very core,
uncertainty reduction and risk management are information gathering activities, which support
design maturation throughout product development and prior to major design decisions. It
logically follows that complex system development programs should use design and analytical
methodologies facilitating both sequential decision-making, and effective uncertainty reduction.
One possible method is set-based design (SBD), a concurrent engineering and managerial
process well suited for complex system design applications.1 SBD is particularly useful in
reducing risk and rework during product development2 and improving overall system resilience.3
SBD begins by generating a large number of conceptual design alternatives to enable tradespace
exploration. Tradespace exploration identifies infeasible and inferior design sets, and allows the
program manager to prioritize development and maturation of potentially superior design sets.
Design maturation activities such as higher resolution (HR) modeling, simulation, and prototyping
allow the program to gather additional information to reduce design uncertainty and mitigate
design risk. This process continues, ultimately converging the tradespace onto a mature design
solution.4
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In SBD, however, design maturation and convergence are important processes requiring
significant program resources to determine the best design to develop and test. Unfortunately,
limited research exists regarding design maturation decisions in SBD, specifically in regards to the
value of collecting additional information in support of these decisions.5

During system

development, program managers and system analysts may wonder if the design space and
remaining design sets are sufficiently mature, what are the critical drivers of uncertainty, and what
information gathering activities offer the greatest potential to identify and reduce existing design
uncertainty? In the absence of established methodologies, design maturation may become an ad
hoc and inefficient process leading to premature design decisions, resulting in potentially
suboptimal or infeasible system designs.6

In these situations, collecting additional design

information has value in preventing the costly rework and schedule delays associated with design
sub-optimality and infeasibility.
To address this knowledge gap, this paper presents a multiobjective value of information (VOI)
methodology informing uncertainty reduction decisions such as those seen in SBD. Building upon
Bayesian decision models7 and information value theory8, we develop a method quantifying the
multiobjective VOI (MOVOI) associated with a set of design alternatives with uncertain
feasibility. Given a prior belief of design set performance and some HR model, we develop and
use a MOVOI to assess a HR model’s ability to provide new information regarding system
performance, life-cycle cost, and schedule risk for each design set. This enables program managers
and system analysts to update their belief of a design set’s overall benefit and risk to the program
and stakeholders. Additionally, the methodology enables the simultaneous assessment of multiple
alternatives, such as a group of unique design sets, as well as the comparison of multiple HR
models based on their implementation cost and ability to provide new information regarding
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performance, cost, and schedule risk. Thus, the methodology provides system analysts and
program managers a quantitative process informing both design selection and information
gathering decisions.
This paper’s organization follows. In Section 5.3 we discuss literature relevant to information
value theory with a specific focus on multiobjective and engineering design applications. Section
5.4 describes SBD foundational concepts and tenets providing the context for our decision
situation given in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6 we introduce and describe our MOVOI methodology.
Finally, Section 5.7 provides our findings, conclusions, and future research recommendations.
5.3. A Review of Relevant VOI Literature
5.3.1 Background and foundational documents
Information value theory traces its origins to Shannon’s mathematical communication theory,
which quantified the level of information or uncertainty present in a communication stream.9
Shannon’s theory, however, fails to consider the consequences of uncertain outcomes, as they
pertain to the decision maker, preventing the adequate assessment of a decision’s benefits and
risks. Addressing this shortfall, Howard (1966) proposed a method for quantifying information
value using both the probabilistic event outcomes and the economic impacts associated with a
decision. In this situation, the decision maker can increase the expected utility of the decision by
reducing all or part of the outcome uncertainties. The question then becomes how much one
should pay to reduce the present uncertainty, or what is the value of additional information?
Decision analysts generally assess VOI using two means: the expected values of perfect and
imperfect information. The expected value of perfect information (EVPI), or the value of
clairvoyance which completely resolves uncertainty, provides an upper limit on the value of
collecting additional information to reduce uncertainty (Howard, 1965). Information sources such
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as surveys, expert opinions, or HR models and simulations cannot completely resolve uncertainty,
or could be incorrect, and thus provide only imperfect information to the decision maker. Given
an imperfect information source a decision maker can calculate the expected value of imperfect
information (EVII) about an event.10 In this classic sense, we express VOI in economic terms
when calculating the expected value of the decision. However single objective economic VOI
may be insufficient in multiobjective decision situations that quantify alternative utility with noneconomic values, necessitating the need for alternate multiobjective VOI assessments.11
5.3.2 VOI application areas and valuation methods supporting multiobjective decisions
VOI analysis is less common in multiobjective applications in comparison to single objective
decision problems. Multiobjective VOI research accounts for approximately 17% of the total VOI
methodologies within the body of knowledge according to a 2014 literature survey, analyzing 252
articles.12 This same survey also found that ecological and public sector problems were more
likely to use multiobjective VOI when compared to other industries. An example of this general
class of research is the multiobjective Bayesian analysis of Lake Erie fishery management
decisions.13 In this paper, the authors combined multiple competing objectives into a single value
index using multiattribute utility theory.14 Using decision trees and Bayesian analysis they
assessed the EVPI, EVII, and the expected cost of ignoring uncertainty15 by comparing the change
in expected multiobjective utility given different uncertainty mitigation strategies. While less
common in the literature, other application areas include, but are not limited to, systems
engineering16, defense and security17, and medical decision making.18
As stated earlier, economic value alone may be insufficient in measuring the value of
information in many multiobjective decision problems.

The use of non-economic, or a

combination of economic and non-economic values, in many multiobjective VOI applications
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supports this belief.12 Typical valuation methods include: assessing the change in multi-objective
utility, the use of performance or improvement potential metrics, and cost-benefit analysis. We
present descriptions of different multiobjective information valuation methods in Table I. As with
traditional economic VOI analysis, these and similar multiobjective methods compare the
differences in their respective value measures for different states of information using Bayesian
analysis. Using this information, they subsequently implement an uncertainty mitigation strategy
maximizing their decision’s expected utility, performance, or some benefit ratio.
Table I. Description of VOI applications enabling multiobjective decisions
Application Area

Primary Value Measures

Ecology management
decisions13

Multiobjective utility,
economic value

Systems engineering
decisions16

Multiobjective utility,
improvement potential
metric

Measures the improvement potential
given by difference in maximum and
minimum utility enabling multiobjective
model refinement decisions

Ecology management
decisions19

Multiobjective utility
using economic and nonmonetary measures

Measures VOI using local scaling of the
expected change in maximum utility
between different states of information

Terrorism, security
and risk management
decisions17

Two methods: Single cost
metric and a two-attribute
value function including a
cost metric.

Uses a traditional VOI assessment
comparing expected values in both
methods

Medical decisions18

Various economic and
non-monetary value
measures depending on
application

Uses cost-benefit analysis or harmbenefit analysis (if no costs are used)
given different diagnostic tests

Multiobjective utility with
cost metric

Uses Monte Carlo simulation and closed
form VOI expressions considering
changes in expected utility and risk
tolerance for improved or perfect
information

Autonomous system
decisions20

VOI Assessment Method
Assesses the change in multiobjective
utility between uncertainty resolution
strategies; uses economic value
measures in EVII analysis
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5.3.3 VOI in engineering and system design
Research applying VOI to both single and multiobjective engineering design problems
generally focused on informing process and model management decisions with imperfect
information.21 Previous research has sought to identify which modeling resolution16, model22, or
quantity of additional information23 provides the greatest benefit to design development, through
complexity and uncertainty reduction. Other notable research applies single objective VOI
analysis with Gaussian processes to evaluate and optimize complex simulation models24, as well
as Bayesian optimization in developing simulation and scenario libraries for autonomous
systems.25 These articles provide methodologies directly linking VOI analysis and machine
learning. Existing methods, however, have limitations inhibiting their usefulness in real world
engineering applications. For example, Radhakrishnan and McAdams (2005) developed a VOI
application informing model selection using multiobjective utility. Their methodology accounts
for design costs, however, they do not explicitly provide a means of calculating VOI for a specific
model. Table II provides a concise description of this and other multiobjective VOI methodology
limitations relevant to our research.
Table II. Limitations of existing multiobjective VOI methodologies for engineering design
VOI Methodology
A methodology for model
selection in engineering
design22
Managing the collection of
information under uncertainty
using information economics26
A value-of-information based
approach to simulation model
refinement16

Methodology Limitations(s)
Does not explicitly calculate the value of information for a
specific model decision
Lacks a formal decision policy for information gathering
decisions within bounded and feasible region
Does not include the economic or schedule costs of
increasing model resolution during an iterative design
process
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Table II. Cont.
VOI Methodology
Model selection under limited
information using a value-ofinformation-based indicator27
An investigation into the
decision analysis of design
process decisions21
Value of information in
multiattribute decision making
for autonomy20

Methodology Limitations(s)
Only identifies improvement potential, as opposed to
sources of risk. Has no method for acquiring additional
information in the absence of data. Identifies the need, but
does not consider model refinement costs
Methodology applied to simplistic design application
considering the impact of only one information gathering
activity in an iterative design process
Methodology only considers perfect information sources in
its VOI analysis.

Using variations of the methods shown in Table I, along with VOI applications in portfolio
decision analysis28 and project management29,we develop a methodology addressing the above
limitations. We specifically focus on 1) calculating multiobjective VOI for multiple alternatives
and HR modeling options, 2) providing a decision policy based on model use cost and information
value potential, 3) considering imperfect sources of information in Bayesian analysis, and 4)
applying the methodology to complex design applications. In the next section we will introduce
and describe SBD, providing the requisite information germane to our decision situation and
methodology requirements.
5.4. Fundamentals of Set-Based Design
Set-based design is a concurrent engineering method made famous through studies on Toyota’s
manufacturing process.30

Unlike traditional point-based approaches, SBD simultaneously

develops, analyzes, and matures numerous unique designs, until eventually converging on a design
solution. Qualitative SBD has seen use in numerous design programs, demonstrating great
potential for reducing program risk and delivering resilient and affordable designs. SBD delivers
these benefits through the four fundamental tenets of 1) robust alternative development, 2) design
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decision delay, 3) uncertainty reduction, and 4) effective design communication.5 This research
specifically focuses on the uncertainty reduction tenet critical to enabling design maturation and
convergence in SBD.

Figure 1. The quantitative SBD process adapted from Shallcross et al. (2021)
One can envision quantitative SBD as the three-phase system design process seen in Figure 1.
Phase I, system conceptualization, begins with identification and analysis of system requirements
and major design decisions leading to a conceptual system definition. Here we assume a modelbased engineering (MBE) process initially using a collection of low-resolution (LR) physics, cost,
and value models generating the system tradespace. The use of LR models enables the efficient
generation of a broad tradespace, potentially containing millions of unique design alternatives.
However, these LR models are imperfect information sources, an issue we must address in order
to mature the design space. Transitioning into Phase II, system maturation and uncertainty
reduction, system analysts define and identify the design sets facilitating tradespace exploration
and analysis. Tradespace analysis assesses alternative feasibility, multiobjective stakeholder value
(SHV), and life cycle cost (LCC) enabling the identification of preferred design sets in the cost vs.
value tradespace. In this application we define a preferred design set as a set capable of producing
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feasible and affordable design solutions that are also Pareto optimal within the cost vs. value
tradespace. Next the program conducts uncertainty reduction activities, such as HR modeling,
prototyping, or testing and evaluation to reduce epistemic uncertainty and mature the preferred
design sets.
A decision concerning the residual level of design uncertainty occurs following the uncertainty
reduction and design maturation activities. The program must determine if the current level of
design uncertainty is satisfactory for a transition to Phase III, design selection. Early in the design
process, it is unlikely that the residual level of design uncertainty permits a transition to Phase III,
requiring additional design development and maturation. A reassessment of the available design
decisions based on feasibility, performance, and cost prioritizes design sets for continued
maturation. These updated design decisions feed back into the integrated modeling environment,
now containing HR models, generating new a tradespace and initiating the next iteration of
analytical activities.6 This iterative design process gradually reduces epistemic uncertainty and
converges the design space, resulting in a small set of feasible and affordable designs with
satisfactory levels of design uncertainty. These designs form the recommended design set, from
which the decision maker selects the design alternative.
The SBD process shown in Figure 1 provides a logical method enabling design convergence.
Uncertainty reduction and design maturation, however, are not trivial activities and require
extensive analysis to effectively inform critical design maturation decisions. Shallcross et al.
(2021) provide a methodology quantifying uncertainty and enabling design maturation decisions
using information entropy and multiobjective decision analysis. Their methodology focuses on
feasibility uncertainty as it pertains to performance, cost, and schedule risk, which they assess
using SHV, LCC, and rework time (RWT). In this context, RWT is the remediation time required
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to fix an infeasible design.2 Their research, however, provides no means for determining how well
an activity will reduce some aspect of design uncertainty, or a method for comparing multiple
uncertainty reduction options in terms of both cost and potential information value.

This

methodology limitation could result in delaying system development and increasing upfront
costs.31 In the following section we will describe this specific decision situation and discuss how
VOI analysis can enable design convergence in SBD.
5.5. The Decision Context
This section provides the contextual background motivating our research. In the following
section we briefly describe our unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) design case study. In this example,
a program manager must decide how they want to proceed with design development given 15
preferred design alternatives and various HR modeling options. We then introduce our VOI
enabled Quantitative SBD process for informing multiobjective uncertainty reduction decisions in
SBD.
5.5.1 A SBD system design decision example
Set-based design convergence occurs through the gradual elimination of dominated designs.32
We assess design dominance during trade-off analysis by comparing multiobjective SHV versus
cost, like the trade study shown in Figure 2. In this example, we compare randomly generated
UAV alternatives generated using LR parametric models.33 This case study seeks to design a UAV
given seven major design decisions, each with multiple options. By fully enumerating all
combinations of these seven decisions, we are able to produce up to 408,240 unique design sets.6
In Figure 2, we provide a tradespace analysis examining alternatives from the view of six unique
wingspan / engine decision combinations. During our tradespace analysis, we identify 15 unique
Pareto optimal design points and now must determine if these designs are sufficiently mature for
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consideration in a design selection decision. The use of LR parametric models raises concerns
regarding both design feasibility and affordability. Additionally, due to the presence of continuous
design variables, there also exists uncertainty regarding the actual performance and cost of the
Pareto optimal alternatives. Thus, we are now interested in assessing the expected feasibility,
affordability, and risk of the 15 unique design sets producing our Pareto optimal points, as opposed
to individual design points themselves. We will now refer to these 15 sets as our preferred design
sets.

Figure 2. SBD initial trade-off analysis of SBD alternatives adapted from Shallcross et al. (2021)
The 15 preferred design sets, represent 15 unique combinations of the available UAV design
decisions. These continuous sets contain design solutions with common engine and sensor options,
for given wingspan and operating altitude ranges. In our analysis, each set’s feasibility probability
is represented by the percentage of actual feasible designs generated for a specific set. Our analysis
required a set contain at least 30 design solutions to provide statistically valid results. In the event
a set contained less than 30 alternatives, we generated 100 additional design points, for the set in
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question. This analysis identifies nine design sets with feasibility probabilities below 0.80
reinforcing our concerns regarding uncertain design performance and affordability, with a specific
focus on airframe payload and sensor performance.

We have at our disposal several HR

performance models with the potential to update our belief regarding design set feasibility.
However, there are non-trivial costs and error rates associated with the use of these HR models,
and we desire to select a modeling policy providing the best uncertainty reduction for the cost.
Given this situation, VOI analysis provides an appropriate means for informing our modeling and
design maturation decisions.
5.5.2 Integrating multiobjective VOI analysis into the SBD process

Figure 3. The VOI enabled Quantitative SBD process adapted from Shallcross et al. (2021)
We begin by specifying the key VOI tasks shown in Figure 3, enabling uncertainty reduction and
design maturation. Our methodology’s premise is: given a HR model, we conduct a Bayesian
update to determine the model’s potential to inform design maturation and selection decisions. We
accomplish this using the prior feasibility distributions from our current lower resolution data set
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and the likelihood feasibility distributions obtained through limited sample runs of selected HR
models. Using Bayes Law, these two distributions enable the calculation of the joint, pre-posterior,
and posterior distributions for each design set. Given this Bayesian update, we perform a series
of calculations to assess the VOI for SHV, LCC, and RWT. We subsequently normalize and
combine the three individual VOIs, and calculate the MOVOI for each design set and HR modeling
option; allowing us to assess design set feasibility, maturity, and the HR model’s information value
potential. Please note, that for this case study we define an HR model as any model having greater
resolution than our original LR parametric models.
The MOVOI enables two assessments. The first assesses each design set’s VOI relating to
SHV, LCC, and RWT for a given HR modelling option. The second assesses the HR model’s
ability to provide new design information for an entire group of preferred sets enabling a model
selection decision. Thus, using VOI analysis we can determine if gathering additional HR data
has value to the program, and if it does, which HR modeling option provides the most relevant
decision data for the cost. A fundamental VOI concept is that information only has value if it
results in a potential decision change. In other words, does acquiring additional HR design data
result in a potential reordering or rejection of our current group of preferred design sets, requiring
updated design prioritization and maturation decisions, and the generation and analysis of a new
system tradespace? Given this update to the SBD process, we now provide a comprehensive
description of our MOVOI methodology.
5.6. A Multiobjective VOI Method for SBD
In this section we provide our MOVOI methodology, and begin by describing the calculation
of the expected SHV, LCC, and RWT for a LR design set. Next, we provide our process enabling
a Bayesian update of design feasibility probabilities and distributions given a HR model. These
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updated distributions enable the calculation of the expected SHV, LCC, and RWT of the HR design
set. We then introduce and describe our VOI assessments for SHV, LCC, and RWT. Using these
VOIs, we then calculate the MOVOI for a single design set and one HR model. Finally, we adapt
and demonstrate MOVOI to assess the maturity of a group of design sets and compare the relative
usefulness of multiple HR models leading to design set selection, prioritization, and model
selection decisions.
5.6.1 Calculating the expected SHV, LCC, and RWT given a LR model

Figure 4. Calculating expected SHV, LCC, and RWT for a single LR design set
Our methodology begins by looking at the case of a single design set and one HR model. Suppose
we have identified a preferred design set generated using only LR models. This set produces F
feasible and I infeasible designs, in a tradespace containing N total design points. Using this data,
we calculate the probability a point within the set is feasible, or more simply a set’s feasibility
probability given by: 𝑓 = 𝐹⁄𝑁. Thus, a given set has a design feasibility probability P[D = F] =
f, and an infeasibility probability P[D = I] = 1 − f, which form the design set’s prior feasibility
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distribution P[D]. We use the prior distribution to obtain the expected values for SHV, LCC, and
RWT for the LR model.
Our first equation computes the expected SHV for the LR model. Before proceeding some
explanation is required regarding SHV. In our analysis a SHV = 0, equates to the minimum
acceptable level of system performance. Thus, if we select a design that later proves infeasible,
we must either remediate the design’s infeasibility, or revert to a previous feasible baseline design,
such as an existing system to provide the same capability. This action incurs added costs and
schedule delays required to either rework the selected design, or improve an existing design to
satisfy stakeholder requirements. We demonstrate this situation here in the Figure 4 decision tree
for the branch P[D = I]. This figure models a hypothetical scenario where the program has
selected a design as the final alternative, from a set whose feasibility and infeasibility probabilities
are P[D = F] = 0.46 and P[D = I] = 0.54 respectively. Since this set contains numerous similar
alternatives, we can calculate the expected SHV, LCC, and RWT for an average design within the
set. Additionally, our methodology considers a non-selection scenario where we return to the
status quo, which provides no SHV, or incurs any added life-cycle cost and schedule delays above
and beyond the current design program.
We obtain our prior expected SHV using the LR design set’s feasible SHV (SHVLF ) for its
Pareto optimal design. This value enables the calculation of the LR design set’s expected
stakeholder value, E[SHV|LR] by taking the sum-product of the feasible and infeasible Pareto
alternative’s SHV, which is SHVLF and 0 respectively, and the prior feasibility distribution. We
provide the formula for expected SHV in Equation 1, and an example for Design Set 1 in Figure
4, where E[SHV|LR] = 25.4.
𝐸[𝑆𝐻𝑉|𝐿𝑅] = 𝑆𝐻𝑉𝐿𝐹 ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐹] + 0 ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐼]

(1)
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Next, we calculate E[LCC|LR] using Equation 2. Again, we multiply the prior distribution and
the costs associated with a feasible (LCCLF ) and infeasible alternative (LCCLI ). The infeasibility
cost LCCLI includes the added cost of design remediation and rework, which increases throughout
the development process.34 This results in an E[LCC|LR] = $143M as shown in Figure 4.
𝐸[𝐿𝐶𝐶|𝐿𝑅] = 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐹 ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐹] + 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐼 ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐼]

(2)

Finally, we compute the LR design set’s expected schedule delay, E[RWT|LR], using the
remediation time in months for an infeasible alternative (RWTLI ). Our methodology assumes a
negligible RWT for feasible designs, as seen in Equation 3.

This allows us to compute

an E[RWT|LR] = 0.7 months for the example shown in Figure 4. Now that we have calculated
the prior expected values for each of our information areas, our next step enables a Bayesian update
of our design set’s feasibility probabilities.
𝐸[𝑅𝑊𝑇|𝐿𝑅] = 0 ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐹] + 𝑅𝑊𝑇𝐿𝐼 ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐼]

(3)

5.6.2 A Bayesian update of design set feasibility using a HR model

Figure 5. Bayesian update of a single LR design set (D) with a single HR model test (T)
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In our case study, the presence of design infeasibility, for our LR design set, led to further
analysis identifying sources of design performance and feasibility uncertainty. To address some
of this uncertainty we use a higher resolution model, which we hope will reduce some of this
uncertainty and enable us to mature the design. Prior to full model implementation, we desire to
assess model effectiveness by running a limited test with the HR model, producing representative
designs from the design set. A limited test temporarily replaces or adds a specific HR module into
the integrated UAV model. Using this update, we generate 100 unique design points, to provide
statically valid results for the design set(s) under consideration. This test run allows for the
construction of a likelihood feasibility distribution P[T | D].

We then use the likelihood

distribution to calculate the joint probability distribution given by Equation 4, allowing us build
out the left-hand tree, seen in Figure 5.
𝑃[𝐷𝑇] = 𝑃[𝐷] ∙ 𝑃[𝑇|𝐷]
𝑃[𝐷|𝑇] =

𝑃[𝐷]∙𝑃[𝑇|𝐷]
𝑃[𝑇]

(4)
(5)

The joint probability distribution informs our understanding the expected probability of
encountering feasible and infeasible designs in the set, if we choose to implement the HR model.
Using the joint probability distribution we construct the preposterior distribution P[T], enabling
the calculation of the posterior distribution P[D | T] using Equation 5. These two distributions are
required for calculating VOI for SHV, LCC, and RWT. We are also interested in understanding
our HR model’s sensitivity (true-positive rate) and specificity (true-negative rate) given by the
posterior distribution in the right-hand tree of Figure 4.35 Our modeling requirements prioritize
model sensitivity, over specificity, to minimize the risk of selecting an infeasible design
alternative. As seen in Figure 5, our HR model’s sensitivity is 0.96 and specificity is 0.61, which
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we deem suitable at this early stage in our design program. Given these results we will now
calculate the design set’s expected SHV, LCC, and RWT predicted using a HR model.
5.6.3 Calculating the expected SHV, LCC, and RWT given a HR model

Figure 6. Calculating expected SHV, LCC, and RWT given the sample test using a HR model
Given our preposterior and posterior distributions we now calculate the expected SHV, LCC,
and RWT for the design set generated with the HR model. We compute the HR model design set
E[SHV|HR] using Equation 6. We use the design set’s SHV for its HR Pareto optimal alternative
(SHVHF ) when a design is feasible, and 0 when infeasible. We demonstrate this calculation in the
decision tree seen in Figure 6, where we account for the preposterior and posterior distributions,
as well as a set selection decision. This analysis results in an E[SHV|HR] = 25.4, which is
approximately equal to expected SHV predicted by the LR model.
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𝐸[𝑆𝐻𝑉|𝐻𝑅] = (𝑆𝐻𝑉𝐻𝐹 ∙ 𝑃[𝑇 = 𝐹] ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐹|𝑇 = 𝐹]) +
(𝑆𝐻𝑉𝐻𝐹 ∙ 𝑃[𝑇 = 𝐼] ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐹|𝑇 = 𝐼])
(6)
Equation 7 calculates E[LCC|HR] using the costs associated with a HR feasible (LCCHF ) and
infeasible (LCCHI ) alternative, which include the costs associated with design maturation. As with
SHV we calculate the expected LCC using the preposterior and posterior distributions. For this
example seen in Figure 6, we calculate an E[LCC|HR] = $149M, indicating a potential increase in
expected costs for this design set.
𝐸[𝐿𝐶𝐶|𝐻𝑅] = (𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐹 ∙ 𝑃[𝑇 = 𝐹] ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐹|𝑇 = 𝐹] + 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐼 ∙ 𝑃[𝑇 = 𝐹] ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐼|𝑇 = 𝐹])
+ (𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐹 ∙ 𝑃[𝑇 = 𝐼] ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐹|𝑇 = 𝐼] + 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐼 ∙ 𝑃[𝑇 = 𝐼] ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐼|𝑇 = 𝐹])
(7)
Using the Equation 8 we compute the expected schedule delay E[RWTHR ] for a HR design.
As with our LR expected RWT calculation, we assume non-zero remediation times only for
infeasible HR designs (RWTHI ).

As shown in Figure 6, this calculation results in

an E[RWT|HR] = 1.6 months, also indicating a potential increase in expected RWT for this
design set. With the expected SHV, LCC, and RWT predicted by the LR and HR models in hand,
we now move onto computing the SHV, LCC, and RWT information value for this design set and
HR model combination.
𝐸[𝑅𝑊𝑇|𝐻𝑅] = (𝑅𝑊𝑇𝐻𝐼 ∙ 𝑃[𝑇 = 𝐹] ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐼|𝑇 = 𝐹])
+ (𝑅𝑊𝑇𝐻𝐼 ∙ 𝑃[𝑇 = 𝐼] ∙ 𝑃[𝐷 = 𝐼|𝑇 = 𝐹])
(8)
5.6.4 Calculating the SHV, LCC, and RWT information value for a single design set and
single HR model
We evaluate a HR model’s information value potential by calculating difference in the
expected values for SHV, LCC, and RWT obtained for the LR and HR models. Our first analysis
examines VOI(SHV), which assesses a HR model’s ability to provide new information regarding
system performance on the measures in the SHV model. We obtain the design set’s VOI(SHV) by
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taking the absolute difference between E[SHV|HR] and E[SHV|LR], given by Equation 9, which
identifies information indicating a change in system performance. We require further discussion
on the use of absolute values in VOI analysis. In our methodology, it is possible to obtain negative
expected differences in SHV, LCC, and RWT, which we demonstrate for all 15 sets in Figure 7.
However, negative values do not occur in traditional single-objective economic VOI, as a rational
decision maker would never employ a test that resulted in an overall negative net-present value for
the decision.

Figure 7. Expected differences in design set SHV, LCC, and RWT for HR Model 2 and LR
model

Our use of absolute values in our VOI assessment method represents a fundamental change
from traditional single-objective VOI. In our methodology we are interested in determining if a
difference exists in the predicted performance of the LR and HR models that could result in a
decision change as described at the end of Section 4. VOI(SHV) values approaching 0 indicate the
HR model provides little additional information regarding the expected performance of a
representative design, while high VOI values indicate the potential to update our belief of design
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set feasibility and performance.

We apply this same interpretation for both VOI(LCC)

and VOI(RWT).
𝑉𝑂𝐼(𝑆𝐻𝑉) = |𝐸[𝑆𝐻𝑉|𝐻𝑅] − 𝐸[𝑆𝐻𝑉|𝐿𝑅]|

(9)

VOI(LCC) assesses a HR model’s LCC information value in a similar manner to SHV using
the expected life-cycle costs of the LR and HR design sets, given by E[LCCLR ] and E[LCCHR ]
respectively. We compute the VOI(LCC) using Equation 10, which identifies the absolute expected
cost difference predicted by the LR and HR models. For this analysis we assume the HR modeling
cost is significantly less than the expected difference in LCC estimates, given the model provides
information value. Thus, we forgo calculating the economic EVPI, as our modeling costs are not
likely to exceed this upper-limit in this case study.
𝑉𝑂𝐼(𝐿𝐶𝐶) = |𝐸[𝐿𝐶𝐶|𝐻𝑅] − 𝐸[𝐿𝐶𝐶|𝐿𝑅]|

(10)

VOI(RWT) assesses a HR model’s ability to provide relevant schedule information which we
compute using RWT. RWT models the expected delay associated with design remediation, and
can take on time units such as days, weeks, months, or years. We calculate the VOI(RWT) using
Equation 11, which provides the final VOI calculation assessing the absolute expected change in
RWT for this design set predicted by our LR and HR models.
𝑉𝑂𝐼(𝑅𝑊𝑇) = |𝐸[𝑅𝑊𝑇|𝐻𝑅] − 𝐸[𝑅𝑊𝑇|𝐿𝑅]|

(11)

In Figure 8 we provide an example of a complete VOI assessment for Design Set 1 and HR
Model 2. As we can see the HR model predicts a slight increase in expected design performance
equating to a VOI(SHV) = 0.05. This indicates the HR flight model predicts similar performance
as the LR model, and thus provides limited additional performance information for this design set.
However, we also observe that VOI(LCC) = $6M and VOI(RWT) = 0.9 months indicating the
HR model predicts cost increases and schedule delays due to design infeasibility. Thus, for this
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design set, the HR model provides new information, regarding cost and schedule, potentially
resulting in the rejection of this design set from further consideration.

Figure 8. Calculating the VOI for design set 1 and HR model 2
This example demonstrates the calculation of the three VOI assessments for a single design set
and HR model. If we were only analyzing one design set and one HR modeling option, there is
no real need to combine these three VOI assessments into a multiobjective value. However, it is
likely a SBD practitioner must not only analyze multiple design sets, but assesses the value of
information for multiple HR models, tests, or prototypes. In this context attempting three separate
VOI assessments for each design set / HR model combination becomes impractical. Therefore, in
the following section we present a MOVOI assessment method enabling this complex analysis.
5.6.5 Calculating the MOVOI for a single design set and single HR model
Our method analyzes multiobjective VOI using the parameter MOVOI(𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑗 ), which
assesses information value for a given design set (i) and HR model (j). It also provides a direct
link between VOI and the primary characteristics of the decision situation.36 MOVOI assesses a
HR model’s ability to verify or identify new information regarding design performance and risk
by first measuring the absolute change in expected SHV, LCC, and RWT as previously
demonstrated. We then normalize and combine these individual assessments using swing weights
to calculate the MOVOI, which is continuous, and can take on any value between 0 and 1. The
weights, 𝑤𝑠ℎ𝑣 , 𝑤𝑙𝑐𝑐 , 𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑡 , enable a program manager to prioritize information collection from a
specific risk area if the so choose. Our base case analysis assumes an equal weighting scheme,
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with all weights set equal to 1⁄3. Low MOVOI values indicate the HR model provides limited
information value, while higher MOVOI indicate the potential presence of significant information
value in regards to the design set’s expected performance, cost, and development schedule.

Figure 9. Calculating a set's normalized MOVOI using equal weights for each objective
When calculating the MOVOI, we first normalize each of the objective VOI assessments, using
a maximum allowable deviation parameter, which removes units and eliminates the effects
associated with different scales of magnitude and increasing feasibility likelihood within the
design space. The maximum allowable deviation parameters provide a consistent means of
evaluating lower- and higher-resolution model differences throughout program development. In
our case study, these values represent two standard deviations from the mean of the observed SHV,
LCC, and RWT values obtained from the initial design space. Raw VOI assessments meeting or
exceeding an information area’s maximum deviation have a normalized VOI assessment value
equal to 1.0. We identify the normalized VOI using the lower-case nomenclature: VOI(𝑠ℎ𝑣𝑖𝑗 ),
VOI(𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑗 ), and VOI(𝑟𝑤𝑡𝑖𝑗 ), as shown in Figure 9. Additionally, we use the additive model, seen
in Equation 12, enabling information area prioritization for a specific design set and HR model.
An analyst may choose to prioritize a single information area or provide equal weights depending
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on the situation. Figure 9 provides an example using an equal weighting scheme resulting
in MOVOI(𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛1,2 ) = 0.29.
𝑀𝑂𝑉𝑂𝐼(𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑤𝑠ℎ𝑣 ∙ 𝑉𝑂𝐼(𝑠ℎ𝑣𝑖𝑗 ) + 𝑤𝑙𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑉𝑂𝐼(𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑗 ) + 𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑡 ∙ 𝑉𝑂𝐼(𝑟𝑤𝑡𝑖𝑗 )
𝑤𝑠ℎ𝑣 + 𝑤𝑙𝑐𝑐 + 𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑡 = 1

(12)

In Figure 10 we provide an example of applying our methodology to three different UAV
design sets using a single HR flight physics model known as Model 2. We compute the set
MOVOI using an equal weighting scheme where 𝑤𝑠ℎ𝑣 = 𝑤𝑙𝑐𝑐 = 𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑡 = 1⁄3. The HR model
potentially provides moderate LCC information for the first alternative resulting in
a VOI(𝑙𝑐𝑐1,2 ) = 0.64. We also assess the model provides very low SHV information value and
low RWT information value, with VOI(SHV) = 0.0 and VOI(𝑟𝑤𝑡1,2 ) = 0.22 respectively. For the
second design set, we assess this model provides high SHV information value, moderate LCC
information value, and low schedule information value resulting in MOVOI(design2,2 ) = 0.59. In
both cases the HR model results in a decision change, in which we reject these design sets as viable
candidates for an immediate selection decision, resulting in continued design space maturation. In
our case study, we assume MOVOI exceeding 0.1, for both design sets and models, provides
sufficient reason to delay the alternative selection decision and continue design maturation.
However, in the case of Design Set 3, the HR model predicts similar performance and feasibility
to the LR model estimate, resulting in a low MOVOI(design3,2 ) = 0.03.

Figure 10. Design set MOVOI values for a HR model 2 test
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This HR information reinforces our earlier belief in the third design set’s performance and does
not result in a decision change for this design set. Thus, this HR model provides little added
information value for this specific design set. This begs the question, should we continue with
further design maturation or proceed to a design selection decision? If we were only considering
Alternative 3 and concerned about one source of uncertainty, the answer would most likely be to
proceed to a selection decision. In SBD however, we must consider an HR model’s value across
a group of design sets, with multiple sources of uncertainty, when making this decision.
5.6.6 Considering multiple design sets and HR models in MOVOI analysis
Table III. HR modeling options tested for inclusion in integrated model
Model Model Description

HR Model Type

Expected Cost

1

HR sensor glimpse model to address
sources of uncertainty with target
identification and scan time.

Monte Carlo
Simulation

$0.13M

2

HR flight physics model with fixed
operational conditions to address airframe
feasibility uncertainty.

HR Physics Model

$0.19M

3

HR sensor and flight physics combining
elements from models 1 and 2, to address
both airframe and sensor package
uncertainty.

Monte Carlo
Simulation and HR
Physics Model

$0.24M

Thus far we have shown how to assess and interpret multiobjective VOI for a single design set
and HR model. We will now expand the methodology to assess information value for multiple
design sets and multiple HR models, and demonstrate using the 15 preferred design sets from
Figure 2, and three HR modeling options given in Table III. After assessing the LR designs we
identify high levels of feasibility uncertainty associated with the UAV airframe and sensor
package. We therefor select the three HR modeling options in Table III, as candidates for inclusion
in our integrated UAV model.
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Figure 11. VOI analysis of HR Model 2 for group of preferred design sets
As with the single design set and HR model, we generate 100 HR design points for each design
set / HR model combination. We then perform a Bayesian update of the feasibility probabilities
and calculate the MOVOI(designij ) for each deign set (i) and HR model (j). Given S design sets
and M models, we compute the jth model’s MOVOI, using Equation 13. MOVOI(modelj ) assesses
the jth HR model’s average performance across the group of design sets, enabling a subsequent
comparison of competing HR modeling options like that of Keisler (2004). We provide an
example of multi-set VOI analysis for HR Model 2 in Figure 11. Here we can see this HR model
provides new information, motivating further maturation for 12 of the preferred design sets
exceeding our minimum information value threshold of 0.1. This threshold is adjustable and
specific to the decision situation. Conversely, a program manager could also choose to proceed to
Phase III of the SBD process with only design sets 3, 6, and 8 as they appear to be mature and
lower-risk candidates. However, Model 2 achieves a MOVOI(model2 ) = 0.39, indicating it
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provides a low to moderate level of HR information value for the group of preferred design sets
and remains a candidate for inclusion in our integrated UAV model in a subsequent design
maturation iteration.
𝑀𝑂𝑉𝑂𝐼(𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑗 ) =

∑𝑆
𝑖=1 𝑀𝑂𝑉𝑂𝐼(𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑗 )
𝑆

, ∀ 𝑗𝜖𝑀

(13)

Our analysis of Model 2 results in the rejection of 12 design sets for an immediate alternative
selection decision, however, this HR flight model also reinforces our prior belief regarding the
feasibility and performance of sets 3, 6, and 8. Given this result, it is again logical to ask if we
should proceed to a design decision with only these three alternatives? To answer this question,
we now must consider all identified sources of design uncertainty, and acknowledge that Model 2
only addresses one of our two primary drivers of uncertainty. We therefore perform a similar VOI
analysis of the other two HR models and provide a comparison of all three models in Figure 12.
The graphs in Figures 12A – C depict each design set’s expected SHV and LCC for both the LR
and HR models. Additionally, Figure 12D provides a trade-off analysis of model MOVOI and use
cost enabling a direct comparison of our three HR models given all 15 design sets.
In Figures 12A – C we observe each set’s expected performance for the LR and HR models.
The LR design sets, depicted with circles, occupy center-left position in the tradespace indicating
the delivery of moderate SHV for an average LCC of approximately $142 million. Each of the
three HR models identified issues with system performance and feasibility resulting in the HR
design sets, identified with diamonds, migrating to a lower-right position within the tradespace.
This result indicates a lack of design maturity and feasibility for our group of preferred design sets,
resulting in both reduced SHV and increased LCC, and demonstrating the three HR models’
information value potential. We now return to our earlier question of considering only sets 3, 6,
and 8 in a design selection decision. In Figure 12B we observe that Model 2 predicts these HR
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sets will deliver similar value and costs to their LR counterparts. In comparison, Models 1 and 3
predict both a degradation in performance and increase in costs, for these three design sets, due to
design infeasibility. Additionally, each of the design sets exceeds our minimum MOVOI threshold
in HR Models 1 and 3, indicating a potential decision change where we reject these sets from
consideration for an immediate selection decision. We have now shown each model provides
some level of information value to the design program resulting in the decision to further mature
the design space. Given this decision, we must now select a HR model for inclusion in the
integrated UAV model.

Figure 12. Comparison and analysis of HR model MOVOI: A) Model 1 design set comparison,
B) Model 2 design set comparison, C) Model 3 design set comparison, D) HR model trade-off
analysis for the three models with different weights
We inform the model selection decision through a trade-off analysis of model MVOI and usecost which we demonstrate in Figure 12D. Our use of weights for our MOVOI assessment allows
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the program to prioritize information areas in this analysis. For example, Model 1 (SHV) indicates
a prioritization of SHV where 𝑤𝑠ℎ𝑣 = 0.90 and 𝑤𝑙𝑐𝑐 = 𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑡 = 0.05, while Model 1 (Equal)
indicates equal weights for the three information areas. The analysis shows each model provides
moderate information value when prioritizing a LCC. However, we also observe that Model 1
provides low overall information value when prioritizing SHV or using an equal weighting
scheme, and very low information value regarding RWT. Model 2 potentially provides greater
information value than Model 1; however, it still only provides low information value when using
an equal weighting scheme or when prioritizing RWT. Finally, our trade-off analysis reveals that
Model 3 provides greater MOVOI, than Models 1 and 2, for all prioritization schemes, delivering
moderate information value for SHV, LCC, and equal weighting and low information value for
RWT. We therefore select Model 3 for inclusion in the integrated UAV model and proceed to the
next iteration of design development.
5.7. Discussion and Conclusions
5.7.1 Research contributions and key findings
This research presents a VOI methodology enabling multiobjective decision making in system
design applications using SBD. Our relevant research contributions to decision analysis include
developing and demonstrating a MOVOI method to assess the benefit of using an information
source, such as a HR model, to reduce uncertainty for a given set of alternatives. We also provide
a method using MOVOI to compare multiple HR modeling options based on their average
information value potential and usage costs. Additionally, we provide a framework integrating
multiobjective VOI analysis into the SBD process. Thus, we provide a methodology relevant to
multiobjective decision analysis and SBD applications.
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This methodology addresses gaps in the quantitative SBD state-of-practice by providing a
means to inform model selection decisions.6 We demonstrate a key finding germane to SBD
practitioners and systems engineers in general. In Figures 12A – C we provide the expected SHV
and LCC for the group LR design sets. Recall these sets each produced a Pareto optimal design in
our initial tradespace. However, many of the Pareto alternatives originate from sets with high
design uncertainty resulting in lower expected SHV and higher LCC when compared to the
original Pareto design. Simply put, not all Pareto alternatives are equal or even feasible. These
findings underscore the risk associated with premature decisions and point-based design
approaches which consider only a single alternative that may later prove infeasible when analyzed
with HR models. Thus, by considering sets of alternatives and delaying design selection decisions
to address uncertainty, we can reduce the performance, cost, and schedule risk associated with
design infeasibility.
5.7.2 Methodology limitations
While this research provides several relevant contributions to both decision analysis and SBD,
it has some limitations. First, we use HR models as our primary means of developing our
likelihood and joint distributions and do not consider the inclusion of other information sources
such as expert opinion, prototyping, or testing and evaluation. Second, our methodology assumes
the analyst has access to HR models, which is our primary means of resolving uncertainty and
maturing design sets. Third, we assume a very large economic EVPI and that our HR modeling
costs will never exceed this EVPI. This however, may be an invalid assumption when dealing
with more expensive development testing and prototyping options, requiring further analysis to
validate this assumption. Fourth, we do not address how to optimize HR model use order
throughout the design process, which may provide significant cost savings over the course of a
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program’s development phase. Finally, we developed this methodology to integrate within the
SBD process. As a result, we concede it may be unsuited for point-based applications not
considering sets of multiple design alternatives. We will attempt to address these limitations in
future research.
5.7.3 Future research and recommendations
In addition to addressing these research limitations, future efforts will demonstrate the
methodology in a multi-iteration application where we mature the design space and select a final
design alternative. This will demonstrate the use of multiple levels of model and information
resolution, and provide stopping criteria enabling transition to Phase III of the SBD process shown
in Figure 3. We also plan to demonstrate the methodology’s applicability to enabling uncertainty
reduction in program management design decisions.6 Additionally future research should explore
approaches integrating Markov decision processes and optimization methods to inform model
selection and use order decisions in iterative design applications. Lastly, we recommend future
research investigate the methodology’s applicability for non-systems engineering decisions
involving multiple objectives and uncertainty reduction options.
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6. Using Value of Information in Quantitative Set-Based Design
This chapter was accepted with minor revision by Systems Engineering in June 2021 under the
title: “Using Value of Information in Quantitative Set-Based Design.” Its authors include:
Nicholas Shallcross, Gregory Parnell, Edward Pohl, and Simon Gorger.
6.1. Abstract
Increasing system complexity requires that engineers, systems analysts, and program managers
use comprehensive design methodologies to deliver affordable and resilient designs. One method
is set-based design (SBD), a product development and managerial process distinctly suited for
developing complex systems under uncertainty. SBD simultaneously develops, analyzes, and
matures numerous potential design sets, enabling the identification of high-value, affordable, and
resilient designs. Published SBD research is a rich source of both qualitative and quantitative
methods. This research specifically focuses on quantitative SBD methods to apply a value of
information methodology enabling design convergence and selection. We build upon previous
SBD research to enable design maturation and uncertainty reduction. Our methodology integrates
design maturation and multiobjective value of information analysis into a comprehensive
quantitative SBD process to guide system development from initial design concepts to the preproduction design decision. In doing so, we also provide refinements and process improvements
to existing quantitative SBD methods. We demonstrate our methodology with a model-based
UAV design case study using an integrated suite of system, value, and cost models. Our case study
specifically focuses on the design maturation and model selection decisions enabling design space
convergence. We compare our current results with those from a previous UAV case study,
achieving a 41% reduction in required computation time for design space convergence. These
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results highlight the methodology’s ability to reduce program risk and potential to improve SBD
convergence efficiency.
6.2. Introduction
The execution and management of complex system development requires coordinated decision
making to mature a collection of conceptual designs into feasible and affordable alternatives.
While numerous individuals make important decisions enabling product development, this
research focuses on program management level decisions guiding uncertainty reduction and design
selection. We specifically concentrate on decisions and processes enabling design convergence in
quantitative set-based design (SBD) applications.1 These decisions are multiobjective in nature
and are subject to both reducible epistemic and irreducible aleatory uncertainty regarding design
performance and feasibility. Decision quality and timing are critical in resolving uncertainty and
engineering resilient and affordable designs.

Premature decision-making inhibits effective

uncertainty reduction and increases the performance, budget, and schedule risk associated with
suboptimal and infeasible designs.2 These consequences emphasize the need for a decision-centric
design approach enabling effective and efficient uncertainty reduction and design maturation.
In SBD, we refer to uncertainty reduction and design maturation as design convergence
activities. These activities are critical to reducing the system design space onto a single set of
design solutions.3,4

Thus, design convergence requires that program managers make both

uncertainty reduction and design maturation decisions. An uncertainty reduction decision is any
decision whose objective is the reduction of epistemic uncertainty, or improved understanding of
the sources and effects of aleatory uncertainty on system design and performance. These can
include, but are not limited to, decisions regarding higher-resolution (HR) modeling and
simulation, prototyping, testing, and evaluation.

Equally important are design maturation
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decisions, which govern the physical system’s design, with the objective of developing alternatives
that maximize value and minimize program risk.1 Both types of decisions are multiobjective in
nature, and require coordination throughout the design process. Unfortunately, there exist no
methodologies within literature describing how to coordinate these decisions in the quantitative
SBD process, or describe the potential benefits of such coordination in regards to design
convergence.5
This research presents a comprehensive framework and methodology, facilitating value of
information (VOI) enabled design convergence. We achieve convergence through the structured
coordination of program level uncertainty reduction and design maturation decisions.

Our

methodology addresses SBD methodology gaps regarding decision processes, uncertainty
reduction, MBE, and program management.5 This paper builds upon research regarding VOI
analysis in support of uncertainty reduction decisions6, and program management decision making
in quantitative SBD1, providing process refinements to each. We provide a summary of previous
and current research contributions in Table I. Using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) design
case study, we demonstrate how coordinating uncertainty reduction and design maturation
decisions supports complex system development, while reducing risk associated with design
infeasibility. Additionally, we find our multiobjective value of information (MOVOI) enabled
methodology potentially improves design convergence efficiency, as we demonstrate in our case
study comparison. In the proceeding sections, we provide concise descriptions of the SBD
convergence process, the methodologies informing both uncertainty reduction and design
maturation decisions, and our MOVOI enabled Quantitative SBD framework. Next, we introduce
our UAV design case study, and provide a direct comparison of a design program using our
MOVOI enabled SBD convergence decision methodology versus a program relying solely upon
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design maturation decisions to enable design convergence. We then conclude with a summary of
our findings and future research recommendations.
Table I. Description of Relevant Quantitative SBD Research and Primary Contributions
Research Description

Primary Research contribution

Informing program management
decisions in quantitative SBD1

Mulitobjective program management value (PMV)
model and decision framework enabling design
maturation

MOVOI analysis enabling quantitative
SBD uncertainty reduction6

MOVOI analysis methodology assessing key aspects
of design risk to resolve uncertainty

Information enabled convergence in
Quantitative SBD*

Quantitative SBD framework integrating the PMV
model and MOVOI analysis into a single coordinate
decision process

* Current research focus

6.3. Enabling Convergence in Quantitative Set-Based Design
This section provides the reader a description of the SBD process and key concepts. We
discuss quantitative methods informing program level decisions and enabling uncertainty
reduction a design space convergence. We then introduce a MOVOI enabled quantitative SBD
process framework guiding system design from initial concept development to final design
selection.
6.3.1 Foundational set-based design concepts
Set-based design is a concurrent engineering methodology that iteratively develops and
analyzes numerous unique alternatives at both the system and sub-system levels. SBD gets its
name from the practice of grouping similar alternatives, having at least one common design
feature, into sets within the design space.7 SBD enables complex system development through the
three principles of 1) mapping the design space to identify feasible regions and explore design
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trade-offs, 2) identifying feasible set intersections to promote conceptual robustness, and 3)
verifying design feasibility prior to commitment.8

Figure 1. SBD Conceptual Framework adapted from Specking et al.4
The SBD process begins by generating a broad and conceptual design space. A typical design
space is multidimensional and potentially contains millions of alternatives, all of which require
assessments of their respective feasibility, value, and cost.9

These assessments provide

information regarding the range of design set configurations and their potential performance, given
available design feature combinations and identified requirements10 Trade-off analysis identifies
promising design sets capable of producing feasible and affordable alternatives, while eliminating
infeasible sets from further consideration. Design convergence decisions focus resources on this
initial group of promising design sets resulting in the subsequent generation of a new higherresolution design space. Figure 1 provides a conceptual SBD framework. Here we can see how
SBD converges and matures the design space through design development and analysis, eventually
producing a high-value, resilient, and affordable design.
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6.3.2 Quantitative set-based design
Efficient design space convergence requires the decision maker to identify and eliminate sets
and alternatives with conviction.11 Convergence is not a trivial activity as design space complexity
combined with system uncertainty may result in the inability to identify preferences between
alternatives.12 Thus, SBD requires quantitative analysis and decision support methods addressing
both design complexity and system uncertainty to achieve convergence. Fortunately, quantitative
SBD is a growing research area, providing beneficial contributions to the state-of-practice.5 Many
existing quantitative SBD methodologies employ techniques like tradespace analysis using Monte
Carlo simulation13, dynamic programing14, and other optimization methods.15 However, these
methodologies tend to focus on early conceptual design during Phase I, or have limitations
regarding design scalability and computational complexity.1,5

Our research builds upon

information and axiomatic decision theory to develop a quantitative SBD process enabling
complex system development from initial system concepts to final system design selection. Next,
we describe a multiobjective decision methodology addressing design complexity and informing
SBD design set maturation decisions. We then discuss a separate multiobjective VOI analysis
technique informing uncertainty reduction decisions and addressing the second driver of
preference indeterminacy.

Using our quantitative SBD framework, we integrate both

methodologies into a single sequential decision process enabling design convergence through all
phases of the SBD process.
6.3.3 Informing multiobjective design set maturation decisions
Design set maturation decisions enable SBD convergence by prioritizing development of
design sets with greater potential of producing high-value and affordable designs. These decisions
require the program select from one of the four alternatives in Table II governing the continued
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development and status of a specific design set. When used in a sequential decision process, design
maturation decisions deliberately delay the system selection decision, and facilitate uncertainty
and risk reduction. These decisions focus efforts on developing promising design sets while
retaining other viable sets in the event of requirement changes or technology issues. Additionally,
the gradual elimination of poor performing and infeasible sets and selection of mature and highperforming sets, prevents premature design decisions that may increase program risk.1
Table II. Design Set Maturation Decision Options adapted from Shallcross et al.1
Category Maturation Decision

Purpose

A

Design set selection

Selects and locks in a mature design set into the final
system configuration

B

Design set development

Selects a design set for continued development and
maturation

C

Design set retention

Selects a design set for retention in the event of
requirements changes or design infeasibility

D

Design set elimination

Selects a design set for elimination from consideration

In complex system development, it is likely the program must consider multiple competing
objectives in their design solutions. Thus, design set maturation decisions are also multiobjective
in nature balancing both stakeholder needs and program objectives. We adapt the multiobjective
program management value (PMV) model developed by Shallcross et al.1 This model prioritizes
design sets providing greater stakeholder value (SHV) while also reducing cost, performance, and
schedule risk to inform design set maturation decisions. The methodology considers a set’s
residual level of design feasibility uncertainty, which we measure using design feasibility entropy,
a type of information entropy.16 This enables trade-off analysis of a set’s PMV and design set
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feasibility entropy (H) to inform a design maturation decision for a given set. We provide an
example of PMV vs. H trade-off analysis later in this paper.
Shallcross et al.1 demonstrate their methodology’s ability to converge the design space and
identify high-value affordable designs. This research found that SBD convergence required the
pairing of design set maturation decisions with some form of uncertainty reduction activity such
as HR modeling. The HR model selection criteria, however, sought to minimize run-time cost as
opposed to maximizing uncertainty reduction of design infeasibility sources.

Thus, they

recommended SBD practitioners conduct additional analysis to identify which activity provides
the greatest benefit to the program in terms of uncertainty reduction in addition to development
cost.
6.3.4 Informing uncertainty reduction decisions with VOI analysis
Uncertainty reduction activities are in essence information-gathering activities, which include
system modeling, prototyping, testing, and evaluation. As such, an uncertainty reduction decision
requires an assessment of the available options’ information value potential. VOI analysis
provides a mathematically sound means to assess an uncertainty reduction activity’s benefit prior
to implementation.17

Most existing applications, however, use single objective VOI

methodologies valuing information in purely economic terms.18 Single objective VOI analysis,
unfortunately, may be insufficient for many system development programs that must account for
multiple objectives in their decision-making.6 Thus, we require a MOVOI method to assess both
the economic and non-economic value of potential uncertainty reduction activities.
One such MOVOI methodology assesses a new information source’s ability to provide updated
knowledge regarding a design set’s performance, cost, and schedule risk, which is measured using
expected stakeholder value (SHV), life-cycle cost (LCC), and rework time (RWT) respectively.
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The methodology’s underlying premise is that new information only has value if its acquisition is
likely to result in a decision change. In regards to product development, does the collection of HR
information potentially change our opinion of a particular design’s feasibility and LCC? If so, the
acquisition of additional HR information has value as an uncertainty and risk reduction activity.
A program can then compare a new information source’s non-economic value against the cost of
acquiring the information in their decision-making.6
This MOVOI methodology enables a Bayesian update of a program’s belief of expected design
set feasibility, given prior lower-resolution (LR) feasibility information and some new HR
feasibility likelihood. The process begins by generating an initial design space with a set of LR
models. The program then defines and identifies sets within the design space and analyzes their
ability to produce feasible designs, resulting in a prior feasibility distribution for each set. Next,
the program identifies sources of HR information, in this case HR modeling options, and generates
limited test data for specific design sets of interest. Using the HR test data, the program develops
feasibility likelihood distributions, enabling a Bayesian update of each design set’s feasibility
probability. The program then calculates the difference between the LR and HR design set
expected SHV, LCC, and RWT values, and computes a MOVOI score for both the considered
design sets and HR model(s). MOVOI scores range between 0 and 1, with scores approaching 1
indicating the presence of higher information value. If the HR model provides added information
value, the program generates a new design space using the HR model and proceeds with another
iteration of design set analysis and development. This process continues until the identification of
a select set of sufficiently mature and viable designs for consideration in a design selection
decision.6
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The MOVOI methodology is ideal for use in model-based engineering (MBE) and SBD
applications. As such, it is capable of simultaneously assessing multiple design sets and HR
modeling options using MOVOI. The methodology first assesses the single objective VOI
associated with a set’s SHV, LCC, and RWT given a specific HR model. Next, the process
normalizes and combines these values using an additive value model to calculate design set’s
MOVOI scores. Finally, the methodology repeats this procedure for all considered design sets,
and calculates the HR model’s total MOVOI. MOVOI allows a program to assess information for
value and cost for multiple HR models, across a range of design set configurations, enabling tradeoff analysis similar to the Figure 2 example. Thus, a design program can select the HR modeling
option providing the greatest benefit for the cost.6 In the following section, we introduce a process
formally combining MOVOI analysis and design maturation decisions into a single process.

Figure 2. Example of HR Model MOVOI Trade-off Analysis adapted from Shallcross et al.6
6.3.5 The MOVOI informed SBD convergence process
SBD convergence requires a program make both design maturation and uncertainty reduction
decisions. The preceding methodologies provide a quantitative means of analyzing these two
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classes of decisions. We adapt and refine the original program management decision framework
developed by Shallcross et al.1, by integrating key aspects of VOI analysis informing uncertainty
reduction decisions, resulting in the comprehensive process seen in Figure 3. This sequential
decision process provides a means of progressing from initial requirements and conceptual system
designs to a mature and affordable design solution.

Figure 3. MOVOI Enabled Quantitative SBD Process adapted from Shallcross et al.1
Our methodology envisions SBD as the three phase sequential decision process shown in
Figure 3. Our discussion will focus on the Phase II iterative analytical activities facilitating
convergence. Following the generation, analysis, and acceptance of the LR preliminary design
sets, the process enters Phase II, whose objective is design maturation and uncertainty reduction.
We begin by identifying and analyzing preferred design sets, capable of producing feasible and
high-value designs. A key component of this analysis is describing sources of design infeasibility,
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leading to the identification of potential uncertainty reduction activities, such as different HR
modeling options. Next, we conduct MOVOI analysis, as described in the preceding section, to
assess overall design set maturity and inform our uncertainty reduction decisions. The ensuing
design maturation decisions prioritize remaining design options for continued development, and
either lock in or eliminate design options converging the design space.
The program subsequently implements the uncertainty reduction and design maturation
decisions. This enables the generation of a more mature design space and proceeds through
another iteration of design space analysis and maturation. The process continues until the
identification of mature, high-value, and affordable designs suitable for a Phase III alternative
selection decision. As we will later show, the added analytical rigor described in Figure 3 provides
design understanding over the original program management decision framework, with potential
improvements in convergence efficiency.1 In the following section, we provide an overview of
our UAV design case study used to compare the original and improved SBD convergence methods.
6.4. A Model-Based UAV Design Case Study
This section describes our UAV design case study. Previous research has used this case study
in demonstrating approaches enabling tradespace exploration13,19,20, and SBD program
management.1,4

We provide a synopsis of results from research investigating SBD design

maturation1, which we will later compare to our MOVOI enabled case study.
6.4.1 Case study overview
This research demonstrates our methodology using a surveillance UAV design case study
implemented in the ModelCenter® modeling environment.21 The case study provides a tractable
SBD scenario seeking to develop a high-value and affordable system given the five discrete and
two continuous design decisions seen in Table III.22 The different combinations of available
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decision options produce a design space containing 408,240 design sets, each capable of producing
unique design points. The case study defines a feasible system as one that meets or exceeds the
minimum requirements for all 11 performance measures. The case study’s complexity requires
the use of MBE and digital engineering practices to efficiently generate and analyze the system
design space.
Table III. UAV Case Study Design Decisions
Design Decision

Option Type (number
available options)

Design Options

Engine Type

Discrete Option (2)

Piston (P), Electric
(E)

Discrete Option (9)

200, 400,…,1800

Discrete Option (6)

15, 30, …, 90

Discrete Option (9)

200, 400,…,1800

Discrete Option (6)

15, 30, …, 90

Continuous Option (10)

2 - 12(a)

Electro-Optical (EO) Sensor Resolution
(square pixels)
EO Sensor field of view (degrees)
Infrared (IR) Sensor Resolution (square
pixels)
IR Sensor field of view (degrees)
Wingspan (ft)

Operating Altitude (m)
Continuous Option (7)
(a)
Discretized into 10 bins spanning 1-ft increments
(b)
Discretized into 7 bins spanning 100-m increments

300 - 1000(b)

We base our integrated UAV model structure on an integrated trade-off analytics framework,
originally developed for engineering resilient systems.23 The integrated model uses 11 modules
to generate, test, and assess design options. The modular construction enables efficient integration
of new HR models and simulations as we proceed through design maturation.21 Our uncertainty
reduction activities focus on increasing the overall fidelity of the four modules listed in Table IV.
Additionally, we have several additional HR models allowing us to increase each model’s
resolution, as we deem necessary. For example an iteration may include Module 1.0 the base case
UAV weight model, along with Module 4.3, the highest resolution UAV sensor model. We
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provide a description of the four general model resolution levels in Table V. These options
produce 560 unique model configurations depending on which modules and resolution levels are
included in the integrated model. Shallcross et al.1 used the same modules and resolutions to
demonstrate their original program management decision methodology.
Table IV. Description of Multiresolution UAV Modules
Module Name

Purpose

1

UAV Weight Model

Models UAV weight given design options

2

UAV Performance
Model

Models UAV performance given design options and
operational considerations

3

UAV Detection
Model

Models a ground target's ability to observe the UAV in
flight

4

UAV Sensor Model

Models the UAV sensor's ability to detect ground targets

Table V. Case Study Model Resolution Description
Model Resolution
Level

Resolution Level Description

0

Base LR parametric models used for initial design space generation

1

Moderate resolution probabilistic models

2

Scenario based HR probabilistic models

3

Scenario based discrete event or HR Monte Carlo simulations

6.4.2 Previous UAV case study results
The paper compares our MOVOI informed SBD convergence methodology with the program
management decision methodology developed by Shallcross et al.1

In this original study, the

researchers, using only design maturation decisions, required eight design iterations to converge
onto a set of design and proceed to the alternative selection decision. Following the generation of
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the initial design space during iteration 1, subsequent iterations prioritized promising design
options from each decision for continued maturation. These activities converged the design space
from an original 408,240 unique sets, to 16 sets by the 8th iteration. We provide a summary of the
prioritized decision options in Table VI. Their research demonstrated the usefulness of using
design maturation decisions and multi-resolution modeling to enable SBD convergence. However,
the research provided no quantitative means to assess a model’s uncertainty reduction
effectiveness.
Table VI. Summary of Priority Design Options in the Program Management Case Study1
Number of Available Design Options During Iteration by Decision
Design
Iteration

Wingspan
(No. Bins)

Altitude
(No.
Bins)

No.
Unique
Design
Sets

6

10

7

408,240

6
5
3
3
2
2

6
5
5
5
3
2

10
8
8
4
4
2

7
7
7
7
6
3

90,720
35,000
12,600
6,300
864
96

2

2

1(a)

1(a)

16

Engine
Type

EO
Sensor
Res.

EO
Sensor
FOV

IR
Sensor
Res.

IR
Sensor
FOV

1

2

9

6

9

2
3
4
5
6
7

1(a)
1
1
1
1
1

6
5
3
3
2
2

6
5
5
5
3
2

8

1

2

2

(a)

Design option locked into final system configuration

In Table VII we provide a synopsis of the original case study’s model resolution, by iteration,
for the four system models enabling design maturation. As we can see, the researchers increased
at least one module’s resolution during iterations 2 through 8. Combined with design maturation
decisions, increasing model resolution enabled design convergence onto a few select sets capable
of producing feasible and affordable designs. Model cost, measured in computational time, was
the main factor informing their model selection decisions. These higher-resolution models
required greater time to generate the design space, whose size varied from 1 million points in the
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first iteration to 100 thousand points by the eighth iteration. As such, the researchers sought to
minimize each iteration’s model cost, rather than maximize their ability to collect new design
information. Using this decision policy the case study required 137 total computation hours, over
eight iterations to converge. Their model selection policy, however, potentially inhibited design
convergence, specifically during iterations 2 through 4, by failing to provide updated and useful
information for a portion of the design decisions. This observation motivated the development of
the MOVOI analysis methodology, and its subsequent integration into the quantitative SBD
process. In the next section we will compare these case study results, with those using the MOVOI
enabled SBD convergence process.
Table VII. Case Study Model Resolution and Convergence Using Min-Cost Model Selection
Design
Iteration

No. of
Module Module Module Module Unique
1
2
3
4
Design
Sets

1
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
2
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.1
3
1.1
2.1
3.0
4.2
4
1.1
2.2
3.0
4.2
5
1.1
2.2
3.1
4.3
6
1.2
2.2
3.1
4.3
7
1.3
2.2
3.2
4.3
8
1.3
2.3
3.3
4.3
Total computation time (all iterations): 137 hours

% Sets
Producing
Feasible
Designs

408,240
90,720
35,000
12,600
6,300
864
96
16

1.4%
6.8%
14%
36%
56%
88%
98%
100%

Generation
Time per 100
Thousand
points (hrs)
1.1
1.4
2.9
3.0
6.1
8.8
11.1
18.4

6.5. MOVOI Analysis Enabling Quantitative SBD Convergence
To assess the overall benefit of integrating MOVOI analysis into the quantitative SBD process,
we redid the UAV case study from initial design space generation to identification of the
recommended design set using MOVOI. This new study uses the same design variables and input
parameters. However, using the Monte Carlo design space generation produces a completely new
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design space from the original study. Thus, we are able to provide a comparison of two
independent design programs, each seeking to develop a feasible and affordable UAV.

Using

MOVOI enabled quantitative SBD, we are able to converge the design space and identify the
recommended design set in less time than quantitative SBD methods without MOVOI. This result
highlights a potential added benefit of our methodology.
6.5.1 First design iteration demonstration

Figure 4. Preliminary Design Space Analysis of Feasible Alternatives
We begin by generating a preliminary design space using our LR parametric models. This
design space contains 1 million unique design points, of which only 1.1% of these are feasible
alternatives.

Analysis of the SHV vs. LCC tradespace, seen in Figure 4, identifies 15 Pareto

optimal points, which become our initial set of preferred design solutions. At this point in the
design process, we have a choice of proceeding to the alternative selection decision or continuing
to mature the design space. To inform this decision, we analyze the design sets producing the 15
Pareto optimal alternatives, and identify feasibility issues regarding the night sensor’s performance
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and the airframe’s payload capability, both of which increase the design infeasibility risk. Next,
we perform MOVOI analysis to assess overall design space maturity and identify potential HR
modeling options.
Table VIII. Iteration 1 HR Modeling Options
Module
ID

HR Model Description

Model Type

Expected Cost
(Hrs required to
Generate 100K
points)

2.1

Moderate resolution UAV
performance model with
deterministic operational
conditions

Physics Model

1.9

4.1

Moderate resolution sensor
model

Parametric model integrated
into simple Monte Carlo
Simulation

1.4

2.1 & 4.1

Modeling option combining
elements for Modules 2.1 &
4.1

Monte Carlo Simulation and
2.3
HR Physics Model

To address uncertainty associated with sensor performance and payload capability, we identify
the three HR modeling options given in Table VIII as potential candidates for inclusion in the
integrated UAV model. The original case study included Module 4.1 into their integrated model,
during iteration 2. Module 4.1, when combined with their design maturation decisions resolved
uncertainty regarding sensor performance, but provided no new information regarding airframe
feasibility. Therefore, we also consider using Module 2.1, along with a modeling strategy
combining both modules in the integrated model. We assess model cost in terms of the average
time in hours to generate 100 thousand design points when added to the integrated model. In this
case Module 4.1 requires the least time, 1.9 hours, while the combined strategy requires the most
time at 2.3 hours.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Design Set SHV and LCC for HR Modeling Options
Given our three HR modeling options, we generate limited test runs, containing 100 design
solutions, for each of the 15 preferred design sets. These runs allow us to update our belief
regarding the expected performance and costs associated with these design sets. Our first analysis
assesses the overall maturity of the design space. For a mature design set, we expect little deviation
of a set’s expected performance and cost, when comparing lower- and higher-resolution data.
However, if a deviation exists it implies a less mature design space where the collection of
additional design information may result in a decision change. Figure 5 provides an example of
this analysis. Here we observe that each model predicts significant decreases in expected SHV
and increases expected LCC for a majority of the preferred design sets, when compared to the
original LR performance and cost data. While the HR models predict similar performance for sets
3, 4, 6, and 8 in regards to the LR estimate, they also predict increases in expected LCC due to
sensor performance and feasibility issues. As a result, we conclude the design space requires
additional maturation prior to an alternative selection decision. The presence of numerous
MOVOI values greater than 0.1 support this conclusion.
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Our next step in the process is the selection of a preferred HR modeling option for inclusion in
our integrated UAV model. All of our modeling options provide new information regarding the
expected performance for a majority of design sets. However, certain options provide greater
insights regarding design feasibility than others. For example Module 2.1 predicts that 9 of the
preferred sets are incapable of producing feasible designs, thus providing no SHV, while
increasing expected LCC due to design remediation requirements. We also see similar results for
the combined modeling option using both modules.

Module 4.1, however, only predicts

performance degradation for these sets, as opposed to outright infeasibility, and many not provide
as much useful design information as the other options.

Figure 6. First Iteration HR Model Trade-off Analysis MOVOI vs. Computation Time
Using the MOVOI analysis methodology, we are able to calculate each Module’s information
value to the entire group of design sets and compare options given their average required
computation times. Figure 6 provides the trade-off analysis informing the first iteration’s model
selection decision. Here we can see that Module 4.1, while less expensive in terms of required
computation time, has lower MOVOI when compared to the other options. Specifically it fails to
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identify major design limitations, associated with sensor size, driving infeasibility. On the other
hand, the more computationally expensive Module 2.1 provides greater information regarding
design risk, resulting in higher MOVOI. Our final and most computationally expensive option,
the combined Module, achieves a MOVOI score slightly higher than Module 2.1, however, this
increase may not justify the added computational expense. Thus, we select Module 2.1 for
inclusion in the integrated model. This decision is a change from the original case study which
selected Module 4.1 as part of its uncertainty and risk reduction strategy. Given this decision, we
now proceed to our next design maturation decisions.

Figure 7. Design Set Maturation Trade-off Example adapted from Shallcross et al.1
Design maturation decisions require trade-off analysis between PMV and H. We provide an
example of this trade-off analysis in Figure 7, where PMV forms the vertical axis and design set
feasibility entropy forms the horizontal axis. The methodology uses four quadrants A through D,
each corresponding to one of the four design set maturation decision options, as guides to analyze
the tradespace.1 Here, the horizontal line symmetrically divides the tradespace at the PMV middle
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point. However, the vertical line dives the tradespace at entropy 𝐻 = 0.10, which equates to
feasibility/infeasibility probability of approximately 0.99. These lines provide a flexible guide for
assessing design maturation decisions. High-value design sets occupy the upper portion of the
tradespace, while sets with low residual uncertainty occupy the left-hand portion of the tradespace.
For example, Design Set 1, occupying quadrant A, provides high PMV with low residual
uncertainty, and is lower-risk candidate for inclusion in the final system design. In quadrant B, we
observe Design Set 2 also provides high PMV but retains higher levels of feasibility uncertainty
requiring additional analysis and reduction. In this instance, the program decides to continue
maturing this design set prior to making a selection decision. Similarly, Design Set 3 seen in
quadrant C, also retains higher levels of design uncertainty, but provides less PMV than Design
Set 2. This methodology advocates retaining more designs later into the development process to
promote program flexibility in the face of uncertainty.1 In this case, the program would retain but
not prioritize development of Design Set 3. Finally, in quadrant D we see that Design Set 4
provides limited PMV with low residual uncertainty. In other words, the analysis indicates Design
Set 4 is very likely to produce infeasible or highly suboptimal alternatives, and is thus a lower-risk
candidate for elimination.
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Figure 8. First Iteration Design Maturation Trade-off Analyses: All Design Decisions
Given this example, we now need to identify design options requiring additional uncertainty
reduction or providing the greatest potential value to the program. In Figure 8, we provide the
design maturation trade-off analysis for all seven UAV design decisions: A) combined wingspan
/ engine, B) operating altitude, C) EO resolution, D) EO FOV, E) IR resolution, and F) IR FOV.
The dashed-line box in each chart identifies design options prioritized for analysis in the
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subsequent iteration. These results are similar to those presented by Shallcross et al.1 However,
their model selection strategy resulted in a more conservative prioritization strategy focusing on
the sensor resolution decisions.

Our model selection strategy concentrates on airframe

development, resulting in the elimination of all electric engines and designs with wingspans less
than 6 feet. Additionally, this LR data also supports EO and IR sensor suite prioritization
decisions. This analysis decreases the number of available options for each decision, except for
operating altitude, reducing the total number of possible design sets to 26,250. This equates to a
94% reduction in total design space size. Given these and our earlier uncertainty reduction
decisions, using Module 2.1, we now update our integrated UAV model and proceed to the next
design iteration.
6.5.2 Subsequent design iteration results and discussion
In total, the MOVOI enabled case study requires five iterations to achieve design convergence.
We provide a by iteration summary of the available design options in Table IX, and module
selection decisions in Table X. When compared to the original program management case study,
we are able to converge onto the same set of final design solutions in three less iterations, requiring
81.4 total computation hours, leading to a 41% reduction in total computational costs. These
results are due to our improved ability to identify preferred design sets and differentiate
performance differences between design options using MOVOI. This demonstrates our earlier
statement that a design convergence strategy’s efficiency rests on the decision maker’s ability to
make design maturation decisions with conviction.
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Table IX. Summary of Priority Design Options in the Case Study with MOVOI
Number of Available Design Options During Iteration
Design
Iteration
1

Engine
Type

EO
Sensor
Res.

EO
Sensor
FOV

IR
Sensor
Res.

IR
Sensor
FOV

Wingspan
(No. Bins)

Altitude
(No.
Bins)

No.
Unique
Design
Sets

2

9

6

9

6

10

7

408,240

5
4
3

5
5
3

5
4
3

5
5
3

6
5
3

7
6
3

26,250
12,000
729

2

2

2

2

1 (a)

1 (a)

16

2
3
4

1
1
1

5

1

(a)

(a)

Design option locked into final system configuration

Table X. Case Study Model Resolution and Convergence Using MOVOI Model Selection
Design
Iteration

No. of
Module Module Module Module Unique
1
2
3
4
Design
Sets

1
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
2
1.0
2.1
3.0
4.0
3
1.2
2.1
3.2
4.2
4
1.3
2.3
3.3
4.2
5
1.3
2.3
3.3
4.3
Total computation time (all iterations): 81.4 hours

408,240
26,250
12,000
729
16

% Sets
Producing
Feasible
Designs
1.4%
18%
37%
89%
100%

Generation
Time per 100
Thousand
points (hrs)
1.1
1.9
5.1
10.2
18.5

The primary difference between the case study with MOVOI and program management case
study was our ability to identify superior uncertainty reduction options and coordinate those
activities with our design maturation decisions. As stated previously, the original case study
selected Module 4.1 to provide a lower cost means of addressing sensor performance uncertainty
during the second iteration. However, at this early stage, the airframe’s payload capability, not
sensor performance, was the greatest source of design uncertainty. Knowing that their model did
not address this key source of uncertainty, they made more conservative design maturation
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decisions. These decisions only eliminated completely infeasible design options for the engine
and sensor packages, while prioritizing all other options for maturation. These decisions resulted
in a larger residual design space, containing 90,720 design sets, entering into the second iteration.1
This larger design space, combined with a modeling strategy providing a lesser amount of new
information, ensured a slower convergence process from the outset.
Table XI. Sources of Design Uncertainty and Decision Focus by Iteration
Design Primary Design
Iteration Uncertainty Source

Secondary
Uncertainty Source

1

-

-

2

Payload capacity

Sensor performance

3

Sensor
performance

Survivability

4

Payload capacity

Survivability

5

Sensor
performance

-

Uncertainty
Reduction Focus

Primary Design
Maturation Focus

Design space
exploration
UAV
performance

Conceptual system
development
Fuselage & sensor
design

Sensor
performance &
detection
UAV
Performance &
detection
Sensor
performance

Sensor design &
operating altitude
Fuselage & sensor
design
Sensor design &
system resiliency

Throughout the new case study, MOVOI enabled coordinated decisions pairing uncertainty
reduction activities with design options prioritized for maturation. As seen in Table XI, this
analysis ensured our convergence decision making strategy addressed primary sources of design
uncertainty during each iteration. Additionally, MOVOI prevents the integration and use of
expensive modules providing little or no information value. This in turn reduces our overall
development costs to identify and mature the design options shown in Figure 9A, and alternative
solutions seen in Figure 9B. At this stage of the design process, we observe an average design set
feasibility entropy of 𝐻 = 0.37, which equates to a design feasibility likelihood of 0.93. We
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consider this residual feasibility uncertainty sufficiently low to warrant a transition to Phase III for
final analysis and the alternative selection decision.

Figure 9. Design Decisions and Solutions Remaining at Conclusion of MOVOI Case Study
6.5.3 Potential methodology benefits regarding design convergence
Some of those reading this may wonder why spend all this time and energy using
multiresolution models to explore the design space and not simply use the set of highest resolution
models from the outset? The answer lies in our understanding of the feasible regions existing
within the design space. The use of HR models requires some preexisting knowledge of design
set performance and feasibility. In the absence of this information, a program risks incurring extra
costs in attempts to mature sets incapable of producing feasible designs.
In this case study, the program initially lacks knowledge pertaining to the actual feasibility of
the 408,240 unique design sets. Through exhaustive design space exploration, we now know that
less than 1,000 of these sets, comprising only 0.24% of the design space, are actually capable of
producing feasible designs. Applying our highest-resolution modeling configuration to the initial
design space would produce a large amount of expensive ‘throw-away’ data, with single iteration
costs to generation 1 million design points likely exceeding the total case study costs presented
herein. Furthermore, identifying preferred design sets for the alternative selection decision would
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still require multiple design iterations, even with the use of the highest-resolution model
configuration. Thus, by intelligently progressing from lower- to higher-resolution models, design
programs can efficiently explore and converge the complex design spaces while reducing total
development costs. Additionally coordinating these uncertainty reduction and modeling decisions
with design maturation decisions, potentially offers improved convergence efficiency as
demonstrated in our case study comparison.
6.6. Conclusions and recommendations
Complex system design requires quantitative methods and processes to develop resilient,
feasible, and affordable solutions. Quantitative SBD is one such method, and is ideal for programs
facing design complexity and uncertainty. This research provides system engineers and SBD
practitioners with a comprehensive method guiding system design from initial concept
development to final design selection. We demonstrate our MOVOI enabled quantitative SBD
process using a UAV design case study. In the following sections we provide a synopsis of our
research contributions, limitations, and recommendations.
6.6.1 Research contributions and findings
This article presents and demonstrates a comprehensive framework enabling quantitative SBD
with MOVOI. This framework combines methodologies enabling both design maturation and
uncertainty reduction into a single design process. This research addresses SBD methodology
gaps regarding decision processes, uncertainty reduction, MBE, and program management.5 Our
primary contribution is our MOVOI enabled quantitative SBD framework formally integrating
separate design maturation and uncertainty reduction methodologies into a single design process.
To this end, we also provide refinements and process improvements to both the design maturation
and MOVOI methodologies enabling future use. We demonstrate this comprehensive process
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using a model-based UAV design case study, and compare our results to those of a previous case
study using only design maturation decisions to converge the design space.

Using our

comprehensive framework, we are able to converge in the design space in less iterations (5) and
with 41% fewer total computation hours than the original case study, while addressing primary
risk sources. These results demonstrate the potential SBD benefits of coordinating both design
maturation and uncertainty reduction decisions during system development.
6.6.2 Recommendations and future research
This article demonstrates quantitative SBD with MOVOI applied to a UAV design case study.
As such, we rely only on models and simulation to mature our design sets and reduce uncertainty.
However, activities such as eliciting expert opinion, prototyping, testing and evaluation provide
other means to mature designs and resolve uncertainty. Future SBD research should explore
integrating these and other methods into the quantitative SBD process, enabling natural
progression from conceptual to physical designs during the development process. Additionally,
we recommend researchers apply our methodology to other system development applications such
as autonomous ground vehicles, naval vessels, and information systems. This research would
enable further methodology refinement, and provide improved understanding of potential
convergence improvement and cost reduction benefits across a range of system design
applications. We believe this methodology provides engineers, analysts, and program mangers a
mathematically sound and repeatable means enabling complex systems design and development
that reduces the overall program risk.
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7. Conclusion
7.1. Research Summary and Contributions

Figure 1. Methods Enabling Quantitative Set-Based Design
Set-based design (SBD) is a development and managerial process with demonstrated potential
across numerous industries. Using SBD, however, requires additional program investments due
to increased analytical requirements and limited quantitative methodologies. This dissertation
begins by identifying quantitative gaps in the SBD state-of-practice. We then provide a new
process framework and supporting program management and value of information analysis
procedures, enabling the use of quantitative SBD in complex system design. As seen in Figure 1
we use both approaches to inform design maturation and uncertainty reduction decisions. We
demonstrate our methodology using a model-based UAV case study and a set of integrated
multiresolution physics, value, and cost models. Our methodology enables program managers,
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engineers, and analysts to understand the effects of design maturation and uncertainty reduction
decisions on the system tradespace and expected performance. In the following sections we
provide answers to our five primary research questions and relevant contributions.
7.1.1 Summary of Research Questions and Findings
This dissertation sought to answer five primary research questions as part of our methodology
development strategy.
1. Is the current SBD state-of-practice more quantitative or qualitative in nature?
Our research surveyed 122 peer reviewed journal articles and conference papers to assess the
SBD state-of-practice.

The current literature contains both qualitative and quantitative

methodologies enabling both the management and execution of SBD enabled design programs.
Quantitative methods comprise nearly two thirds of the literature, with many applying methods
like decision analysis, tradespace analysis, and optimization to SBD design problems. We found
that many of these quantitative methodologies addresses component and simple system design
problems, as opposed to complex systems. Furthermore, most methodologies focused on early
conceptual designs with little emphasis placed in maturing the design space.
2. What quantitative methodology and knowledge gaps exist within the SBD state-of-practice?
Our state-of-practice assessment identified several knowledge gaps providing opportunities for
relevant research contributions. These gaps include the lack of quantitative methods enabling SBD
program management, limited research regarding the effects multi-resolution modeling on the
system design space, and methods purposefully quantifying and resolving design uncertainty.
Additionally, there are no existing quantitative processes guiding SBD from initial concept
development to final design selection.
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3. How can we enable effective design maturation and convergence through decision delay?
We view SBD as a sequential decision process whose objective is the identification and
development of resilient and affordable systems. This view informed our development of a
program management decision methodology.

This methodology includes the program

management value (PMV) model, which specifically informs four design maturation decisions.
We quantify and assess residual design set uncertainty using design feasibility entropy (H), a form
of information entropy. The methodology purposefully delays design decisions, facilitating design
maturation and uncertainty reduction. Design selection and elimination decision occur when a
program resolves uncertainty to some pre-defined acceptable level, converging the design space.
4. How can we evaluate and reduce uncertainties introduced by multi-resolution models and
other uncertainty reduction activities?
Value of information (VOI) analysis provides a means for assessing and resolving design
uncertainty. However, economic VOI analysis is insufficient in applications with multiobjective
system decisions and non-economic risk sources. This research describes a multiobjective VOI
(MOVI) analysis methodology assessing a higher-resolution (HR) model’s ability to provide new
information regarding a specific design set’s expected performance, cost, and development
schedule. This method facilitates simultaneous analysis of multiple design set’s and HR models,
allowing a program to assess design space maturity and select HR models and other uncertainty
reduction activities in support of design maturation.
5.

How can we integrate design maturation and uncertainty reduction into a single quantitative
SBD process framework enabling convergence?
This research develops and uses a quantitative SBD process framework, enabling sequential

design maturation and uncertainty reduction decisions. Chapter 6 provides and demonstrates the
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final framework version. The framework envision SBD as a three phase process maturing an initial
broad and conceptual design space to a final set of preferred design solutions. In keeping with our
emphasis on the quantitative management of SBD programs, our process further describes key
SBD activities from both the program manager and system engineer / analyst viewpoint.
7.1.2 Summary of Research Contributions
Table I. Dissertation Research Contribution by Chapter
Chapter

Chapter Research Contributions

Generated
Publications

- Identified quantitative SBD as a research gap in systems
engineering
- Integrated qualitative SBD tenets with quantitative process
requirements
- Assessed the SBD state-of-practice assessment
- Identified existing research and methodology gaps

- Conference Paper1

3

- Implemented the integrated analytics framework in a multiresolution modeling environment (ModelCenter®)

- Book Chapter4
- Conference Paper5

4

- Developed the PMV model for quantitative SBD
- Defined SBD maturation decisions
- Developed new trade-off analysis method using PMV and
design feasibility entropy
- Created a SBD program management decision support tool

- Journal Article6
- Conference Paper7

5

- Developed new MOVOI analysis methodology for
quantitative SBD
- Created new method to analyze SBD set maturity and risk
- Created new method to assess the impact of HR models
- Created a SBD MOVOI analysis decision tool

- Journal Article8

6

- Demonstrated the VOI enabled quantitative SBD process
using an UAV design case study
- Demonstrated the benefits of using both the PMV decision
and MOVOI methodologies in quantitative SBD

- Journal Article9

1

2

- Journal Article2
- Conference Paper3

This research produced several new contributions towards the fields of SBD and decision
analysis; we provide a summary of dissertation contributions in Table I. In addition to these
contributions, our research produced four journal articles, four conference papers, and a book
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chapter; these publications are either currently published or undergoing peer review. The four
journal articles comprise the body of chapters 2, 4, 5, and 6 providing detailed descriptions of our
methodology and primary contributions. While our research provides valuable contributions to
the body of knowledge and communities of practice, there exist methodology limitations requiring
further research.
7.2. Future Research Recommendations
This research provides significant contributions to SBD, however, there exist methodology
limitations requiring future research. First, our research relied only upon models and simulation
to resolve design uncertainty, as opposed to other means such as expert opinion, prototyping, or
testing and evaluation. Second, our research produced only digital designs, ultimately limiting our
ability to verify design feasibility. Third and finally, our research used only one case study to
demonstrate our methodology. Future research should address these limitations, by progressing
designs from conceptual digital models to physical prototypes. In doing so, this research should
include multiple uncertainty reduction activities, in addition to the use of HR models and
simulation. Finally, research should apply our methodology to other complex design applications
including ground and maritime vehicles, information and logistic networks, and mission
engineering, as well as applications with multiple decision makers.
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